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The Concept of 'Dhamma' in Thai Buddhism: A Study in the Thought of
Vajiranana and Buddhadasa
Abstract
Dhamma is one of the most important and most difficult concepts in Pali Buddhism. Its significance lies
in the fact that the term points to both the essence and the goal of Buddhism. Its ambiguity, however,
results from the variety of the term's interpretations depending on its contexts. This dissertation analyzes
the concept of dhamma in the writings of the two foremost interpreters of Thai Buddhism in the modern
and contemporary periods, Vajiranana (1860-1921) and Buddhadasa (1906- ), who, in differing ways,
attempt to recover the original teaching of the Buddha's dhamma. The study first describes the range of
meanings of the term in the Pali canonical materials, and selected western interpreters, before focusing
on its normative and popular significance in Thai Buddhism. After discussing the historical context in
which Vajiranana and Buddhadasa have worked, the dissertation then provides a detailed exposition of
their interpretations of dhamma. Through an analysis of their institutional roles and written corpus, the
dissertation establishes the distinctive nature of the substance and method of their teachings. We find
that Vajiranana closely follow the Theravada scholastic tradition as epitomized by Buddhaghosa; and that
his strong emphasis on dhamma as moral norm is consistent with the efforts of the Thai government of
his days to use religion to help build a strong nation-state. Buddhadasa breaks away from traditional
Theravada exegetical methods and attitude toward scriptures. Advancing a theory of religious language/
truth not unlike Madhyamika, he emphasizes the ontological nature of dhamma. In particular, he
interprets dhamma in terms of the Thai term for "nature," dhammajati, which he equates with "the normal"
(pakati), dependent origination (paticcasamuppada), and emptiness (sunnata).
In addition to analyzing the content of their thought to get at their distinctive interpretations of dhamma,
the dissertation also contrasts the styles of Vajiranana and Buddhadasa in terms of Weberian-type
categories, viewing Vajiranana as a charismatic priest and an ideal of the Buddha's right-hand disciple--a
scholar-administrator (ganthadhura) monk--while Buddhadasa is a charismatic prophet and an ideal of
the Buddha's left-hand disciple--a forest-dwelling meditator (vipassanadhura) monk.
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PREFACE

The transliteration of Pali terms in this
dissertation follows the standard form of Davids, T. W.
Rhys,

and Stede, William,

Pali-Enqlish D i c t ionary.
1979.

eds.

The Pali Text S o c i e t y ’s

London:

The Pali Text Society,

And the transliteration of Thai terms generally

follows a modified version of Phya Anuman Rajadhon.

Thai

Language.

1956. .

Bangkok:

The National Culture Institute,

Personal names and titles, however,

are romanized

according to the popular use in English,
Ramkhamhaeng

(not King Ram Kamhaeng)

for example,

King

and King Vajiravudh

(not King Vajiravudh).
I would like to give m y special thanks to Professor
Donald K. Swearer who initially provides me with his
helpful advice and materials for the transliteration of
Thai terms throughout this dissertation.

PATARAPORN SIRIKANCHANA
Philadelphia,

Pennsylvania •

December 1985
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The term "dhamma11 is perhaps the most important
term in Pali Buddhism because its discovery entitled Prince
Siddhattha as the Buddha.
Buddhism,

Despite its crucial position in

"dhamma11 is ambiguous in that it is liable to

several interpretations.

In this chapter,

I will review

the meanings of dhamma" as it appears in the canonical
Theravada Buddhist texts, the commentaries,

and in both

normative and popular dimensions of Thai Buddhism.

Each of

these four areas will be explored in some detail in order
to provide an introduction to the central focus of this
dissertation:

an analysis of the interpretations of

"d h a m ma" by the two foremost modern Thai monastic exposi
tors, Vajiranana and Buddhadasa.

Meanings of Dhamma in the Pali Tioitaka

One can find several meanings of dhamma in the Tipitaka, the principal authoritative texts of Theravada
1
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Buddhism.

In this section,

I will identify some of the

more important meanings of dhamma in these Scriptures to
illustrate the wide range of meaning given to the term.
Then I will present the interpretations of this term by
(Mrs.) C. A. F. Rhys Davids, Wilhelm and Magdalene Geiger,
and John Ross Carter,

in order to show how some western

scholars have dealt with these multiple meanings.

The Variety of Canonical Meanings of Dhamma

In order to facilitate understanding the several
canonical meanings of d h a m m a . I will group them into two
broad categories:
ternal

external

(or physical)

(or spiritual) meanings.

meanings and in

External meanings of

dhamma refer to matters external to and independent from
the individual human mind and judgment,

for example, the

law of cosmic order, natural phenomena,

or the way things

really are.
dhamma.

This can be called the ontological meaning of

The internal meanings of dhamma depend on the

human mind and construction.

Such meanings are mentioned

in the Tipitaka as moral law, righteousness,
and norm.

duty, truth,

These meanings of dhamma are epistemological

and m o r a l .

The External Meanings of Dhamma
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The external meanings of dhamma in the Tipitaka are
presented b y the Buddha in order to help his audiences
cultivate a basic understanding of the world and to lead
th e m to his ethical teachings as being in accord with
reality.

Dhamma here generally means "phenomena" or the

Law of Nature,
truth.

as revealed in the the Buddha's teachings of

Dhamma as phenomenon or phenomena can be found in

the passage:

"ye dhamma hetuppabhava tesam hetum

Tathagato a h a ." which means "of the phenomena arisen
from a cause,

the Tathagato has expressed that cause

(Vinaya.i.40)."

This was the Venerable Assaji's response

to the layman Sariputta's question about the principal
doctrine of his tradition.

After reflecting on the answer,

Sariputta saw the meaning of dhamma and revealed it to
Moggallana.
Here,

In this passage, dhamma is the crucial term.

it refers to the fundamental nature of things or the

way the world really is.

"Ye dhamma hetuppabhava

tesam hetum Tathagato a h a " thus signifies the truth
in the teachings of the Buddha which points to the causal,
relational nature nature of all phenomena.

This interpre

tation of dhamma constitutes its basic ontological
meaning.
Although the external meaning of dhamma refers to
p h e n o m e n a , the Law of N a t u r e , and the B u d d h a 1s teachings
about reality, all three meanings are related to one
another.

As the Law of Nature which includes the Law of
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Dependent Origination

(paticcasamuopadat and the moral

law, dhamma is the absolute law governing the universe and
its beings,

for example, the growth of trees, the cycle of

human life from birth,

old-age,

illness,

and to death.

The Law of Nature mandates that everything is transitory,
changeable, and mutually interrelated.

That is, all things

have causes, change, and perish according to their causes.
As the Buddha once said to the Brahmin Pokkha r a s a d i :
"Whatsoever has a beginning in that is inherent also the
1
necessity of dissolution.11
The Buddha's teachings are the words of truth that
reveal the Law of Nature and the cosmic order to which all
things are subject.

According to the Samanna-phala S u t t a .

once the Buddha explained to King Ajatasattu that a Buddha
was the one who saw the Truth and preached that Truth:
Suppose, 0 King, there appears in the world one
who has won the truth, an Arahat, a fully awakened one,
abounding in wisdom and goodness, happy, who knows all
worlds, unsurpassed as a guide to mortals willing to be
led, a teacher for gods and men, a Blessed One, a Bud
dha.
He, by himself, thoroughly knows and sees, as it
were, face to face this universe,— including the worlds
above of the gods, the Brahmas, and the Maras, and the
world below with its recluses and Brahmans, its princes
and peoples,— and having known it, he makes his k n o w 
ledge known to others.
The Truth, lovely in its ori
gin, lovely in its progress, lovely in its consumma
tion, doth he proclaim, both in the spirit and in the
letter, the higher life doth he make known, in all its
full-ness and in all its purity.

The Internal Meanings of Dhamma
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While the external meanings of dhamma refer to
"things existing" regardless of human involvement, the in
ternal meanings of dhamma refer to certain qualities,
values or principles existing in the human mind or depen
ding on human interpretation such as moral law, righteous
ness, and duty.

Here, I will divide the internal meanings

of dhamma into epistemological and moral meanings.
Epistemologically, dhamma is the truth about the
nature of things as represented in the Buddha's teaching
and penetrated by human knowledge and wisdom.

It is the

truth needed by those who want to purify themselves, to end
suffering in this world, to gain happiness and virtue, and
to reach n i bbana.

The Buddha preached the dhamma in

order to provide knowledge of both the external world and
one's own self to humankind.

Knowledge of the external

world (the ontological dimension of d hamma) helps human
beings properly understand their relationship to the
cosmos and thus to be able to live according to its law.
Knowledge of one's own self (the internal knowledge of
d h amma) on the other hand, helps human beings understand
themselves so that they can find the way to end their suf
fering and attain nibbana. The Buddha expressed the pur
pose of his preaching of dhamma to Uttiya, the Wanderer,
as follows:
With full comprehension, Uttiya, I teach dhamma
to disciples for the purification of beings, for the
overpassing of sorrow and despair, for the going to an
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end of grief and dejection, for reaching the Method,
for the realizing of n ibbana.
The epistemological meaning of dhamma
ledge of the truth)
meaning of dhamma

(the know

closely relates to the ontological

(the truth of the nature of things)

to the moral meaning of dhamma

and

(the truth of human

morality in thought and conduct).
The Buddha particularly emphasized the moral sense of
dhamma since it led to the end of suffering and n i b b a n a .
Dhamma as moral law was praised by the Buddha as the best
law of human conduct.

The Buddha preached that there were

three general types of human conduct:
(a t tadhioatava), dominated-by-world

dominated-bv-dhamma

dominated-by-self

(lokadhioatava),

(dhammadhipatava).

and

A n d the best

type of human conduct, according to the Buddha's teaching,
is that which follows d h a m m a :
Now I have fellows in the righteous life who
abide in knowledge and insight (of d hamma) . If I, who
am one that went forth under this well-proclaimed DhammaDiscipline, should dwell in sloth and negligence, it would
be unseemly for me.
Then he thus reflected:
Energetic
shall be my striving and my attention shall be established
unshaken.
Calmed shall my body be, not turbulent.
Con
trolled shall be m y mind and one-pointed.
Thus, likewise, making Dhamma predominant he
abandons evil, cultivates goodness, abandons things blame
worthy, cultivates things blameless and keeps himself in
ut t e r purity.
This, monks, is called "dominance of
D h a m m a ."
According to this moral law, those who act according
to dhamma will receive goodness and happiness in return,
and those who act against it doom themselves to suffering.
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Dhamma in some passages of the Tipitaka means righteous
ness:
Monks, whatsoever beings at early dawn, at noon,
and at eve practise righteousness of body, speech and
m i n d , — s^ch have a happy dawn, a happy noon, a happy
eve n i n g .
Dhamma as duty or obligation means practising v i r 
tue, namely, the dhamma of a monk is his duty to preserve

g
the precepts.

Throughout the Tipitaka,

one finds many

of the Buddha's teachings concerning the duty of h o u s e 
holders, monks, kings.

In the Sicralovada S u t t a n t a . for

example, the Buddha taught the reciprocal duties of parents
and children, teachers and students, husband and wife,
7
friends, master and servant,
In summary,

and monks and laity.

dhamma generally means the teaching of

the Buddha which is presented ontologically,

epistemologi-

cally, and morally to humankind so that all human beings
can live happily in this world and can find their peace
and freedom from pains in nib b a n a .

Because dhamma has

so many varied meanings depending on its context, the term
not only stands as the central concept/symbol of Theravada
Buddhism, but has posed an interpretative problem for
students and interpreters of the tradition.
lowing section,

In the fol

I will demonstrate how the term "d h a m m a "

is a problem in Buddhist study and how western scholars
have tried to cope with its ambiguous sense.
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The Western Interpretations of Dhamma

Many western scholars of Buddhism have found that the
several meanings of dhamma in the Pali texts cause
serious problems in understanding the Buddha's teaching.
Th e y have sought the central meaning of the term believing
that properly understanding dhamma will lead to an under
standing of the essence of Buddhism.

Mrs. C. A. F. Rhys

Davids, Wilhelm and Magdalene Geiger, and John Ross Carter
illustrate the attempt of western scholars to analyze the
mean i ng of d h a m m a .
Mrs.

C. A. F. Rhys Davids

(1858-1942)

interpreted

the term "dhamma" from the root «dhar (support,

sustain,

g

maintain,

hold, and k e e p ) .

While the context-dependent

meanings of dhamma include Right, Good, Justice, Moral
Law,

Ideal, Truth, Law, System,

phasized two:

and Doctrine,

Q

she em

dhamma as norm, and dhamma as phenomenon.

The meaning of dhamma as norm is "an impersonal
eternal order of things, according to which all things,
animate and inanimate, gods included,
their being."

10

In other words,

lived, moved, and had

dhamma is a universal

law that governs all things in general

(nivamata or

d h a m m a t a t , and the Law of Dependent Origination (paticcasamuppada)

which governs human life process.

Rhys Davids,

. .

C. A. F.

following B uddhaghosa1s exposition,

11

divided

the order of things into five categories;
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And he [the Buddha] illustrates each of the five
phases thus:- (1) by the desirable and undesirable
results following good and bad action, respectively;
(2) by the phenomena of winds and rains; (3) by rice
produced from rice-seed, or again, by sugary taste re
sulting from sugarcane or honey; (4) by conscious pr o 
cesses, quoting from the Abhidhamma-Pitaka (Patthana):"Antecedent states of consciousness with their'proper
ties stand to posterior states with their properties
in the relation of efficient cause."
For instance, "in
sense-cognition, the receptive and other phases of
consciousness come to pass after, and because of, the
sensation of sight"; (5) by the natural phenomena oc
curring at the advent of a bodhisat in his last re
birth, i.e., of one who, when adult, will become a
saviour of the world, or Buddha.
Hence we may define
the dhamma-nivama as the order of things concerned
with the production by the cosmos of its perfect or
norm type.
And we may say that our notion of moral
law is covered by the first and last branches of the
fivefold order, namely, the why we should be good, by
the k amma-nivama. and the why we try to better our
good, by the dhamma-nivama.
The meaning of d h a m m a . according to C. A. F. Rhys
Davids,

replaces traditional Brahmanical notions of cosmo

gony and theodicy with the idea of a universal law of all
. .
.
13
moral and spiritual beings.

For Mrs. Rhys Davids,

dhamma theory challenges the idea of Atman or an Eternal
Soul.

She sees the denial of soul as unique to Buddhism.

Other Indian traditions use the soul theory to explain the
w o r k of the moral law and the concept of retribution,

i.e.,

the individual soul will carry the fruits of a person's
deeds

(kamma)

after death and will produce happiness or

suffering according to the value of his deeds.
however,

explains that the theory of no-soul

makes the law of kamma work,

Buddhism,

(anatta)

for if there were an indivi

dual soul within human beings,

it would have to be eternal
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and unchanging, and thus would neither be subject to infirmities nor affected by good and evil.

14

C. A. F. Rhys

Davids points out that the Buddha's teaching of anatta
deals particularly with the impermanence of the self at
any given moment, the connection between the self and any
past or future existence through transmitted energy, or
evolution, and the absence of an absolute or god-like soul
in mind or body.

15

Mrs. Rhys Davids also refers to

B uddh aghosafs observations in the Visuddhimaqga that all
classes of conditioned things are no more than compositions
of the five aggregates— physical body,
tion,

feelings, percep

(volitional) mental formations, and consciousness—

and, thus, afford no foothold for a soul or animistic
beliefs.16
In denying the theory of an eternal soul,

Buddhism

substitutes a view of personhood characterized by material
(ruga) and non-material
interdependent process.

(nama)

factors in a state of

This view of phenomenal and

moral existence is based in a theory of causation formu
lated as the Law of Nature

(nivamata or dhammata ) and

the Law of Dependent Origination

(paticcasamuppada).

Niyamata explains the processes of inanimate phenomena in
nature, and paticcasamuppada. which C. A. F. Rhys Davids
called the Chain or Wheel of the Twelve Bases, explains
human existence and process of life.

For example, because

of ignorance, human beings mistakenly believe that all

R eproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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worldly things are permanent and can be subject to their
will.

Instead of searching for the end of suffering, they

indulge in acquiring worldly happiness and cause trouble
to others.

Since all things in the world are impermanent

and changing according to their causal conditions, an in
dividual m a y receive what s/he does not want,
be able to get what s/he wants,
self into misery

and may not

and, thus, bring him/her

(dukkha)•

The theory of paticcasamuppada is crucial in Bud
dhism because it demonstrates that human nature is suscep
tible to evil and suffering.

The knowledge of paticca

samuppada prepares a person to attain absolute liberation
(nibbana).

In the light of these considerations,

C. A. F. Rhys Davids summarizes this aspect of the Bud
dha's dhamma as follows:
M an consisted of six constituent elements (earth,
i.e., extended element, water, heat, air, space and
c onsciousness); he had six fields of contact with the
eternal world (mind being the s i x t h ) ; in eighteen ways
through the six fields of contact and their effect on
thoughts, words, and deeds, he was affected by that
world; and there is a fourfold platform, whereon if
he stands, the surgings of fancy make no headway,
and he is fit to be called sage and saint.
That plat
form is (1) Ariyan insight, i.e., knowledge how to
destroy all sorrow; (2) Ariyan truth or Nibbana
(i.e., Ni r v a n a ) ; (3) Ariyan resignation, namely, of
all conditions leading to rebirth; (4) Ariyan peace,
i.e., the.tranquilization of lust, hate, and
illusion.
For C. A. F. Rhys Davids, the most important meaning
of dhamma is "norm."

She contends that the significance

of this interpretation is made clear in the only sutta in
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the Theravada canon which approaches a cosmogony,

the

A q q a n n a - s u t t a .18 In the Aqqanna-sutta of the Sutta
Pitaka, dhamma as norm converts a chaotic, poor state of
life into a harmonious, peaceful, prosperous,
one.

and virtuous

This sutta portrays the beginning of human insti

tutions and society, and the contrast of life before and
after the introduction of the norm.

Prior to d h a m m a .

life was meaningless with no distinction between good
and evil.

Human beings,

as well as animals,

lived day by

day without a future or hope of improvement.

Life, then,

was perilous and unpleasant since everyone acted according
to their own desire.

Later, people began to realize the

defects of living without law.

They, thus, agreed to live

together in a community and choose a leader to regulate
their community and bring them peace and happiness through
the creation of the "norm."

19

According to C. A. F. Rhys Davids, the introduction
of "norm” in the Aqqanna-sutta also demonstrates that,
in contrast to the view expressed for example in Rgveda
10.90, differences among human beings are not caused by
birth.

According to the Aqqann a - s u t t a . human beings

differ from each other because of their own deeds.

Dhamma

as norm also refers to the essence of the Buddha's teaching
as embodied in the concepts of dhammata and p a t i c c a 
s a m u ppada.

Thus,

for C. A. F. Rhys Davids, the meaning

of dhamma as norm is central.
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Although the term dhamma

(dharma)

is also used

in other Indian philosophical systems, as Mrs. Rhys Davids
indicates,

the term abhidhamma was invented exclusively

by Buddhists and used in the sense of an "ultra-d hamma11
covering the study of theory and logical method.
Abhidhamma systematizes the dhamma; and, hence,
not add to the Buddha's teaching.

21

20
it does

Mrs. Rhys Davids

sees the abhidhamma as an essential means by which the
Buddha's dhamma was preserved and explained:
Abhidhamma was an instrument for regulating
the mind.
According to the greatest of the scholastic
commentators of the fifth century A.D., Buddhaghosa, it
was calculated to check those excesses in thought away
from the norm, which were shown, by the Buddha,-to lead
to loss of mental balance, craziness, insanity.
Unlike Mrs. Rhys Davids,

for Wilhelm Geiger,

abhidhamma does not systematize d h a m m a ; it is only an
elaborated,

repeated version of it:

The Abhidhamma is not a systematic philosophy,
but merely a supplement to the Dhamma.
The work b e 
longing to it mostly contain merely detailed elucida
tions of various topics dealing with ethics, ps y c h o 
logy or theory of knowledge which are mentioned in
the canon.
For Geiger,

the Abhidhamma only reiterates the con

tent of the Buddha's dhamma in the Sutta and the Vinaya,
and deals mainly with the classification of psychical p h e 
nomena,

types of human personalities,

plied logic.

causality,

and a p 

C. A. F. Rhys Davids thinks that the addition

of the Abhidhamma to the Dhamma is important for clarifying
the Buddha's teaching, Wilhelm Geiger considers it exces
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sive and thus unnecessary for the Dhamma.

Consequently,

Wilhelm and Magdalene Geiger do not hold that abhidhamma
is a higher d h a m m a . higher philosophy, or metaphysics.

24

Rather, the Abhidhamma-pitaka represents only a collection
of fragments taken from the two original Pitakas, the
Dhamma and the Vinaya.

25

. .
Thus, originally, the abhi

dhamma was only a m a t i k a . or table of contents to the
canon.

26

And they assert that the three-part division of

the Canon as Tipitaka— the Sutta, the Vinaya, and the
Abhidhamma— exists only in the commentaries.

27

Mrs. Rhys Davids and the Geigers also disagree about
the relationship between the meaning of dhamma and
atman or b r a h m a n .

While Mrs. Rhys Davids asserts that

dhamma which is impersonal is not atman or brahman
generally understood as a God or a Soul, Wilhelm and
Magdalene Geiger du not see a sharp contrast between them.
For the latter, brahman connotes an impersonal quality
rather than a Creator God.

In Pali D h a m m a . they hypo

thesize that dhamma functions as a metaphysical concept
representing "highest being," hence,
concept atman-brahman."

replacing the

They "buddhicize" the meaning of

brahman by taking such phrases as " (Tathagato)
brahmacakkam pavattati
the Brahma-wheel)"

28

([a Tathagata] sets rolling

to be an explication of d h a m m a .

They explain that brahman or atman as used in the Bud
dhist texts signifies moral qualities such as righteous-
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ness and virtue and not the soul.

Thus,

following the

Buddha's teaching in the A q q a nna-sutta. a person of any
caste will find his/her destiny according to his/her
present moral conduct which is governed by norm, the
universal law of justice,

or, as one may call it, d h a m m a .

In the Geigers' view, dhamma incorporates many
meanings.
object,

Like the Latin "res," it can mean "thing,

subject, matter," on concrete as well as abstract

levels, the corporeal as well as the spiritual.
D h a m m a . however,
matter

can also be translated as "righteous

(Rechtssache), righteous case

ment (Strafsache), perishableness
(Verfehlung), fact

(Rechtsfall), punish

(Vergehen), failure

(Umstand), situation

(Zustand), relation (Verhaltnis), moment
characteristic element
quality

29

(Lage), condition
(Moment),

(characteristisches E l e m e n t ) ,

(Eigenschaft), power (Kraft), and capacity

(Vermogen)."

30

In short, dhamma embraces all things

including n i b b a n a .

While they see dhamma as a very

inclusive term, they believe that the most important
meaning of dhamma is the Law of Causation, particularly
the law of Dependent Origination (paticcasamuppada^ .
In support of this contention, they quote a passage from
the Mai ihima-nikava:
so dhammam passati
sees the d h a m m a t ."

"ye paticcasamuppadam passati

(whoever sees the paticcasamuppada
31

The development of western interpretations of
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"d h a m ma" has been carefully examined in John Ross Carter's
Dhamma:

Western Academic and Sinhalese Buddhist Interpre

tation. a Study of a Religious Con c e p t .

According to

Carter, the study of dhamma did not originate in the
West, but "begins with a study of a noble quest undertaken
and carried through to completion by the Buddha and held
out before Buddhists for centuries as that with which one
should become engaged."

32

Carter himself does not a d 

vocate any specific interpretation of d h a m m a .

Rather,

he surveys the meanings of dhamma in the Tipitaka and
the interpretations of classical and Sinhalese commenta
tors and also by western scholars.

With the normative view

of Buddhaghosa in mind, Carter sees dhamma as representing
the salvific truth of Theravada Buddhism in the tradition's
authoritative teaching

(pariyatti), its way of living

(patipatti), and in the Reality rediscovered by the
Buddha

(pativedha or nib b a n a ) .

The Buddha is remembered

by the Buddhists primarily because he discovered this sal
vific truth and delivered it to humankind for their salvation.

33

As the canonical and commentarial sources,

as well as modern interpretations, make clear,
is the most difficult,
Buddhism.

"dhamma"

ambiguous and profound term in

As the Buddha, himself, proclaimed:

"This

dhamma won by me is deep, difficult to see, difficult to
understand, tranquil, excellent, beyond dialectic,

subtle,

. .
34
intelligible to the learned."
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In spite of the profundity and ambiguity of the
term, the Sutta, Vinaya,

and Abhidhamma share a basic com

mo n understanding of dhamma as representing the doctrine
of the Buddha.

The Sutta portrays dhamma as the truth

about phenomena and the basis of morality for both monks
and laity with the emphasis on the mutual duty and obliga
tion between monks and laity and among lay people t hem
selves,

including moral cultivation to end suffering in

this world.

For example, when the Venerable Upall did not

understand

the meaning of

dhamma and asked the Buddha

to expound

it, the Buddha

answered as follows:

"These doctrines [of other teachers] lead one
not to complete weariness (of the w o r l d ) , nor to dispassion, nor to ending, nor to calm, nor to knowledge,
nor to the awakening,
nor to the cool"— regarding them
definitely as not D h a m m a . not the discipline, not the
w ord of the Teacher.
But the doctrines of which you
may know:
"These doctrines lead one to complete
weariness, dispassion, ending, calm, knowledge, the
awakening, the cool"— regard them unreservedly as
D h a m m a . the discipline, the word of the Teacher.
In a similar vein,

once when the Buddha arrived at

the Kosalan village named Sala, the brahman householders
asked h i m what causes one person to go to heaven after
death and another to go to hell.
dhamma makes one go to heaven,
to hell.
speech,

The Buddha answered that

and adhamma makes one go

Adhamma is evil formations through actions,
and thought such as killing living creatures,

stealing,

having intercourse with anyone protected by a

guardian,

intentional lying, having ill-will towards
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others, and so on.

The Vinaya,

And dhamma represents the oppo-

on the other hand, emphasizes dhamma

as the Buddha's doctrine of monastic obligation and
morality.

For example, the Buddha prescribed that the duty

of monks is to proclaim the dhamma

(the norm or doc

trine) , and it is the dhammic duty of the monks to take
care of the sick in the Order.

37

Finally, the Abhidhamma treats dhamma primarily as
the doctrine of spiritual practice and purification in
order to attain n i b b a n a .

The many technical classifica

tions of dhamma in the Abhidhamma should be seen not
simply as an arid scholastic philosophy, but as having a
spiritual or salvific intent:
The subject in both [the Sutta and the A b h i 
dhamma] is practically the same.
Its main difference
in treatment, briefly stated, may be said to consist
in the fact that in the Sutta the doctrine [dhamma]
is more or less explained in the words of the philo
sophically incorrect "conventional" everyday language
(vohara-vacana) understood by anyone, whilst the
Abhidhamma, on the other hand, makes use of purely
philosophical terms true in the absolute sense
(paramattha-vacanat . Thus, in the Sutta it often
is spoken of "individuals," "persons," of "I," "you,"
"self," even the rebirth of "self," etc., as if such
so-called individualities really existed.
The Abhi
dhamma, however, treats of realities (paramatthad h a m m a ) , i.e., of psychical and physical phenomena,
which alone may be rightly called realities, though
only of momentary duration, arising and passing away
every moment. . . . The study of the Abhidhamma re
quires a previous thorough acquaintance with the
fundamental teachings and ethical aims of Buddhism;
and it is only to them who have fulfilled this preli
minary condition that, by thus recapitulating their
learning, and by philosophically deepening their
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insight,_the Abhidhamma may prove to be of real
benefit.
According to Carter, the meanings of dhamma in the
Tipitaka and Buddhaghosa's commentaries,

differ greatly

from the beliefs of most lay Buddhists.

The meaning of

dhamma in the Tipitaka,

for example,

is found through a

philosophical study of the Tipitaka itself and does not
depend on popular approval.
Having examined the range of doctrinal meanings of
dhamma in the Tipitaka and extended this introduction to
the meaning of the term by a brief examination of western
interpretations of dhamma,

I will now outline both the

normative and popular meanings of dhamma in Thai Buddhism.
The normative meaning of dhamma follows the exposition of
Buddhaghosa who was formally held as the "great commenta
tor" by Thai monarchs and Sangha leaders.

The popular

meaning of d h a m m a . on the other hand, developed from the
traditions of Thai folk culture.

Buddhaghosa 1is Expositions of Dhamma

Buddhaghosa held that the Buddha's dhamma was
intended primarily to prepare human beings for n i b b a n a .
His work deals particularly with the nature of phenomena,
the practice of the human mind to overcome ignorance in
order to see things as they are, and the steps to end suf
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fering.

The technical nature of much of Buddha g h o s a 's

writing reflects the scholasticism of the Abhidhamma.
B u d d h a g h o s a 's expositions are dominant in Sinhalese
Buddhism; and they came to be the matrix of normative Thai
Buddhism.

To help clarify this point, I will first trace

briefly the history of the link between Indian and Sinha
lese Buddhism, the transmission of the Buddha's teaching
according to the Theravada tradition to Sri Lanka, and the
legitimation of Sri Lanka as preserver of the original
teaching of the Buddha.
According to the M a h a v a m s a . Buddhism entered Sri
Lanka through the efforts of King Adoka

(273-232 B.C.E.)

w ho sent Mahinda Thera and four other monks to the island
in order to propagate Buddhism.

39

The arrival of Mahinda

in Sri Lanka during the reign of King Devanampiya-Tissa
(247-207 B.C.E.)

promoted the establishment of Buddhism as

the main religion of the island, the formation of the
- .
.
40
monastic order (the Mahavihara Fraternity)
and the firm
establishment of the Buddhist teaching in Sri Lanka.

Ac

cording to the M a h a v a m s a . Buddhaghosa came from India to
Sri Lanka m

the early Fifth Century.

41

There is,

however, very little solid evidence about B uddhaghosa1s
life.

In fact, we have biographical information primarily

from the Dipavamsa and M a h a v a m s a . the famous ancient
chronicles of Sri Lanka.
Born a Brahmin, Buddhaghosa later studied the Ti-
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pitaka,

and became so knowledgeable in Buddhist doctrine

that he was named Buddhaghosa, the voice of the Buddha.
To understand B u d d h a g h o s a 1s contribution to the development
of a Theravada Buddhist "orthodoxy," it must be pointed out
that the Indian/Sri Lankan religious situation was p l u 
ralistic and eclectic.

After the time cf Asoka up to the

time of Buddhaghosa, Theravadin forms of Buddhism competed
w i t h Mahayanism and Hinduism; and popular forms of Bud
dhism had become assimilated with popular Indian cults.
This can be considered the period when Buddhism was d e 
clining in India, and, consequently,

the motive for

B u d d h a g h o s a 's journey to Sri Lanka in order to search for
and organize the orthdox teachings of the Buddha.
After arriving in Sri Lanka,

Buddhaghosa became

familiar with the Sinhalese Atthakatha
tion attributed to Mahinda.

43

42

(commentary)

tradi-

Buddhaghosa was convinced

that these Atthakatha contained the true meaning of the
Buddha's teaching.

He then asked the Mahavihara monks for

permission to translate them from Sinhalese into Pali in
order to revive and promote the dhamma in India.

Ac

cording to the M a h a v a m s a . the Mahavihara monks tested
B u d d h a g h o s a 's ability by asking h i m to translate two
stanzas from the Atthakatha.

44

Buddhaghosa thoroughly

understood the two stanzas and elaborated upon them by
consulting the Tipitaka.

The Mahavihara monks,

astounded

by his profound knowledge of the doctrine, allowed him to
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use their Sinhalese collection of the Buddhist texts.
Having consulted the canonical texts and commentaries in
the Sinhalese version, Buddhaghosa composed his famous
commentary,

the Visuddhimagga (Way of P u r ification).

The Visuddhimaqqa is widely accepted by Buddhist scholars
as the first and most important commentarial work of Bud
dhaghosa.

It presents step-by-step methods for the

realization of nibbana beginning with strict discipline
and then proceeding to different level of meditation
leading to n i b b a n a .
The Visuddhimaqqa is considered by Thai scholars
as a veritable encyclopaedia of Theravada Buddhism because
it contains all the important Buddhist concepts and
teachings found in the Pali Canon.

It arranges them in a

systematic sequence aimed at making the Buddha's teaching
easy to follow and practice,

and also gives a detailed

exposition of those concepts and teachings.
comments:

As J. Gray

"If he [Buddhaghosa] had written nothing else,

it [the Visuddhimaqqa1 alone would have secured for him
undying fame."

45

In Ceylon,

Buddha g h o s a 's contribution is predomi

nant:
It was Buddhaghosa who developed and perfected
the Buddhist system of thought.
According to some,
Buddhism which now prevails in Ceylon is virtually the
religion as interpreted by Buddhaghosa.
The explana
tion of the sacred texts, literary and philosophical,
which has prevailed since his time, is really the e x 
planation of Buddhaghosa and his school.
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When Sinhalese Theravada Buddhists reached Burma and
Thailand, they brought with them a doctrinal tradition
rooted in Buddhaghosa's commentaries, especially the
V i s u ddhimaqqa.

As the most systematic exposition of the

teachings of the Theravada position,

"Buddhaghosa-Bud-

dhism" became the normative doctrinal view throughout
Theravada Asia.

As evidence of Buddhaghosa1s significance

for the Theravada,

it should be noted that,

in the tradi

tion, he is simply referred to as "the commentator."
The basic meaning of d h a m m a . according to Buddha
ghosa,

is the teaching of the Buddha.

Following the cita

tion of a passage in the Mai ihima-nikava. he praised the
value of dhamma in his Visuddhimaqqa:
Even a single stanza of the Blessed One's
teaching is good in the beginning with the first word,
good in the middle with the second, third, etc., and
good in the end with the last word, because the Dhamma
is altogether admirable.
Buddhaghosa divided the Buddha's dhamma into the
teaching of the Law of Nature and the teaching of the
Ninefold Supramundane States

48
flokuttara dhamma^ .

Dhamma as the Law of Nature is also called the Law of
Causation or Condition (paccaya) which includes the law
of cause and effect, the moral law, and the teaching of
the Noble Path.

49

The teaching of the Law of Nature is

the introduction to the Truth about the nature of things
and of life in general.

It reveals that everything in
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nature and in all activities is interrelated through cause
and effect.

For example, the causes of the emergence and

growth of a mango tree are a mango seed, water,
and so on.
trees.

soil,

Without these causes, there will be no mango

Similarly, the moral teaching of the Buddha re

flects the causal relation between a moral act and its
result.

This is the Law of kamma in which good deeds

yield good effects such as happiness and prosperity, to the
doers; and evil deeds result in evil effects such as
suffering and poverty.

The understanding of the Law of

Nature and its truth is necessary for the attainment of
nibbana.
The teaching of the Noble path also portrays the
causal relation of suffering and the end of suffering.
One should first see the causes of one's suffering and
then try to eliminate those causes by following the Noble
Eightfold Path in order to attain n i b b a n a .

If one does

not understand the cause of suffering and the effect of
the end of suffering, one certainly cannot follow the
Noble Path properly.
Secondly, d h a m m a . according to Buddhaghosa,

is the

Buddha's teaching of lokuttara-dhamma or the supramundane states;

the Four Paths, the Four Fruits,

and N i b b a n a .

The Four Paths consist of four stages in the pursuit of
the goal;

the sotapatti-roaqqa or the Path of the Stream-

entry, the sakadagami-maqqa or the Path of the Once-
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returning, the anagaroi-magqa or the Path of the N o n 
returning,

and the final stage, the arahatta-maqqa or

the Path of the Arahant.

The Four Fruits are the realiza

tion or the attainment of those who follow the Four Paths.
Those who follow the sotapatti-maqqa will attain the
so t a patti-phala; those who follow the sakadagami-maqqa
will attain the sakadagami-phala; those who follow the
anaqami-maqqa will attain the anaqami-phala; and those
wh o follow the arahatta-magga will attain the arahattaphala.

Nibbana is the unconditioned state of ultimate

liberation.

Buddhaghosa1s understanding of dhamma parti

cularly emphasizes nibbana and the moral practices r e 
quired to attain it.

This is well-illustrated in his dis

cussion of the Law of Causation.

Its most important

aspect,

is the law of Dependent

according to Buddhaghosa,

Origination

(oaticcasamuppada t , which he analyzes in terms

of its components:

paticca and s a m u ppada.

The word "dependent (p a ticca)" indicates the
combination of the conditions'since states in the p r o 
cess of occurring exist in dependence on the combining
of their conditions:
and it shows that they are not
eternal, etc., thus denying the various doctrines of
Eternalism, No-cause, Fictitious-cause, and Powerwielder.
and
The word "origination (samuppada)" indicates
the arising of the states, since these occur when
their conditions combine, and it shows how to prevent
annihilationism, etc., thus preventing the various
doctrines of Annihilation of a Soul, Nihilism, "there
is no use in giving," etc., and Moral-inefficacyof-action, "there is no other world," etc.; for when
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states are seen to arise again and again, each condi
tioned by its predecessor, how can the doctrine of
Annihilationism, Nihilism, and Moral-inefficacy-ofaction, be maintained?
According to these passages, the Buddhist meaning of
paticcasamuppada denies a nihilism which would hold that
all things and activities are void.
denies moral responsibility,

The nihilistic view

asserting that there is no

need to do good because there is no soul to be reborn and
accumulate the results of good or evil deeds.

Buddhaghosa

argues that the theory of paticcasamuppada affirms that
all things have their own causes and effects and, thus,
that life continues as long as its cause still exists.
Similarly, moral acts yield moral retribution.
human beings perform volitional acts

As long as

(kamma), they

create a process which reflects the cause and effect of
their actions.
Buddhaghosa does not,

in fact, deny the existence of

a "soul," but he qualifies it.

He views "samuppada" as

"co-arising" which affirms that anything can exist if it
has a cause.
conditionally,

Thus,
i.e.,

if the "soul" exists,

it arises out of a certain cause and

exists according to a certain condition.
sequently,

it must exist

The "soul," con

is not an eternal soul which can move from body

to body after a physical death.

It is a life energy or a

natural force which somehow arises out of its cause as a
fruit arises from its seed:
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In continuity the fruit
Is neither of nor from another,
Seeds' forming processes will suit
To show the purport of this matter.
The canonical Theravada doctrine of no-soul and the
denial of transmigration in Buddhism do not conflict with
B u d d h a g h o s a 's exposition of rebirth in the next life,
since continuity from the present life to life after death
needs no permanent soul as its agent; it is like a fruit
w h i c h proceeds from a seed, yet is different from the seed.
The acceptance of the existence of a "soul-force" though
in a conditional form,

leads Buddhaghosa to affirm the

connection between the past, present, and future life
after death as a continuum of rebirths.

This position is

evidenced in his explanation of the effect of a meritorious
deed in the next life:
While the Blessed One was teaching the Dhamma
to the inhabitants of the City of Campa on the banks of
the Gaggara Lake, it seems, a frog (manduka) appre
hended a sign in the Blessed One's voice.
A cowherd
who was standing leaning on a stick put his stick on
the frog's head and crushed it.
He died and was
straight away reborn in a gilded divine palace—
twelve leagues broad in the realm of the thirty-three
(Tajyatimsa) . He found himself there, as if waking
up from sleep, amidst a host of celestial nymphs, and
he exclaimed "So I have actually been reborn here.
What deed did I do?5J
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For Buddhaghosa, paticcasamuppada closely connects
with and explains the course of kamma
through the three phases of life:
future.

(volitional act)

past, present,

and

Buddhaghosa refers to ignorance and craving as

the two outstanding causes of k a m m a .

He explains that

ignorance particularly means not knowing the Four Noble
Truths:

suffering, the cause of suffering, the cessation

of suffering, and the path leading to the cessation of
suffering.

When one is ignorant,

the truth of suffering.

ignorance will conceal

Ignorance leads the actor to an

unhappy destiny because s/he will perform various kinds
of kamma such as killing living things that will lead
him to be reborn in hell or among the hungry ghosts.
Craving,

on the other hand,

kamma leading to a happy destiny.

is the principal cause of
Buddhaghosa points out

that those who crave to be reborn in the realm of the
deities will perform various kamma such as abstention
from killing, and will practice meditation.

54

craving may yield positive results at first,

Though
in the end it

leads to suffering because it always betrays the expectation of the cravers.

55

Since ignorance is not knowing the origin of suf
fering,

the cessation of suffering, and the way leading to

the cessation of suffering,

it thus leads human beings

to and imprisons them within suffering:
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Owing to his unknowing about suffering's origin
he embarks upon formations that, being subordinated to
craving, are actually the cause of suffering, imagining
t hem to be the cause of pleasure.
And owing to his
unknowing about cessation and the path, he misperceives the cessation of suffering to be in some p a r t i 
cular destiny (such as the Brahma world) that is not
in fact cessation; he misperceives the path to cessa
tion, believing it to consist in sacrifices, m ortifi
cation for immortality, etc., which are not in fact
the path to cessation; and so while aspiring to the
cessation of suffering, he embarks upon the three
kinds of formations in the form of sacrifices, m o r t i 
fication for immortality, and so on.
Although Buddhaghosa begins his explanation of
paticcasamuppada with ignorance, he does not necessarily
intend to present ignorance as the first cause of all
human suffering.

It function as one way to begin his ex

position of the Buddha's teaching.

For Buddhaghosa,

teaching paticcasamuppada is the same as teaching the
dhamma.
Canon:

He refers to the following passage in the Pali
"Dhamma is good in the beginning, the middle,

...
.
.
57
and the end (M a n h i m a - n i k a v a .1 .1 7 9 f ."

For example,

the entire dhamma is good in the beginning with virtue
as one's own well-being, good in the middle with serenity
and insight and with path and fruition,
end with n i b b a n a .

and good in the

Or one can say that dhamma is

good in the beginning because it suppresses the hindrances
through hearing it, good in the middle because it brings
the bliss of serenity and insight through practice,

and

good in the end because it brings unshakeable balance
through the fruit of the w a y .58

Since dhamma is good
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in the beginning,

in the middle,

and in the end, the Bud

dha and his disciples may select any part of it to begin
their teaching.

For example, the Buddha may begin with

t he bliss of nibbana and then the way to attain it; or
h e may begin with the path towards nibbana and conclude
h is preaching with its goal, ni b b a n a .
Similarly, the doctrine of paticcasamuppada is the
wh o l e truth,

and, thus, can be preached from the beginning,

from the middle up to the end,

from the end, and from the

m i d d l e b a c k to the beginning.

Buddhaghosa points out that

the Buddha teaches paticcasamuppada by explaining it
from the beginning up to the end of its cycle by presenting
aviiia

(ignorance)

as the cause of mental formations

(aviiiapaccava sankhara).

Nevertheless, the Buddha also

teaches paticcasamuppada from its middle part up to the
e nd by presenting vedana
and so on.

(feelings)

as the cause of desire

In the third method, the Buddha teaches

p a t i c c asamuppada. from the end of the cycle back to its
beginning,

that aging-and-death is conditioned by birth

w h i c h is conditioned by becoming and so on.

And in the

fourth method, the Buddha teaches the paticcasamuppada
from the middle up to the beginning,

i.e., that craving

is conditioned by feelings which are conditioned by con
tact and so o n .59
Like the Law of paticcasamuppada. the teaching of
the Noble Path presents the truth that all things arise
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from causes and that the cessation of a cause leads to the
cessation of its effect.

The Noble Path also reveals the

truth of suffering and the cessation of suffering by fol
lowing the Eightfold Path of Right View, Right Thought,
Right Speech, Right action, Right Livelihood, Right E f 
fort, Right Mindfulness,

and Right Concentration.

Though

both paticcasamuppada and the Noble Path deal with the
truth of suffering and the cessation of suffering, they
are used differently in order to lead human beings to
nibbana.

P aticcasamuppada is to be understood and

destroyed in order to be free from its cycle and to attain
nibbana.

The Noble Path, on the other hand,

is to be

followed with wisdom in order to be free from the life
cycle and, thus, to attain n i b b a n a .
Buddhaghosa1s interpretation of dhamma as set
forth in the Visuddhimaqqa and other commentaries was
accepted as the most authoritative teaching (pariyatti)
in the Sinhalese Buddhist tradition .60

Buddhaghosa's in

terpretation of the abhidhamma has been equally normative
in Sri Lanka and throughout Theravada Buddhist Asia.
Buddhaghosa explains that the abhidhamma is
different from the dhamma as it is more difficult to
understand, and deals with more profound subjects than
does the sutta

(the dhamma) .

ponderance and distinction,

Here, abhi means p r e 

for example, abhideva means

"the god who is specially distinguished and surpasses
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others in age, beauty, dominion, pomp, and other attainments; the peerless god."

61

Accordingly,

Buddhaghosa

believes that the abhidhamma is superior to and more im
portant than the d h a m m a .

He evaluates the abhidhamma

as follows:
And the tradition has it that those bhikkhus
only who know Abhidhamma are true preachers of the
D h a m m a ; the rest, though they speak on d h a m m a . are
not preachers thereof.
Here, abhidhamma means the knowledge of the Abhidhammapitaka, the last section of the Tipitaka.

Those who

know the Abhidhamma are the true preachers because the
Abhidhamma fully explains the Buddha's teaching,

discusses

the range of the distinctions between mind and matter,
different kinds of kamma and its results, and so on.
Thus, a monk who studies the Abhidhamma will have a better
knowledge of the Buddha's dhamma and is eligible to
preach the doctrine properly.

On the other hand, those

who do not know the Abhidhamma do not have the proper
knowledge and skill to be a good preacher.
According to Buddhaghosa,

the Abhidhamma is studied

and accepted by the deva

(deities)

and the arahant,

and,

thus, should be upheld.

Buddhaghosa points out that any

one who prohibits the teaching of the Abhidhamma obstructs
the expansion of the Buddha's teaching,

and should be

punished:
He who prohibits (the teaching of) Abhidhamma
gives a blow to the Wheel of the Conqueror, denies
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omniscience, subverts the Teacher's knowledge full of
confidence, deceives the audiences, obstructs the path
of the Ariyas, manifests himself as advocating one of
the eighteen causes of dissension in the Order, is
capable of doing acts for which the doer is liable to
be excommunicated, or admonished, or scorned (by the
O r d e r ) , and should be dismissed after the particular
act of excommunication, admonition, or scorn, and
reduced to living on scraps of food.
Theravadins in Burma and Thailand,
Lanka,

as well as Sri

accept the significance of the Abhidhamma as a s 

serted by Buddhaghosa.

Especially in Burma where Buddhism

flourished in the reign of King Anawratha

(1044-1077), the

Abhidhamma became the most important Buddhist doctrine and
was strongly supported by him.

Meditation, perceived as

the means to master the Abhidhamma, also became the most
crucial part of Buddhist life in Burma.

In Thailand,

though the study of the Abhidhamma is not as prevalent and
highly valued as in Burma, Buddhaghosa1s exposition of
dhamma and the Abhidhamma is crucial, especially in
monastic education and normative Thai Buddhism.
B u d d h a g h o s a 's commentarial work reached Thailand
through several channels,

especially through diplomatic

contact between Sri Lanka and Thailand,
mission of his work through Burma.

and the trans

Since B u d d h a g h o s a 1s

wo r k entered Thailand primarily through contact between
rulers,
class,

it was thus made known and studied among the upper
the learned who worked with or had a close contact

with the rulers rather than among the common people.

Bud

dhaghosa 's exposition of dhamma was also closely adhered
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to by learned monks who considered it to represent the
original teaching of the Buddha as preserved by the M a h a 
vihara tradition, the the dominant Theravada lineage in
Sri Lanka.
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The Normative Buddhist Interpretation
Of Dhamma in Thai Buddhism

In Thailand, Theravada Buddhism can be interpreted
on two levels:
tradition,

normative and popular.

By normative

I mean the beliefs and practices according to

the prescription of the state and the monastic authority
whose purposes are the standardization of Thai Buddhism
and the preservation of the pristine form of Theravada
Buddhist doctrine and practice according to the Pali Canon.
By popular tradition,

I mean the beliefs and practices of

Thai Buddhists in general whose goal is neither the pre
servation of the original teaching of the Buddha nor the
realization of n i b b a n a . but the application of the Bud
dha's words to their lives and to solving their immediate
problems.

Though popular forms of Buddhism dominate Bud

dhist practice throughout the country,

they are not advo

cated by the state or learned monastic leaders as the
right form of Theravada Buddhism.
Theravada Buddhism elsewhere in Asia,
Lanka,

Burma, may also be analyzed

and popular dimensions.
of folk life,

i.e.,

Sri

in terms of normative

Whenever Buddhism becomes a part

it is inevitably transformed in order to meet

the needs of a larger and more diverse populace.

Both
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normative and popular Buddhism are important aspects of
Thai Buddhist thought and practice.

Normative Buddhism

serves as the ideal of Buddhism, the ultimate answer to
human suffering in this world, the model of monastic life,
and the path for being a holy person.
on the other hand,

Popular Buddhism,

is the source of religious remedies to

particular personal and social problems in a community.
Its ritual and ceremonial aspect overshadows its philoso
phical aspect.

Both normative and popular Buddhism exist

together side by side in order to satisfy all kinds of
needs in a community.

Here, I will deal particularly with

the normative Thai Buddhism and its interpretations of
dhamma which basically follow Buddhaghosa's exosition.
The concept of norm is rather obscure and its defi
nitions are still ambiguous and controversial among socio
logists.

Jack P. Gibbs remarks that in all sociological

texts one can find no agreement in generic definitions of
norm and no clear-cut classification of types of norms.
He cites, as examples,
by scholars.

64-

some definitions of norm presented

For instance, Robert Bierstedt defines a

norm as a "a rule or a standard that governs our conduct
m

the social situations m

which we participate."

Leonard Broom and Philip Selznick,
prints for behavior,

65

For

"the norms are blue

setting limits within which indivi

duals may seek alternate ways to achieve their goals.
Norms are based on cultural values, which are justified by
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moral standards,

reasoning,

or aesthetic judgment."

66

Because the concept of norm cannot be defined easily and
clearly,

some sociologists choose to generalize it merely

as "a rule, standard,

or pattern for action

Latin n o r m a , a carpenter's sguare or rule)."

(from the
6*7

Jack P.

Gibbs points out that there still are several questions
concerning the definitions of norm, namely, how much devia
tion is allowed before the standard is no longer a norm,
and whether a norm must be supported by or consistent with
collective values.

68

According to Richard I. Means,

and value are not the same.

norm

Thus, norm needs not be con

sistent with or be supported by collective values.

He

explains that "values are not to be confused with ethics;
although the two are intimately related, they are not the
same thing.

Ethics are the normative standards of conduct

derived from the philosophical and religious traditions of
society."

69

Norm in the sense of ethics and the collective or
social values of a particular community may be thought of
as an institutional norm:
The most definite, strongly held, and socially
obligatory norms regulating conduct may be called
institutional norms.
In any group or society there
are certain norms that are widely known and accepted,
supported by legitimate authority, and incorporated
into t^e individual's social conscience early in
life.
Thomas Ford Hoult agrees with this explanation.

For

him, norm is not a more general value of thought or con-
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duct but rather an "institution” which denotes a
standardized mode of activity.
tive Thai Buddhism,

71

In dealing with norma

I will use "norm" and "normative" in

this sense because its doctrine was interpreted and set up
as standard of Buddhist morality by the Sarigha, the monas
tic institution of the Thai society.
In Thailand, one can roughly divide Buddhist beliefs
and practices into two forms as mentioned earlier,
least for analytical purposes.

at

I will call normative Bud

dhism that form which tends to hold to the Pali Canon and
is recommended by the State, the Council of the Elders
(Mahathera-samagama), and the learned as the pure form of
Buddhism.

Popular Buddhism, though is widely accepted by

the majority of Thai people,

is not recommended by the

State and the Sarigha as the pure form of Buddhism.

Since

normative Buddhism is primarily concerned with ethics,

it

views Buddhist beliefs and practices as "what ought to
be."

Popular Buddhism deals especially with rituals and

ceremonies,

it thus demonstrates "what is" rather than

"what ought to b e ."
In order to understand the origin and the develop
ment of normative Buddhism in Thailand,

I will refer

briefly to the history of the arrival of Theravada Bud
dhism in that country.

Theravada Buddhism may have ar

rived in Thailand from India before the First Century.
Kusalasaya asserts that this is supported b y various
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archaeological remains,

such as the Wheel of the Law

(Dhamma-cakka). the Buddha's footprints, and inscrip
tions in Pali, all of which were found in excavations at
Nakorn Pathom, near modern Bangkok, once a center of the
_
.
70
M o n Dvaravati Kingdom (established in ca. 50 B.C.E.).
Prince Dhani Nivat also believes that Theravada Buddhism
entered Thailand before the First Century, probably in the
time of King A^oka
sionary monks,

(273-232 B.C.E.), who sent two m i s 

Sona and Uttara,

to Suvarnabhumi, an area

incorporating Lower Burma and part of Central Thailand.
In Nakorn Pathom, archaeological remains evidence Mauryan
patterns such as the deer and wheel motifs with the quotations:

73
"Ye dhamma hetupabbhava . 11

Prince Damrong

Rajanubhab, the Father of modern Thai historiography,
agrees that the earliest evidence of the arrival of Bud
dhism in Thailand is in Nakorn Pathom,

and that the first

form of Buddhism introduced in this region was Hinayana or
Theravada Buddhism.

74

evidence such as stupas
turies,

According to some archaeological
(relic mounds)

found in Lopburi,

and Buddhist sanc-

it is certain that Theravada

Buddhism existed in Thailand in the Lopburi period (ca.
Eleventh Century)

as well.

75

There is some evidence

indicating that Theravada Buddhism from Burma also entered
Lanna, the Northern Kingdom of Thailand,
Century,
Anawratha

in the Eleventh

in the reign of King Anawratha of Burma.

King

(1044-1077) was the ruler of Pagan who esta
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blished the Burmese Empire and promoted Theravada Buddhism.
He expanded his power and, at the same time,

spread

Theravada Buddhism over Lanna, Lopburi, and Nakorn Pathom
in Thailand.

76

Prince Damrong explains further that:

By this time Buddhism in India was almost ex
tinct.
Like the people of Siam, the people of Pagan
had first received the Theravada form of the Hinayana
from Magadha; but later on, when they lost contact with
India, they developed their own form of Hinayana.
This
was the form of Buddhism that Anuruddha [Anawratha]
implanted in Northern Siam when he conquered it.
Apart from India and Burma, Thailand also received
the Theravada tradition from Sri Lanka; B u d d h aghosa's ex
positions prevailing in Sinhalese Buddhism were thus trans
mitted to Thai Buddhists.
(1153-1186)

In 1153, King Parakramabahu

reigned over Sri Lanka.

The Theravada chroni

cles depict him after the model of King Asoka, the great
supporter of Buddhism.

He invited Maha Kassapa Thera to

preside over a Council to reform the monkhood and unite
the Order into one tradition.

During his reign and after,

Buddhist monks from nearby countries,

including Thailand,

went to Sri Lanka to study this form of Buddhism.

Thai

monks also obtained the ordination rite from Sri Lanka,
and returned to Thailand as monks of the Sinhalese sect
(Lankavamsa).

In the thirteenth century, these monks es-

78
tablished themselves in Nakorn Sri Thamm a r a j .
RamfehamhaWJig
Kingdom,

Later,

(ca. 1279-1298), a great king of Sukhodaya

invited the Venerable Preceptor from Nakorn Sri

Thammaraj to Sukhodaya and founded Sinhalese Buddhism
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in his Kingdom.
The story of the arrival of Theravada Buddhism in
Thailand is also narrated in some Thai chronicles and
legends such as the Jinakalamalipakaranam (Sheaf Garland
of the Epoch of the Conqueror)

79

and Tamnan Pun-mu'anq

80
Chiancrmai (Legend of Chiangmai) .

Nevertheless,

these

sources are not entirely consistent with one another.
They merely present an overall picture that Buddhism en
tered Thailand from different places:
Sri Lanka.

India, Burma,

By the early Bangkok period,

and

Buddhaghosa was

considered the most important commentator by Thai Bud
dhists.

His commentarial work has been treated as a

manual of Buddhist studies since then.
the first king of the Bangkok period,

Rama I (1782-1809),
also considered Bud-

dhaghosa's work important for the examination of Buddhist
knowledge.

He based the oral examination of Thai monks on

some of B u d d h a g h o s a 1s important commentaries such as the
Visuddhimagqa and the Dhammapada-atthakatha.
examination is classified into nine grades,
ranks are based,
these exams.

This

and monastic

in part, on a monk's ability to pass

In this way, Buddhaghosa's interpretation of

the Buddhadhamma is built into the structure of normative
Thai Buddhism.
After the reign of Rama I, the Pali examination
based on Bu d d h a g h o s a 's texts continued to be held to de
termine the knowledge of monks.

In the reign of Rama III
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(1824-1851),

Prince Mongkut, the king's brother, was or

dained at Wat Smorai, a suburban monastery exclusively
devoted to the "forest-dwellling monks
practiced meditation.

(arannavasi)" who

He found that the practices of

these monks did not conform to the teaching of the Buddha.
Instead, these monks tended to focus on the achievement of
psychic power in order to gain favor and respect from lay
people rather than with the attainment of n i b b a n a .

Moving

to Wat Mahadhatu,Mongkut found that the monks lacked a
proper knowledge of the Pali scriptures,
misinterpreted the Buddha's doctrine.

and thus often

With the support of

King Rama III, Mongkut founded the Dhammayutika-nikaya in
1833 in order to enforce strict monastic rules on monks
and make them conform to the original teaching of the
Buddha.

81

The Dhammayutika-nikaya provides a strict in

terpretation of the Vinaya,

for example,

the style of

wearing the monastic robes, the eradication of all super
natural beliefs and practices, and the emphasis of living
in seclusion in order to attain n i b b a n a .
the older of the Thai Buddhist "schools
Mahanikaya,

Monasteries of
(nikaya)," the

on the other hand, may not enforce the monas

tic rules and allow monks the opportunity to become for
tune-tellers and magicians.

The Mahanikaya— a monastic

tradition in Thailand— dates from the introduction of
Theravada Buddhism into the country.

At that time, there

was only one monastic Order referred to simply as the Thai
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Sangha.

With the establishment of the "Dhammayutika-

nikaya," the term "Mahanikaya" was employed to differen
tiate the old schoo]

from the new one.

The main purposes of the Dhammayutika-nikaya were
to purify and establish the proper version of the Buddha's
teaching as expressed in the Pali Canon and to select
those commentaries judged to be the most authoritative in
terpretation of the d h a m m a .

The texts which were re 

jected by Mongkut and his office were the Jatakas and
some other Thai Buddhist texts because,
they were only popular myths.

in Mongkut's view,

By comparison with the

Mahanikaya, the Dhammayutika-nikaya has been more critical
of the religion of the people or popular Buddhism in which
the J a t a k a s . popular myths,
important part.

and magical rituals play an

The Dhammayutika-nikaya justly may be

considered normative Thai Buddhism, because it aims to
portray the ideal of the Buddha's teaching and is general
ly viewed by Thai Buddhists as the most strict form of
monastic practice.

Given its normative significance,

it

will be helpful to review here the interpretations of
dhamma by the Dhammayutika-nikaya's most eminent scholars
and teachers,
Vajiranana,

especially Prince Mongkut,

Prince-Patriarch

and Vajiranana-vamsa.

As we have seen, Prince Mongkut was not satisfied
with the popular Thai Buddhism of his day.

He considered

that its practices diverged from the Buddha's dhamma b e 
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cause of improper training and insufficient knowledge.
For Mongkut,

in the first place, the spiritual meaning of

dhamma was more important than its literal or physical
meaning.

In this regard, he pointed out that the central

meaning of dhamma is closely related to n i b b a n a :
The Dhamma is generally defined as the know
ledge of the Buddha, practices for the elimination of
all defilements, and n i b b a n a . the state of freedom
from suffering.
Dhamma can be differentiated into
sila (the rule which curbs one from evil deeds, words,
and thoughts), samadhi (the spiritual discipline
through concentration on each single mind-object in
order to avoid the arising of evil t h o u ghts), and panna
(the crucial means to destroying all e v i l s ) . Dhamma
can also be clasified into the fourfold magoga, the
fourfold result of m a q g a . and n i b b a n a .
Mongkut's exposition of dhamma is almost a repeti
tion of Buddhaghosa 1s .

First, Mongkut defined dhamma as

the knowledge attained by the Buddha, the practice for the
eradication of evil, and nibbana itself.

Similarly, Bud

dhaghosa in his Anguttara-nikava-atthaqatha

(Manoratha-

p u r a n i ) , stated that dhamma could be understood as the
authoritative teaching

(parivatti) , practices according

to the authoritative teaching

(patipatti), and the

realization of the practices according to the teaching
83
(pativedha).

Like Mongkut,

in the Visuddhimaqga

Buddhaghosa interpreted dhamma as the Buddha's knowledge
and teaching

(which was good in the beginning), the prac

tice toward nibbana (which was good in the m i d d l e ) , and
nibbana

84
(which was good at the e n d ) .

Secondly, Mongkut differentiated dhamma into s i l a .
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s a m a d h i . and panna according to the steps of spiritual
purification.

These three steps are called tisikkha

Three-fold T r a ining).

(the

Buddhaghosa also devoted the entire

Visuddhimagga to explaining the significance of s i l a .
s a m a d h i . and panna as the path of purification presented
in the Buddha's Dhamma.

The first two chapters of the

Visuddhimagga deal with sila and dhutanga
practices)

(austere

in order to remove defilements), the next eleven

chapters with s a m a d h i . and the last ten chapters with
panna.
Thirdly, Mongkut, as well as Buddhaghosa,
dhamma into fourfold maqqa
path of the stream-entry,

classified

(sotapatti-magga or the
sakadagami-magga or the path of

the once-returning, anagami-magga or the path of the non
returning, and arahatta-magga or the path of A r a h a n t s ) ,
fourfold phala or result

(sotapatti-phala. sakadacami-

p h a l a . anagami-phala. and arahatta-phala) , and
~

OK

nibbana.
Like Buddhaghosa, Mongkut also held that the doc
trine of paticcasamuppada was the most important teaching
(dh a m ma) of the Buddha as it revealed the source of human
suffering.

He also composed a book called the Paticca

samuppada which followed Buddhaghosa's division of the
cycle of Dependent Origination into the past, the present,
and the future.
The second major spokesman for the normative Thai
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dhamma to be noted briefly here is Prince-Patriarch
Vajiranana-varorasa or, simply, Vajiranana

(1860-1921).

He was Mongkut's son and the most eminent Dhammayutika monk
of his time, carrying on the religious reforms of his
father.

Vajiranana wrote a considerable number of Buddhist

commentaries, based on B uddhaghosa1s exposition,

and text

books in Thai, especially for the study of Pali language
and Buddhism.

Like Mongkut, Vajiranana's work primarily

aimed at improving the monks' knowledge of the Tipitaka
and elevating the moral standard of the monastic order and
the laity.
In Vajiranana's writings, the concept of dhamma is
central for both monks and laity.
explained in various ways:

It is illustrated and

dhamma as morality,

as the

law of nature, as the nature of truth, and as the Buddha's
teaching.

Like Buddhaghosa, Vajiranana held that the

first level of d h a m m a 's meaning was simply the Buddha's
teaching, an element of the Triple Gem (tiratana:
Buddha, the Dhamma, and the S a n g h a ) .

the

It is the Buddha's

teaching that protects people from evil deeds and guides
them to virtue.

86

w

Vajiranana also differentiated

d h a m m a . as the Buddha's teaching,

into parivattidhamma

(the theory of virtuous d e e d s ) , patipattidhamma
practice of virtuous d e e d s ) , and pativedhadhamma
attainment of virtuous deeds).

(the
(the

Vajiranana affirmed that

the Buddha's dhamma was crucial for Buddhists because it
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represented the Buddha himself.

Further, dhamma is

available as a moral teaching that helps people to contend
properly with their everyday problems and to cultivate
loving kindness toward others.

87

Those who are without

d h a m m a . he explained, will b e shaken by the vicissitudes
of life, but those who keep dhamma will be able to handle
their own suffering.
Buddha's d h a m m a .

It is the monks' duty to spread the

Monks who merely study the dhamma but

do not present it to others may soon forget its value as
well.

88

The exposition of dhamma thus benefits both the

laity and the monks themselves.
Vajiranana classified dhamma into four basic cate
gories:

morality, the law of nature, truth,

dha's teaching.

and the Bud

These categories will be set out briefly

here, but will be elaborated in Chapter III.
As morality, dhamma is intended to help mokns and
lay people preserve their virtue as ideal members of their
communities.

Dhamma in this meaning is divided into

morality of thought and morality of action.
thought is, for example, bala
is composed of saddha
sati

(wisdom).

(the dhamma of power) which

(confidence), viriva

(mindfulness), samadhi

Morality of

(effort),

(concentration), and panna

This morality of thought provides a spiritual

discipline that becomes the foundation of right actions.
For example,

sappurisadhamma

89

is a spiritual discipline

and the foundation of right action; so, thinking of things
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that will not harm oneself or others helps to create ac
tions that are helpful to oneself and others.
words,

In other

doing good is acting with good intention, good m o 

tive, good method,

and good result.

Dhamma as the law of nature means the doctrine of
nlvarana and lokadhamma.

Nivarana is the dhamma

that hinders the mind from virtue and is divided into
kamachanda

(sexual desire), bavaoata

thinamiddha

(ill will),

(sloth and torpor), uddhaccakukkucca

xiety) , and vicikiccha

(doubt).

(an

Lokadhamma is the

dhamma that dominates all creatures and is divided into
labha

(gain), alabha

(obscurity), ninda

(loss), vasa

(fame), avasa

(blame), pasansa
90
(pain).

(happiness), and dukkha

(praise), sukha
These two dhamma

are conditions that exist in the world,

shaping the human

mind with happiness and suffering and obstructing the path
toward true knowledge and liberation.

They are conditions

of life that make one happy or unhappy and thus should be
perceived as temporary, perishable, and worthless so that
one will not be moved by

their becoming.

Dhamma as the

law of nature does not depend on human perceptions.

It

governs human thought and conduct as well as inanimate
objects.

It gives birth and destruction to all things and

is called dhammanivama

(that which normally ex i s t s ) .

The third meaning of dhamma is truth.

According

to Vajiranana, the whole teaching of the Buddha deals es-
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pecially with truth classified into two levels or types,
mundane and supra-mundane.
compound things

Mundane truth is the truth of

(sarikhata-dhammat .

is the truth of non-compound things
including n i b b a n a .
view,
dents:

Supra-mundane truth
(asarikhata-dhamma)

Sarikhata-dhamma. in Vajiranana's

is subject to five sabhavadhamma or causal antece
corporeality (rupa), feeling (vedana), mental

formations

(sarina) , perception (sarikhara), and con

sciousness

(vinnana ) . 9 1

Sarikhata-dhamma is always in

the process of birth, existence, and deterioration.
mundane truths

All

(lokiva-dhamma) are sankhata-dhamma b e 

cause they are subject to causality and change.

Even the

supra-mundane truths ( lokuttara-dhammaf are partially
sarikhata-dhamma. since they are differentiated into le
vels.

Only n i b b a n a . which is supreme lokuttara-dhamma

and free from the cycle of birth-and-death,
92
dhamma.

is asarikhata-

..
For Vajiranana, the Buddha's teaching of

truth is important because it reveals the temporality and
uncertainty of this world as opposed to n i b b a n a .

thus,

it prepares the listeners to withdraw from craving for
worldly happiness and to turn to the quest of n i b b a n a .
The last person selected in this section as an exam
ple of the normative,

Dhammayutika interpreters of dhamma

is Vajirariana-vamsa (1872-1958), the Supreme-Patriarch
and a Dhammayutika monk who basically follows Buddhagho
sa 's and Vajiranana's expositions.

He points to four basic
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meanings of the term and derives dhamma from

dhr

meaning

'•sustain" in both negative and positive senses, namely,
as a sustenance of either good or evil.

Secondly,

dhamma

m ay signify only the "good" which leads a person to heaven
and is opposite to a d h a m m a . "evil," which leads him/her to
hell.

Thirdly,

dhamma may signify the truth

d h a m m a ^ which is genuine and unchanging.

fsacca-

Fourthly,

dhamma may be defined as the Buddha's doctrine.

93

Vajiranana-vamsa's exegesis of the Tipitaka passage
"Ye te dhamma adikalvana maiihekalvana parivosana
- - 94
k a l v ana"
follows Buddhaghosa's .
explanation,

In the light of his

it means that the doctrine

(dhamma)

is beau

tiful in the beginning because the Buddha preached the
dhamma to the audiences so that they could know the truth,
beautiful in the middle because it presents the relation
of cause and effect, and beautiful in the end because it
can be experienced and accomplished through practice.

95

Vajiranana-vamsa asserted that the most general,
all-embracing meaning of dhamma is dhamma as the Buddha's
teaching.

Thus,

"ye te dhamma adikalvana maiihe-

kalvana parivosana kalyana" refers to sasanadhamma
(the Buddha's teaching).

96

The Buddha's teaching also

demonstrates the truth (saccadhamma^ .

It is not the truth

itself but the means to the truth realized by wisdom
Q *7

(panna)

and practice.

According to Vajiranana-vamsa,

the recognition of
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dhamma through wisdom enables one to differentiate good
from evil.

There are three kinds of "good" in this world:

"good" according to social or popular values

(loka-

d h i p a tava) , "good" according to personal values

(atta-

d h i p a tava) , and "good" according to the dhamma
(d h a mmadhipatava).

The teaching of the Buddha recommends

the knowledge and practice according to dhamma and the
. .
98
ability to penetrate the "good" according to d h a m m a .
The other two kinds of "good" are not recommended or e m 
phasized in the Buddha's teaching.
The ability to differentiate good from evil comes
from the ability to understand the truth of life which is
the relation of cause and effect.

Those who do good will

receive good in return such as being reborn in heaven, h a p 
piness, and wealth.

And, those who do evil will receive

evil in return such as hell, suffering,

and poverty.

The

effect of good and evil may occur in this life or in life
after death.

Vajiranana-vamsa follows B u d d h a g h o s a 1s in

terpretation of life as a continuing process represented
by the chain of the paticcasamuppada.

The consequence of

good and evil is born through successive lives by the
patisandhi-vinnana
99
soul).

(the rebirth-linking consciousness or

The knowledge of cause and effect, especially of

the paticcasarouppada. will make one realize that good and
evil, happiness and suffering,
conditional and uncertain.

and other phenomena are

Eternal peace and nibbana are
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attained only w hen one is free from the paticcasamuppada.
In summary, Mongkut, Vajiranana,

and Vajiranana-vamsa

took B u d d h a g h o s a 1s interpretation as the standard for
understanding the dhamma, because they believed it to be
the most reliable basis for understanding the Buddha's
teaching.

All three agree that accurate knowledge of the

Tipitaka is crucial for appropriate practice by Buddhists.
They believe that many of the popular myths,

cults, and

folk w ays of practice were a consequence of lack of know
ledge of the doctrine.

Like Buddhaghosa, they held that

the Abhidhamma was the important source of the knowledge
and practice of dhamma which led to n i b b a n a .

their

concept of dhamma is normative in the sense that it at
tempts to hold fast to the ideal as embodied in the
Tipitaka and Pali commentaries as a standard for all.
Their interpretation focuses on the individual's attempt
to cultivate him/herself spiritually and morally until
nibbana is realized.

This normative sense of the dhamma

is supported by the state through an elaborate structure
of monastic education and organization.

In various way

this dimension of the Thai Buddhist interpretation of
dhamma as teaching and practice stands at odds with the
popular sense of this crucial concept.

The Popular Interpretations of Dhamma
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The popular interpretations of dhamma in Thai Bud
dhism depend on the beliefs and practices of the majority
of lay Thai Buddhists.
tion,

In order to classify this distinc

I will first differentiate popular Buddhism from

normative Buddhism,

and then discuss the popular treatments

of dhamma and other concepts relating to it.
Popular Buddhism refers to the tradition as commonly
practiced by Thai people especially in rural areas.
normative Buddhism,

Unlike

it neither adheres to nor attempts to

conform with the essence of the Buddha's teaching because
most common people feel that the ideal taught by the Buddha
is too profound and difficult to be accomplished in this
life, and that it cannot solve their immediate problems.
The majority of Thai people are poorly educated.

They d e 

pend on monks' teachings and sermons for the knowledge of
dhamma.

Since they are not scholars or learned, they are

not interested in dhamma philosophically.

They rather

use dhamma in order to facilitate their daily life such
as in rituals and ceremonies.
One can say that popular Buddhism is the consequence
of human attempts to survive in the often confusing and
conflicting world of everyday problems and difficulties.
It is the attempt to overcome natural cruelty,

evil power,

and to struggle to attain happiness now or in the near
future.

For example, when a Thai villager is desperately

in need of some money,

s/he may pay homage to a Buddha
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image and ask for it.

Such practice is normal and well-

accepted in popular Buddhism but is condemned in normative
and doctrinal Buddhism.

The attempt of Thai Buddhists to

cope with their problems in simple ways welcomes the prac
tice of "animism" within Buddhism and transforms ideal or
doctrinal Buddhism into syncretic Buddhism

(a mixture of

Buddhism and other religious and magical t raditions).
animism,

By

I mean the belief in spirits and sacred powers

in either natural or man-made objects.

According to Max

Weber, animism is the belief in spirits or souls dwelling
continuously and exclusively near or within a concrete
object or process.

These spirits may possess and dominate

events, things, categories,

and behavior, and may tempora

rily incorporate themselves into things, plants, animals,
or p e o p l e .1 0 0

William R. Catton, Jr., defines animism as

follows:
Animism means the beliefs in spirits, including
those of non-human origin along with those of deceased
or absent humans.
Religiously, animistic peoples impute
to such spirits the power to control events and to bring
about good or evil results, and are, therefore, con
cerned with placating them.
A thoroughgoing animism of the sort charac
terizing many preliterate peoples imputes spirits to
rocks, trees, mountains, jungles, etc. - objects we
could call "inanimate."
According to these and similar definitions of ani
mism, many popular practices of Thai Buddhists are animis
tic,

such as the ceremony of invoking the rice spirit

(tham khwan khao) .

In this ceremony, the farmers carry
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rice to the threshing ground and gather scattered fallen
rice in the field.
they chant:
barn.

While they are gathering the rice,

"0 Rice Goddess,

come you up into the rice

Do not go astray in the meadows and fields for mice

to bite you and birds to take you in their beaks.

Go you

to the happy place, to rear your children and grandchildren
in prosperity.

Come you! Kuu!"

102

By such an informal

ritual the farmers hope to guarantee protection by the
rice spirit.

While such an act has nothing to do with

normative Thai Buddhism,

it is considered by them as an

aspect of Buddhist belief and practice.
The syncretic nature of popular Thai Buddhism has an
impact on the standing and interpretation of many important
Buddhist concepts such as d h a m m a . k a m m a . and n i b b a n a .
Their meaning is often contextual, more dependent on cere
mony and ritual than doctrinal definition.
In popular Buddhism, dhamma has only two prominent
meanings:

the words of the Buddha as revealed in the T i 

pitaka and commentaries, and the sermons of monks.

These

meanings are adapted to the ceremonial context in which
the animistic beliefs of the people prevail.

Dhamma:

the Word and the Teaching of the Buddha

The first meaning of dhamma in popular Thai Buddhism
to be discussed here is the teaching or, if you will, the
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words of the Buddha.

For most lay people, dhamma is

u sually combined with sila to mean the five Precepts:
to abstain from killing,
conduct,

from stealing,

from false speech,

from sexual m i s 

and from being intoxicated.

Before such ceremonies as the consecration of a ne w house,
householders will take a vow to observe the Five Precepts.
This v o w is made in front of the monks who perform the
ceremony, and other invited guests.

In actuality,

the vow

of the Five Precepts fits into a magical, protective ritual
w hich has little to do with the normative dhammic or
ethical ideal of canonical Buddhism.

Lay behavior at the

ceremony itself will probably include drinking to the point
of drunkenness.

Rather than seeing such behavior as

breaking a precept, however,

it should be seen in an en

tirely different context, namely, popular, magical Bud
dhism.

In this context, dhamma and sila have little to

do with the knowledge of the texts
tice according to the texts

(pariyatti), the prac

(patipatti), and the e x 

perience gained through this knowledge and practice
(p a t i vedha) .

In popular Buddhism,

dhamma is under

stood especially as the sacred words uttered by the monks
during a ritual or a ceremony which are thought to have
the power to protect and/or grant such benefits as long
life, success,

and happiness.

For most Thai Buddhists,

the dhamma as the words of the Buddha in the Tipitaka is
sacred,

and, thus, has a supernatural power to confer the
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blessings of a good life on human beings.

103

This power

is always used as a public magic or white magic as it is
"always directed toward the welfare of the group which
performs it."

104

Dhamma as the sacred and magical words

of the Buddha has a healing power,

a blessing power,

and a

protective power for the ceremonial participants when u t 
tered during a ceremony.

John E. de Young notes that an

amulet or water in a bowl becomes sacred and has a protec
tive power, according to folk belief, after the power of
the sacred words of the Pali dhamma has been transferred
into it while the monks are chanting the Pali verse in an
invocation ceremony.

105

The First Precept prohibiting killing takes prece
dence over other precepts not only for social reasons, but
because the kammic law and the fear of retribution make
village folk feel uneasy about taking life.

This fear is

also reenforced by the sermons of monks who describe the
punishment and suffering a killer will get in the next
life such as being reborn in the same position as his v i c 
tim.

Buddhist tales in the Sutta,

J a t a k a . and Thai fables,

for example,

the

such as the Story of the

Venerable M a l a i . also portray the suffering of a person
who is punished by kammic law because of his evil deeds,
such as killing animals,

in his past life.

tive virtue of loving kindness

106

The posi

(metta)

is not the only

reason that prevents one from killing.

On the popular
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level, the fear of the kammic retribution plays an even
more important role.
That most Thai Buddhists relate dhamma to a moral
action in an animistic manner can be seen in their emphasis
on the concepts of reincarnation, the transmigration of
the soul, and the three realms of existence,

i.e., the

previous, the present, the future life after death.
interpretations are based,

Their

in part, on their own experience

within Thai society, a social class system in which poor
and illiterate farmers are placed in the lowest position,
and the rich and most powerful are placed at the top.
This hierarchical awareness is reflected in the Thai Bud
dhist cosmology which posits the realms of animals, hungry
ghosts, and so on, which are lower than even illiterate
farmers,

and the realm of deities which is higher than the

position of the king.

This awareness also leads to a con

nection between the previous life, the present life, and
the life after death.

The realm of animals,

for example,

indicates the punishment for an evil previous life that
caused one to be reborn as an animal in the present.

The

realm of the gods becomes a reward for meritorious deeds in
past lives.

Thus,

if one does not want to be reborn as an

animal, one should do good in this life; if one wants to be
reborn as a deity, one should avoid evil deeds and make
merit in this life.
Thai villagers' personal experiences also confirm an
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"animistic transformation" of d h a m m a .

Stories of a person

returning from the dead prevail in many Thai villages.
These are even published in Thai magazines and popular re 
ligious books,

such stories reassure Thai Buddhists that

the present life is somehow connected an earlier life with
the next life after death.
reward and punishment,

The belief in reincarnation,

is based as much,

if not more, on

popular lore, than on canonical teaching, passed on through
stories and village sermons.
According to normative and doctrinal Theravada Bud
dhism, the Buddha's dhamma asserts that moral action and
its consequence are personal in the sense that they belong
exclusively to the doer and are non-transferrable.

In

popular Buddhism, on the other hand, merit-making is
transferrable and sometimes collective,
part of a public ritual or ceremony.

for example,

as

Most Thai Buddhists

believe that their merit can be transferred to the deceased
through the magic power of the dhamma chanted by monks
during a ceremony.

S. J. Tambiah observed that in village

ceremonies in Northeast Thailand the transference of merit
to the deceased was performed by the monks,

and reflected

belief in the supernatural power of the Buddha,
and the Sangha.

the Dhamma,

The meritorious power was "activated" as

the monks chanted:

"As result of the power of the Budhha,

the Dhamma, and the Sangha, may blessing accrue and may
the gods protect those present."

107
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The world of p o pular Buddhism is full of magical and
animistic power.

Even the Buddha,

the Dhamma,

and the

Sangha are endowed w i t h such supernatural power.

The B u d 

dha in popular Buddhism is not only the discoverer and the
p reacher of the dhamma but also a superhuman-being.

When

he was alive, he had extraordinary markings and qualities;
and,

after his death,

his relics

(mahadhatu)

secrated images have a magical power.

108

and his con-

Similarly,

his

dhamma also possesses various kinds of supernatural power.
The Sangha and its monks represent not only h u m a n beings
w h o have renounced the household life in order to seek
salvation as ascetics.

Holding m u c h more to Buddhist p r e 

cepts than do the laity and living austere lives, monks are
thus regarded by Buddhist laity as superior to normal human
beings and as having access to mystical and magical powers.
When monks chant the dhamma or utter the sacred words of
the Pali texts, their chanting is held as powerful and
effective in fulfilling the goal of the ceremony.

109

It is worth noting that Thai Buddhists in general
never define dhamma as nibbana and do not see that
nibbana is crucial as their final goal.

They neither wish

to attain nibbana nor do they consider it a reward for
their meritorious deeds.

Rather,

they think that nibbana

is too far away to reach; and they prefer being reborn in
a more comfortable life,

in heaven or in a rich family.

Nibbana is commonly thought to be the exclusive goal of
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The world of popular Buddhism is full of magical and
animistic power.

Even the Buddha, the Dhamma,

and the

Sangha are endowed with such supernatural power.

The Bud

dha in popular Buddhism is not only the discoverer and the
p r eacher of the dhamma but also a superhuman-being.

When

he w as alive, he had extraordinary markings and qualities;
and, after his death, his relics

(mahadhatu)

secrated images have a magical power.

108

and his con-

Similarly, his

dhamma also possesses various kinds of supernatural power.
The Sangha and its monks represent not only human beings
who have renounced the household life in order to seek
salvation as ascetics.

Holding much more to Buddhist p r e 

cepts than do the laity and living austere lives, monks are
thus regarded by Buddhist laity as superior to normal human
beings and as having access to mystical and magical powers.
W h e n monks chant the dhamma or utter the sacred words of
the Pali texts, their chanting is held as powerful and
effective in fulfilling the goal of the ceremony.
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It is worth noting that Thai Buddhists in general
never define dhamma as nibbana and do not see that
n ibbana is crucial as their final goal.

They neither wish

to attain nibbana nor do they consider it a reward for
t heir meritorious deeds.

Rather, they think that nibbana

is too far away to reach; and they prefer being reborn in
a mo r e comfortable life,

in heaven or in a rich family.

Nibbana is commonly thought to be the exclusive goal of
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monks.

Charles Keyes points out that,

in popular Buddhism,

the ultimate goal of the Buddhists seems to be the rebirth
in the realm of Maitreya
Buddha.

110

(Pali - Me t t e y y a ) , the future

. .

The Tipitaka, however, does not emphasize or

even suggest that the realm of Maitreya is more desirable
than nibbana or can provide nibbanic happiness.

In the

Cakkavatti-sihanada-suttanta of the Dioha-nikava. the
story of Maitreya and his role on earth are mentioned very
briefly by the Buddha who says that he will come to purify
the dhamma and bring it

back to its original

form, at which

time the whole world will be full of happiness and prospenty.

111

.
In short, nibbana is something unaccessible

and thus undesirable in

popular Buddhism for

reach and irrelevant to

present life.

it is beyond
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Dhamma as the Sermon of the Monk

The second meaning of dhamma in popular Buddhism
is the sermon, the chanting, the sacred words,
spells, delivered by monks.
monks,

and the

The power and the authority of

in the eyes of most Buddhists,

also lies in the b e 

lief that they are the dhammic heirs of the Buddha m e n 
tioned in the Tipitaka.

Monks thus have a duty to proclaim

and propagate the d h a m m a .

In Thailand today, the people

also understand dhamma through the terms "d hammaduta”
(the messenger of dhamma)

112

derer for dhamma) .

and "dhammacarika" (the wan-

Many village monks who read the

Pali texts superficially or have no knowledge of their subtle
meanings may transmit misconceptions to laity.
teach that building a wat

(temple)

Some monks

or donating money

to the monastery are the greatest merit.

Some preach that

giving (dana) performed in this life will be rewarded with
joy and happiness in heaven.

That dana is particularly

emphasized in popular Buddhism is probably due to the
Vessantara Jataka

(the Tale of Prince Vessan t a r a ) in the

minor collection of the Sutta-pitaka which portrays the
merit of dana as crucial to the enlightenment of the Buddha.

113

In this J a t a k a . Prince Vessantara,

the Buddha-

to-be, must fulfill his last and greatest meritorious deed,
d a n a . in order to accomplish the quality of a Buddha.

Af-
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ter having given away his wife and children to a beggar,
he reincarnates as Gotama the Buddha in the following life.
Thus, Thai Buddhists consider dana as crucial and probably
the most important among Buddhist practices.

They are not

so interested in the Buddha's dhamma which emphasizes
slla (the moral disciplin e), samadhi
tration) , and panna
sa madhi) .

(the right concen

(the wisdom arising from sila and

D a n a , or generosity,

for these Buddhists,

is rather more important than s i l a . s a m a d h i . and panna
because it provides the greatest merit;
case of Prince Vessantara,

for example,

in the

it helps fulfill the duty of the

bodhisatta and enables him to become the Buddha in his
following life.

In Thailand, the virtue of dana is cele

brated every October with the festival of Thet Maha
Chat (the Sermon of the Great Life of the Buddha)

during

which monks recite the life of Prince Vessantara from b e 
ginning to end to lay audiences in the preaching halls of
the monasteries.

Those who listen to the whole recitation

are believed to gain great merit and, hence,
reward.

114

an appropriate

Thai villagers who have faith in the efficacy

of the monks' preaching seek a heavenly rebirth instead of
trying to eliminate desire in order to end suffering and
attain n i b b a n a .
In popular ritual and ceremony, the Buddha's dhamma
is transformed into magical power through chanting.
example,

For

in the ceremony of consecrating water to be
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sprinkled on the lay congregation as a blessing,

the monks

chant the R a t a n a - s u t t a . in the Sutta-nioata as sacred
words in order to sacralize the water.
Ratana-sutta is,
the Sangha.

The content of the

in fact, praise of the Buddha,

the Dhamma,

Spiro notes that in Burma many passages in

the Sutta are used for magical effect in different contexts.
For example, the paritta which includes the Ratana-sutta
will be chanted as a spell to protect a house from evil
spirits and other dangers.

The chanting of the paritta

in such a case is a magical formula which functions as a
s p e l l .1 1 5
The paritta is a collection of sutta texts consti
tuted in Sri Lanka as a body of magical chants with special
protective powers.

These texts epitomize the way in

which dhamma on the popular level is effectively trans
formed into a spell.

This tradition goes back to the

Khanda paritta in the Kullavaqga of the Vinava-pitaka
in which the Buddha,
died of snakebite,

after being informed that a monk had

teaches that human beings should love

and be merciful to all kinds of serpents so that the latter
will not harm them.

3.16

Monks,

in other words,

as those

w ho study d h a m m a . have the power to protect and prevent
injury.

The notion of the power of dhamma is, therefore,

transferred to the monk as someone who embodies it himself.
This belief yields many consequences.

For example,

ac

cording to the Buddha's d h a m m a . metta is sympathy,
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friendliness,

and amity; but the popular level it is also

understood as passionate and sexual love.

Monks, then,

m ay be solicited to help a lay person win the love of ano
ther.

A village monk may make a charm (rag-vom) to coerce

someone's love.

117

The rag-vom consists of two dolls,

male and female, bound together with a sacred thread.

Here

the monk as the embodiment of dhamma is invested with the
magical power to create romantic love, an understanding of
metta directly at odds with the canonical sense of the
term.

Instead, this practice of rag-vom fits precisely

Sir James Frazer's definition of magic:
If we analyze the principles of thought on which
magic is based, they will probably be found to resolve
themselves into two:
first, that like produces like,
or that an effect resembles its cause; and, second,
that things which have once been in contact with each
other continue to act on each other at a distance a f 
ter the physical contact has been revered.
In popular Buddhism, one does not live according to
the law of nature, but attempts to overcome and transform
it through cultic and ceremonial participation.

For exam

ple, a farmer m a y not let nature take care of his/her crops
but tries,

instead, to use a ritual and ceremony in order

to force nature to bring the best to his/her field.
a drought season,

During

s/he may set up a ritual in order to have

enough rain for his/her field.

In this context, dhamma is

never understood as the moral or natural law by which one
ought to live.

Here,

the meaning of dhamma is not based

textually in the Tipitaka and the commentaries.

Its
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meaning is derived particularly from the attempt of the
villagers to cope with his/her immediate problems.
In summary, dhamma in this context is the Buddha's
teaching as interpreted, chanted, and preached by monks in
a rural context.

The meaning of dhamma is fully m a n i 

fested especially in rituals and ceremonies in which monks
chant Pali stanzas, namely, the p a r i t t a . which u n 
educated, village Buddhists believe have a sacred power.
Dhamma according to popular belief differs from the norma
tive, doctrinal d h a m m a .

It focuses on the concepts of the

transmigration of the soul, supernatural power, divine in
terference and assistance in human activities,

and the

preference of heaven and the paradise on earth to n i bbana.
Since most Thais are illiterate,

they pay no attention to

the more philosophical, soteriological meanings of dhamma
in the Pali texts.

Thus, they adapt the meaning of the

term to suit their way of life.
dhamma becomes animistic.

Essentially the meaning of

This misconception of dhamma

in Thai Buddhism is critical for it tends to lead to a form
of Buddhist practice reformers, the likes of Vajiranana and
Buddhadasa,

find objectionable.

They believe that if Thai

Buddhists understood the true nature of d h a m m a . they would
follow a path or practice approximating more closely the
normative ideal embodied in the doctrine.
chapters,

In the folowing

I will discuss the distinctive roles of Vajira

nana and Buddhadasa in recovering the meaning of dhamma
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and their influence on Thai Buddhists then and now.
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CHAPTER I I

THAI SOCIO-POLITICAL HISTORY
DURING THE TIMES OF VAJIRANANA AND BUDDHADASA

Vajiranana and Buddhadasa are two of modern Th a i 
land's most distinguished interpreters of d h a m m a .

Yet the

periods and social situations of their work differ signi
ficantly and have influenced their understanding and expo
sition of the concept of dhamma in the Buddhist Scrip
tures in distinctive ways.

In this chapter I shall show

h ow the different periods of Thai socio-political history
in w hich Vajiranana and Buddhadasa have lived have had im
pact on their life and work.
t wo parts:

The chapter is divided into

the first deals particularly with the Thai

socio-political situation in Vajiranana's time and the
second part with contemporary Thailand in which Buddhadasa
is still active.

On the assumption that society and the

individual necessarily interact closely with one another,
this chapter should help provide an understanding of the
motives and causes for the distinctive interpretations of

78
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dhamma given by Vajiranana ~nd Buddhadasa.

The Period of Thai Modernization

The reigns of kings Rama V or Chulalongkorn
(1868-1910)

and Rama VI or Vajiravudh (1910-1925) marked

the beginning and most important phase of Thai moderniza
tion,

in particular the acceptance of Western ideas and

technology and the adaptation of Western civilization to
Thai culture.
versial,

The term "modernization" is rather contro

of course, and conveys different meanings to dif

ferent scholars.

Here,

in the case of Thailand in the

late Nineteenth Century, the term "modernization" refers
to a change in and an improvement of various aspects of
society in order to facilitate both individual and social
development,

for example, the use of a tractor instead of

a buffalo to plough fields, and the establishment of
public schools so that all people— men, women, noble
people,

and common people— would have an equal chance to

be educated.

The introduction of Western culture into

Thailand and the Western education of some Thai elites at
that time were important factors in Thai modernization.
For Norman Jacobs, modernization and Westernization in
Thailand are closely connected:
We will use "modernization" to denote the m a x i 
mization of the potential of the society within the
limits set by the goals and the fundamental structure
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(or forms) of the society. . . . The stimulus for m o 
dernization may be external, or internal, or both.
In
Asia, when the stimulus has been external and has come
from the West, then the stimulus is termed the chal
lenge of westernization.
In the reigns of Rama V and Rama VI, the impact of
the West influenced Thai politics and administration.
However, westernization was not the only characteristic of
Thai modernization.

The introduction of a more cen

tralized, bureaucratic system of administration also
characterized Thai modernization.
Peacock and A. Thomas Kirsch,
the more centralized it is:

According to James L.

"the more modern a society,
the more tightly its parts

become coordinated with another under some central control."

2

.

.

Under Rama V's administration,

central control

was strengthened by dividing the country into administra
tive sections.

Formerly, the country had been divided into

the inner provinces under the authority in the capital, the
outer provinces under the responsibility of the appointed
provincial lord, and the dependencies under the respon
sibility of native rulers.

In the reign of Rama V, the

provincial government system was reformed; and the coun
try was divided into provinces, districts,

subdistricts,

towns and villages administered by royal officers who
received monthly salaries directly from the king.

3

These

units were ruled by individuals appointed by the king and
were regularly inspected by the king's representatives.
Modernization is also characterized by a bureaucra
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tic system of administration:
As a society modernizes it becomes increasingly
bureaucratized.
Bureaucracy proliferates not only in
government but also in firms, schools, and other in
stitutions that organize functionally.specific offices
with well-defined lines of authority.
Bureaucratic reform and reorganization were partic
ularly highlighted during the reign of Rama V.

Ministries

were established and new administrative functions were in
troduced.

In order to facilitate the administrative pr o 

cedure and improve the capacity of each office, Rama V es
tablished ten Ministries to take care of different types
of state work:
1. The Ministry of the Interior was in charge of
Northern Thailand and Laos
2. The Ministry of Defense was in charge of Southern
and Eastern parts of Thailand,

and Malaya

3. The Ministry of Nakorn Barn was in charge of p o 
lice, military recruitment and penitentiary services
4. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs was in charge of
foreign affairs
5. The Ministry of Finance was in charge of taxes,
public revenue,

and public expenditure

6 . The Ministry of the Royal Household was in charge
of palace affairs
7. The Ministry of Agriculture was in charge of
agriculture,

forestry, trade, and mining

8 . The Ministry of Justice was in charge of all legal
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cases, both civil and criminal
9.

The Ministry of Public Works was in charge of

construction, postal and telegraphic services,
roads,

railways,

and canals

10. The Ministry of Education was in charge of
education,

schools, and hospitals.

These Ministries worked directly under the king's
. .
5
supervision.
The process of modernization reflected new values;
and n ew methods were introduced for greater efficiency.
For example, with the promulgation of the Slavery Act in
1911, Rama V ended the pracrice of slavery.6

Moreover,

he issued the Gold Standard Act which fixed the value of
the baht

(the Thai monetary unit) to gold in order to

standardize the Thai currency system for domestic and
international exchange and commerce.

7

Further

discussion of modernization during the reigns of Rama V
and VI will be taken up in the following section.

Causes and Necessities of Modernization
In the Reign of Rama V

In the reign of King Mongkut

(1851-1868),

Rama V's

predecessor, Western civilization and technology began to
enter Thailand.

For the first time the country was

opened to Westernization.

Walter F. Vella sees King Mong-
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kut's openness to the West in the following terms:
He [Mongkut] was extremely interested in Western
inventions and Western learning; he mastered several
foreign languages and was a student of Western astro
nomy; and he was proud of his success in securing a
diplomatic "alliance" with Western nations.
Mongkut
equated his personal achievements with national
achievements and therefore undoubtedly considered his
reign "Western" and "enlightened" and his nation, like
himself, "westernized."
Though Thailand in the time of Mongkut began to be
Westernized,

only certain western techniques and methods

were borrowed without widely modernizing the country as
was to be the case under Rama V and Rama VI.

Western tech

niques and methods adopted in the reign of Mongkut were
limited to such practices as employing Europeans in
governmental service,

in royal education,

in royal m e d i 

cal service, and in setting up a government printing press
and mint.

9

.

In the reign of Rama V, Westernization and

modernization greatly increased and expanded.

The cause

and necessity for this issued both from the extreme threat
of Western imperialism and from certain social and politi
cal pressures within the country.

The Threat of Western Imperialism

During the first half of the Nineteenth Century,
Western imperialism had spread throughout Asia.

In China,

Western power took the form of economic and political im
perialism.

In the early Nineteenth Century,

the British
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government tried to have more Chinese ports opened to
foreign trade in order to export native products and raw
materials from China, and sell their own products such as
opium, to the native people.

The Chinese government

tried to stop the opium trade between the British and the
Chinese merchants by confiscating and destroying a large
amount of the opium stored in Canton.

This action led

to the Opium War with Great Britain; and, in 1842, the
Chinese government had to submit to the British government
and open more ports to British traders.

Japan,

similarly,

was forced to open its ports to the United States in 1853.
Since the American request was backed by an imposing fleet
of steam warships,

Japan could not refuse.

The cases of China and Japan greatly worried Rama V.
He was afraid that Thailand would fall into the same
situation.

During that period, Thailand was a buffer area

between the British and French powers in Southeast Asia.
The British dominated Burma and Malaya
the West and South of Thailand.

(now Malaysia)

At the same time,

to

France

ruled over Indo-China, north and east of the country.
In 1893, France invaded the territory on the left bank of
the Mekong River.
Thailand,

M. Pavie, the French Minister to

demanded the withdrawal of Thai troops from the

left bank and payment for damage done to French subjects.
Rama V

's resistence to French imperialism led the French

authorities to move warships into the Gulf of Thailand.

10
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Consequently,

Rama V had to surrender the area on the left

bank of the Mekong River and islands in the River to
France in order to preserve Thai independence.
Western countries also demanded extraterritorial
rights which would allow them to exercise their judicial
system over their own people in foreign countries.

This

extraterritorial right was sought because of Westerners'
suspicion of the native legal processes.

Rama V realized

that the traditional judicial system had many flaws which
discredited the whole system in the eyes of Westerners.
At that time, all Thai judicial processes were under
different administrative authorities which allowed the ad
ministrative system to interfere with the principle of
justice.

11

Besides, there existed no systematic legal

practice because the Thais usually settled their problems
unofficially such as by asking one who was respected by
both parties to decide the case.

Rama V thus formalized

the Thai judicial system by establishing the Ministry of
Justice to deal with all law-suits.

In 1897, he also

founded the Law School as a State institution to train law
yers under the supervision of the Ministry of Justice.
The improvement of the Thai judicial system, however, was
no protection against Western claims for extraterritorial
rights.

Rama V finally had to cede parts of the country,

Battambong,

Siem reap,

and Sisophon, to France in 1907,

and Kelantan, Trengganu, Kedah,

and Perlis to Great Bri-
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tain in 1909, as an exchange for the withdrawal of the
extraterritorial rights of the two countries from Thait
j 12
land.

Internal Problems and the Need of Reformation

The threat of Western imperialism can be considered
as only one— and not the most important— motive for Thai
modernization during the reign of Rama V.

Domestic

problems were also compelling reasons for modernization:
the growing need for the reform of government,

education,

the economy and various aspects of Thai society.

Ac

cording to David K. Wyatt, the internal motives were more
important than the external ones:
The course of modernization throughout the reign
of King Chulalongkorn, but especially its first decade,
was heavily determined by considerations of domestic
politics, and only to a lesser degree by foreign
pressures and influences.
There were five especially important domestic con
siderations that encouraged Rama V to modernize Thailand:
1. The conflict between the king and his regent
2. The clash of administrative policies between
modern and traditional officials
3. The inefficiency of the Thai administrative
functions themselves
4. The need to elevate the status of the country in
order to be accepted by others as a civilized country
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5.

The policy to preserve the image of the king as

the righteous ruler and the partriarchal leader of the
people
Each of these merits examination in some detail.

The Conflict between the King and His Regent

Rama V was only fifteen years old when he ascended
the throne in 1868.

Sri Suriyawong, the Secretary of

State for Defence who controlled the armed forces and was
the most powerful officer at that time, was appointed
regent.

Rama V was always in a poor health and seemed to

be too weak for the task of ruling the country.

Sri

Suriyawong managed to appoint a "second king," Prince Wichaichan,

in order to replace Rama V if he happened to be

unable to carry on his task.

According to Wyatt, the act

of appointing this second king put pressure on Rama V:
Prince Wichaichan's appointment h a d been forced
upon the king, and the regent used him as a counter
poise to the power of the king.
Chulalongkorn appears
to have viewed Wichaichan's attempts to claim a status
equal to that of Phra Pin Klao [the second king during
the reign of Mongkut] as a challenge to the power and
authority of the absolute monarchy.
It appears, then, that Rama V had to prove that he
was capable and suitable to be the ruler of the country.
A nd he chose to do this by championing modernization.

The Clash of Administrative Policies
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Rama V was the first king of Thailand to realize
that Western techniques and methods were important to the
development of the country.

He thus sent his sons and

m a n y noblemen to study in Europe.
century,

By the late nineteenth

some princes and noblemen had graduated and re

turned home.

They became leaders and administrators in

m a n y Thai governmental offices.

They were eager to use

their Western knowledge to develop the country.

Their

administrative policies were totally different from
traditional officials.

In 1887, a group of western-

trained princes and officials submitted a petition to the
king concerning immediate problems facing the country,

and

strongly urged the establishment of a constitutional m o 
narchy.

Rama V did not think that it was an appropriate

time to replace the ruling system of an absolute monarchy
w i t h that of a constitutional monarchy.

15

This issue

became the focus of disagreement between those who wanted
to change the country according to Western models and
t hose who wanted to retain the old system.

Rama V

realized that such conflict and dissension among Thai
officials could obstruct the progress of the country and
weaken the whole nation.

He thus appealed to the loyalty

of both groups, warning them them to work together for the
unity and well-being of the entire country:
We should not be misled in adopting the ideas of
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those European officials in our administration because
their principle of working is totally different from
ours. . . . If we allow political parties in our
country, there will be only a few members in each
party while there are hundreds of conservative offi
cials who do not want to belong to any party. . . .
This will lead to disputation and disunity among of
ficials.
And it will be difficult to get anything
done and accomplish our goal.
Therefore, I think that the attitudes of both
the progressive and the conservative are not suitable
to our country at this moment.
They will destroy ourfi
solidarity and obstruct the progress of our country.
The conflict of opinion and disunity among his of
ficials pushed the king to change the administrative sys
tem in order to reduce the tension between the two parties.

The Inefficiency of Thai Administrative Functions

Before the reign of Rama V, the governmental system
was not structured in terms of ministries and departments.
It was roughly divided into a few sections such as the
territorial departments of the North and the South, with
total responsibility for overseeing all services and ad
ministrative functions concerning all domestic affairs.
Such a general structure resulted in overlap and ineffi
ciency. Rama V thus established different ministries in
order to create more specialization and create greater
governmental efficiency,

for example, the Ministry of the

Interior ran the provincial administration and took charge
of corvee,

and the Ministry of Justice dealt with all

legal problems and judicial processes.

17

With this re-
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formation of the administrative system, the government
could w ork m ore efficiently and, thus, provide more b ene
fits and services to the people and the country.

The Need to Elevate the Status of the country

Westerners at the time of Rama V and before gene
rally regarded Thailand as an underdeveloped and uncivilized country.

18

According to Sir John Bowring

(1792-

1872), the Governor of Hong Kong and Minister to China who
came to visit King Mongkut on a diplomatic mission in 1855,
Thailand was far behind the western world in many aspects.
For example,

an accused was proved guilty or innocent

through an ordeal instead of a trial in the Court of
Justice.

In criminal cases, the accuser and the accused

were demanded to prove their case by remaining under water
for a while, walking barefoot over burning coals, washing
their hands in boiling oil, or eating charmed rice.
Those who remained longer under the water, walked over
burning coals without being burnt, had their hands u n 
harmed in boiling oil, or did not suffer a stomach-ache
after having eaten charmed rice, were proved innocent; and
those who could not pass the test were proved guilty.

19

Such practices as noted by Sir John Bowring
were regarded obsolete and unjust in the eyes of many
westerners during that time.

In order to achieve both
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its domestic and foreign policy goals, Thailand needed to
be regarded as trustworthy and reliable.
fore,

Rama V, the r e 

sought to improve the international image of the

country through modernization.

The most important single

activity in this process was the abolition of slavery.
During the reign of Rama V, there were seven types
of slaves in Thailand:
1. Those who sold themselves to creditors in order
to pay off their debts or their p a r e n t s 1 debts; they would
become free whenever they redeemed themselves with money
2. Those who were children born from slave parents
in creditors' houses
3. Those i/ho inherited their status from parents
4. Those who were given away as gifts
5. Those who were taken by someone as slaves because
they were helped out of difficulties
6 . Those who were taken by someone as slaves because
they were fed during the time of famine
7. Those who were prisoners of war

20

The abolition of slavery was not an easy process
because it affected the benefits of the masters and the
lifestyle of the slaves themselves.

The masters wanted

the slaves to serve them or help them with their work.
The slaves did not know how to support themselves after
being freed.
ly.

Rama V had to manage the plan v ery careful

He did not free the slaves at one time but gradually
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issued edicts by which slavery would be abolished.
In 1874, eleven years after Lincoln's proclamation of the
abolition of slavery in U.S.A., Rama V promulgated the
Act for Determination of Values of Slaves'

Children which

gradually reduced the price of slaves as they grew up
until at the age of 21, a slave's price was eliminated
and s/he could be free.

21

And the older the slave was,

the less price s/he had and the easier it was to pay it
off in order to redeem him/herself.

22

In 1895, Rama V

issued an Act on Slavery in order to abolish the second
type of slavery, slaves born from slave parents in
creditors' houses.

Through this Act, people were also

forbidden to sell or buy slaves.

23

And finally,

in

1911, Rama V promulgated The Slavery Act of the Ratanakosin
Era #130 which ended slavery entirely in the country.24
David M. Engel notes that the abolition of slavery in the
reign of Rama V was crucial for the status of the country:
It is likely that he [Rama V] was sensitive in
this regard to the image of Thailand in the eyes of
the western countries.
If the custom of slavery in
Thailand was regarded by them as backward or as a
symbol of the injustice of Thailand's laws, then it
was essential for purposes of national self-protection
that the custom be abandoned no matter how wellentrenched it had become.
The next step taken by Rama V to raise the status of
the country was to reorganize and reform the court system.
In order to organize all legal activities handled by
various departments and ministries,

it was necessary to
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establish a ministry that would be solely responsible for
court administration and judicial processes.

Rama V thus

created the Ministry of Justice in 1892 in order to consolidate various departmental courts into one ministry.
By 1903, most provinces around the country were brought
under the central control of the Ministry of Justice in
Bangkok.

The reform of the judicial system was an effort

not only to centralize the legal system but in doing so to
challenge the Western insistence on extra-territorial
rights.

The Preservation of Kingship

The model of a Thai king in the monarchic system
is that of a patriarchal and righteous ruler of his peo
ple.

This model is derived from the example of

Ramkhamhaeng
Kingdom.

(1279-1298), a great king of Sukhodaya

David K. Wyatt describes the ideal relationship

between the king and his people as follows:
Ramkhamhaeng paints a picture of an idyl
lic kingdom free of constraints, presided over by a
just, benevolent, and thoroughly accessible monarch
beloved by his people.
He is generally referred to as
what w e might translate as "Lord Father [Thai:
Po
K h u n ] ," and the social relationships described in the
inscription invariably connote a familial style.
Through the passage quoted, and elsewhere in the in
scription, there is an implicit contrast drawn between
the king's apparent paternal benevolence and accessi
bility and the opposite qualities— rigid social
hierarchy, arbitrary administration of justice, heavy
taxation, and so on— of some other unspecified rule,
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presumably the style of Angkor [the first capital of
the Khmer Empire established by Yasovarman I
(889-900)].
As such, the king should accomplish his duty
(dhamma)

as follows:

1. He should provide food and clothing for his peo
ple
2. He should enact laws that guarantee the welfare
of his people
3. He should establish laws that provide justice for
his people
4.- He should protect his people through military
p o w e r .2 8
Rama V tried to fulfill those traditional monarchial
duties and responsibilities through such reforms as the
abolition of slavery to establish social equality and
greater justice for all citizens, and the reorganization
and reform of government administrative procedures.

He

believed that the king, as the symbolic center of the coun
try, was necessary to provide a common bond of unity.
Without the king the process of modernization might be
impossible because the people would have no one to follow
and depend on, resulting in disunity and the destruction
of the country in the face of change and reformation.

He

commented on the crucial role of the king as follows:
The Thai people once united in thought because
they followed the policy of the king.
Everyone agreed
that the k i n g ’s opinion was right.
And thus matters
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could be settled easily.
They followed the example of
the king for generations.
The judgments of all the
monarchs in this dynasty were righteous.
They were
deeply merciful towards their subjects.
Thus, all
the subjects were pleased with them and willingly
followed them.
According to Rama V, the king is the center and the
pillar of the nation.

He is the only one who can initiate

and carry out the plans for the entire country.

Indeed it

would appear that the success of Rama V's program of m o 
dernization validated his vision of the role of the m o 
narch in Thai society.

The Forms of Thai Modernisation
During the Reign of Rama V

In the previous section, we traced the meaning and
the causes of Thai modernization during the reign of
Rama V.

In the areas of Buddhism and education, Vajira-

nana was the major instrument of the king.

Because

Vajiranana's teaching will be analyzed in detail in the
following chapter, I will limit the scope of the p resen
tation here to the forms of modernization in which Vajiranana participated.

In the light of Vajiranana's work and

writings during the reign of Rama V, one can conclude that
his participation in the modernization process was li
mited to the realms of religion and education.

In this

section, we will consider his work of (a) monastic
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organization and reform,

and of

(b) the establishment of

a mon astic and public educational system and Buddhist
academies of higher learning.

Vai i r a n a n a 1s Monastic Reforms

A formal monastic organization has existed in Thailand since the Sukhodaya Kingdom nearly 800 years ago.
In the reign of King Mongkut
was divided into four khana
northern,

central,

30

(Rama I V ) , the monastic order
(sections):

and Dhammayutika.

southern,

The king appointed

monks who held ecclesiastical ranks as the head of each
khana.

The monastic organization and administration r e 

flected a close relationship between the king and the m o 
nastic Order;

for example,

all monks with ecclesiastical

ranks receive an honorarium from the Royal Treasury and
an allotment of rice from the Department of Lands
31
(krom_na).
Before the monastic reform by King Chulalongkorn
(Rama V ) , the conduct of many monks had become quite co r 
rupt,

for example,

some earned a living as merchants,

some

trespassed on people's land in order to work in the
fields,

and some enjoyed gambling.

Such conduct under

m i n e d the people's faith in Buddhism,

since Thai Bud

dhists considered monks as the dhammic heirs of the Buddha
and a sacred component of the Triple Gem in Buddhism.

In
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addition,

Buddhist monasticism at that time lacked its own

administrative center.

The Order depended primarily on

the state which loosely administered and regulated monastic
matters.

Vajiranana, who was then the abbot at Wat

Bovornives,

saw that the situation called for reform.

With

Rama V's support and patronage, he undertook a major monas
tic reorganization.

In general, Vajiranana and the king

saw the monastic order not as an exclusive,

isolated com

munity, but one that functioned with both religious and
social obligations to the lay community.

Monks should be

well-disciplined and well-trained in the knowledge of
Buddhism not simply for themselves, but so that they could
preach the doctrine to lay people.

In Vajiranana's view,

the Order needed to be regulated, organized, and educated
for internal reasons, to be sure, but also in order to
function as a proper instrument of state policy,
serve the lay community properly.

and to

In other words,

ac

cording to Vajiranana, Rama V's and Rama Vi's plans to
develop and modernize the country would be carried out more
easily if they were supported by the Sarigha whose members
were related closely to and were able to influence lay
people.
In order to establish a self-administering Sarigha
(monastic order), Vajiranana created a comprehensive
ecclesiastical system.
into two types:

He classified Thai monasteries

wat thae

(permanent residential tem-
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pie)

and wat phamnak (temporary residential t e m p l e ) .

A wat thae was a temple in which a monk received the ordi
nation and stayed during his monkhood while wat phamnak was
a temple in which an itinerant monk could pass the night
or stay temporarily during his travels.

Each was ruled

by the head of the monastery elected by the chao khana
(head of a monastic division).

The administration of

these monasteries was run under a hierarchical order.

The

abbot took care of his monastery under the supervision and
inspection of the chao khana who worked for the Supreme
Patriarch, the head of the entire Sangha.

The head of a

monastery or of a particular monastic division was respon
sible for all legal processes
pound.

32

system.

fadhikaranat in his com-

All monks were regulated in this hierarchical
They were under the direct monastic administra

tion of an abbot

(head of a monastery) who,

under the head of a monastic division.

in turn, was

Vajiranana also

prescribed a common set of monastic rules and dis
ciplines,

for example, the monastic rules concerning the

admission of those who sought ordination and the style of
wearing monastic robes.

These prescriptions were in

tended to regulate the monks' conduct and to promote
monastic self-administration.
In order to strengthen the provincial monkhood by
means of a law that would establish a uniform hierarchy
and formalize the relations between the state and the
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Sangha, Rama V issued the Sangha Law of 1902 which out
lined explicitly the duties of abbots and members of the
provincial hierarchy.

Under this Law, the center of m o 

nastic administration in Bangkok could project and en
force a model for Buddhist practice throughout the coun
try.

Craig J. Reynolds notes that "in this way the civil

and ecclesiastical officials in Chulalongkorn's reign
reinforced and restated the relationship between the
king's domain and the Buddha's domain."

33

In other

words, the king worked closely with Vajiranana in order
to help develop and administer the Sangha such as regu
lating the payments for titled monks; while V ajira
nana,

as the Head of the Sarigha, propagated the moral

policy of the king among Thai Buddhists.

Monastic and Public Education

In the early 1 8 9 0 's, Vajiranana began to plan a m o 
nastic educational system.

His aim was to equip a monk

with the knowledge of Pali so that he could master the
Tipitaka and would be able to rise to higher monastic rank.
If he returned to secular life,

such a person would have

an advantage in entering governmental service.

The Pali

knowledge of a monk was tested by an examination on Bud
dhist texts such as Buddhaghosa's commentaries, the
A t t h akatha-Dhammaoada. and Visudd'nimagqa.

In order to
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train a monk to pass the Pali examinations, Vajiranana
planned a curriculum and created textbooks.

With his e n 

couragement, Rama V established two Buddhist academies so
that all monks and novices could study Pali and Buddhist
scriptures.

The first such institution for Pali education

was the Mahamakuta Royal Academy established in 1893 at
Wat Bovornives.
The establishment of the academies was intended to
improve public education as well as the monastic educa
tion of Dhammayutika monks.

Public education was served

b y two programs according to its goals:

in Bangkok,

it

was to produce advanced students who could continue
studies abroad and return to w o r k for the state; and p r o 
vincial education was designed to provide elementary
knowledge to students outside Bangkok.

These provincial

students were taught in local monasteries by monks who
were graduates of the Buddhist academy in Bangkok.

Educa

tion in Bangkok was managed by the Ministry of Education,
and education in the provinces by the Ministry of the I n 
terior.
As most Thais were Buddhists, Rama V sought also
to cultivate their moral conduct by emphasizing the Buddha's teachings in his educational programs.

34

He sug

gested that textbooks for lay education should simplify
the moral teaching and present it from the elementary to
the advanced level.

35

In order to make the Buddha's
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teaching accessible to lay people unaccustomed to the
language of the Buddhist texts, Rama V asked Vajiranana
and his staff to write a series of sermons and send them
to the provinces to be used by provincial monks in their
o

C.

preaching to lay audiences on Buddhist holy days.

In

order to facilitate lay education, Vajiranana wrote many
texts on secular and religious knowledge,
Pancasila Pancadhamma
Manu

a -vidva

for instance,

(Five Precepts and Five E n n o b l e s ) ,

(Science of Being H u m a n ) , Buddha Prawat

(Story of the Buddha's life), and the Navakovada
(Teachings for N o v i c e s ) .

These books are primarily ex 

cerpts from the Tipitaka and Buddha g h o s a 1s commentaries.
Through the creation of new textbooks and the in
struction of monks,

lay people had a chance to be educated.

Rama V chose Wat Bovornives as the major academic insti
tution because it was centrally located and was a former
residence of King Mongkut.

37

The decision to centralize

Buddhist education at Wat Bovornives, however, caused
some problems since it was a Dhammayutika monastery,
the Mahanikaya.

not

Vajiranana realized that the establish

ment of only one Buddhist academy at Wat Bovornives was
not sufficient to fulfill the development of Buddhist
education in Thailand because Dhammayutika monks were
disinclined to travel to another monastery for their
studies.

Vajiranana, therefore, wanted to establish more

centers of Buddhist education in other monasteries.
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Rama V, himself, was also aware of the poor record of
education of Mahanikaya monks.

Consequently,

in 1896, he

established Mahachulalongkorn Royal Academy at Wat Mahadhatu, the major Mahanikaya monastery in Bangkok.
Rama V's educational reform was an aspect of Thai
modernization in the sense that it rejected the tradi
tional idea that education was restricted only to the no
bility and the rich, and that common people had no need
to be literate.

In addition,

from the beginning of public

education, women also had an opportunity to study for the
first time,

and thus the traditional belief that education

was for men only was replaced by the modern concept that
education was for all.
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The Nature of Modernization
During the Reign of Rama VI

The process of modernization did not end with the
reign of Rama V but continued to flourish during the reign
of Rama VI or King Vajiravudh, his son.

The reign of

Rama VI was characterized by the attempt to continue the
efforts of modernization from the previous reign, but at
the same time preserve the traditional values of Thai cul
ture.

Walter F. Vella commented on the dual aspects of

modernization in the reign of Rama VI as follows:
Chulalongkorn seemed only partially to realize
that too great a reliance on Western ideas might have
adverse effects on the faith of the Thai in their cul
tural values.
Wachirawut [Vajiravudh] was more keenly
aware of this problem.
He pointed out that European
institutions had been created by Europeans for Euro
peans and declared that it was absurd for the Thai to
adopt blindly all European instututions, manners, and
customs.
Rama VI attempted to synthesize tradition and
change in the crucible of nationalism.

Thus,

in assessing

the reign of King Vajiravudh, we must examine first the
way in which modenization tendencies begun during the time
of his predecessor were continued,

and,

second, the

attempt to unite the country through the concept of
nationalism
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The Continuation and Development
Of Rama V's Program of Modernization

Like Rama V, Rama VI saw that it was necessary for
Thailand to adopt some aspects of Western civilization.
He, thus, reformed the country according to Western models.
His reforms, which still affect the Thai way of life today
can be described as a social, political,
reforms.

For example,

and educational

in 1913, he introduced the use of

a surname in order to stimulate family pride and unity;
in 1916, he established the first university of Thailand,
Chulalongkorn University; and in 1917, he introduced the
use of the national flag, the trai-rona (three-colored),
which reflected the unity of the nation, the religion, and
the monarchy.
These social reforms, which followed western
patterns, were intended both to change the westerners'
image of the country and to strengthen the unity of the
Thai people.

The image of the country had been damaged

by the practice of polygamy before Rama Vi's reign:
Polygamy had been one Thai practice that had
consistently aroused Western antipathy.
And Siamese
kings, starting with Vajiravudh's grandfather [King
M o n g k u t ] , had been on the defensive about the prac
tice.
Vajiravudh, at once more familiar with Western
notions of propriety and more anxious than any of his
predecessors to excise customs that Westerners r e 
garded as barbaric or uncivilized, spoke out frequent
ly against their multiple marriages.
Rama VI himself gave up the practice of polygamy,
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eliminating the royal harem and entering a monogamous
m arriage near the end of his life.

And in order to c u l 

tivate a monogamous system in Thai marriage,

in 1913, he

issued a law requiring Thais to have surnames,

that the

surname would be the permanent family name which would be
h a nded down in the male line, and that a married woman
m u s t bear her husband's surname.

40

In connection with

t he introduction of a surname, marriage became a legal
m a t t e r that needed registration.
In order to develop the education of the people,
Rama VI replaced the Thai tradition of building temples
for merit with the building of schools for the education
of the people.

He explained his reform as follows:

I am certain that this meritorious act will
y ield better results than the building of a temple for
a shelter of sham monks who don yellow robes in order
to escape their obligations. . . . If anyone wishes
to make merit, achieve beneficial
ends, and please
his Majesty, let him build schools.
To build new t e m 
ples is not to my liking.
To encourage the significance of education, Rama VI
established a new private school in 1911, the Royal Pages
College.

This school followed the model of an English

public school which was a boarding school with live-in
teachers.

And in 1921, with the assistance of a brilliant

Western-trained official,

Chaophraya Thammasakmontri, he

promulgated an act of compulsory education for all boys
and girls from the age of seven to fourteen.
Rama Vi's contribution to Thai education and the
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family system continued Rama V's policies of modernization.
He believed that the adoption of Western ways should,
however,

respect Thai cultural values.

By adopting Western

attitudes, methods and worldview, he believed that the
Thais would lose their own identity and national pride.
On the other hand, by preserving Thai values exclusively,
he thought that the country would lose its opportuni
ty to be developed technologically,
its progressive neighbors.

and to keep up with

He attempted to reconcile

both dimensions through the concept of nationalism.

The Rise of Thailand through Nationalism

For Rama VI,

"nationalism" was the principal means

to make modernization effective and useful for the Thais
and to raise the country's status in the estimation of
westerners.

To understand Rama Vi's meaning of "nation

alism," one should know what he meant by the "nation":
The term iati [chat - in Thai, or "nation"
— in English] literally means family line or caste.
For example, the iati of the brahmans is the family
line of those priests who have succeeded one another
for generations; the iati of kings is the family
line of those successive warriors.
Jati can be
literally translated as "race."
The brahman race is
the race of those who were born brahmans.
The warrior
race is the race of those who were born warriors.
Later, we Thai used the term "i a t i " to call a group
of people who live together.
This new usage of the
term is not wrong because the people of the Thai iati
are those who were born Thai or in the group of people
who call themselves Thai.
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Rama VI argued that the relationship of a man to his
nation

(iati) was as profound and undeniable as that to

his family; a man could exist only within his nation.
From this perspective, then, a "nationalist" is bound to
love his countrymen as his brothers.

According to Rama VI,

the characteristics of a nationalist are pride in one's
nation, the adoration of one's nation, and the devotion
to one's nation.

43

The love of one's fellow nationals

should be so profound that one is willing to sacrifice
one's own life for them.
manifested,

Such a nationalistic spirit was

in particular, by an organization founded by

the King, the Wild Tigers

(sUa-pa) :

The characteristics of wild tigers are:
a
preference for roaming in the forest and in the wood;
a good sense of direction and observation of place;
knowledge of the direction of the sun, the wind, foot
prints, and so on; and, the wisdom to take care of
themselves.
They must be strong, patient,
courageous, and brave.
They must scarcely think of
themselves.
If it is necessary, they will sacrifice
their lives in order to save their fellow nationals,
their king, their nation, and their religion.
The Wild Tigers was a special volunteer force on the
order of a national guard established by Rama VI in 1911.
The duties of the Wild Tigers included performing humani
tarian deeds such as fighting crimes and fires, but, above
all, protecting the king, the nation, and the religion.
The Wild Tigers took the following vow:
First, the Wild Tigers will be loyal to the king.
Secondly, the Wild Tigers will fight against enemies
who intrude into the country and against those who in
cite civil war in order to preserve the nation and the
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Buddhist religion.
Thirdly, the Wild Tigers will obey
their leader, and will not cause disruption to their
company.
The Wild Tigers were trained to regard the king as
the only righteous holder of the national power

46

and

Buddhism as the only true religion of the T h a i s .47
Rama VI believed that with the king as the center of
national power and Buddhism as the center of the Thai
spirit and morality, the people would be united and take
pride in their nation.

In order to use Buddhism to shape

nationalistic development, Rama VI gave a special inter
pretation of Buddhist doctrine.

He argued that the Bud

dha's teachings supported armed defense of the country.
For example,

killing an enemy in order to protect one's

country was not a sin:
Those who boast of their knowledge of Buddhism
always say that a Buddhist precept obviously forbids
killing; and thus Buddhism must obstruct the duty of
a soldier.
Those who speak in this way do not really
know the Buddha's doctrine.
The Buddha never blamed
or discouraged the soldier.
If he meant to prohibit
warfare, he would not have encouraged soldiers to re
main soldiers instead of ordaining as monks.
It is
obvious that the Buddha saw the necessity of having
soldiers protect the country and his religion.
If
the kingdom is harmed or destroyed, Buddhism can no
longer exist.
In the reign of Rama VI, the role of Buddhism was
changed from a religion of salvation to a religion of the
good citizen and supporter of the nation.

The changing

role of Buddhism was illustrated in Rama Vi's plays,
speeches, essays, and poems.

For him, a true Thai was a
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good Buddhist and a nationalist.

He asserted that the

Buddha supported love toward the king who held the power
of the whole community, the love of the nation,

and the

love of the religion which was the foundation of all
virtues.

49

.
.
Rama VI believed that the cultivation of

nationalism would bring about pride in the nation,
late the qualities of good citizenship,

stimu

and help elevate

the status of the country in the eyes of others.
Rama Vi's administration and modernization of
Thailand, however,

led to the country's economic crisis.

The king h a d spent much of the royal and state budgets to
promote his administrative policies:

The Privy Purse and Ministry of the Palace were
consuming nearly 10 percent of the annual budget.
The
segment of the wild Tiger Corps directly under the
king accounted for 1.6 million baht alone in 1924-25,
out of a total royal budget of 9 million baht (the
real expenditures probably were in excess 12 million
baht) and a state budget of 96.4 million baht.
Numerous attempts were made to curb the financial
chaos— financial commissions, like that of 1912, were
twice appointed to recommend economics, for example—
but none had much success.
The economic failing of
the reign, it would appear, were twofold:
royal
profligacy and the inability of the king to establish
and maintain effective procedures to control public
expenditures.
The day of financial reckoning might be
postponed, but not for much longer.
More was involved, of course, than official
balance sheets.
The distribution of the state
expenditures had everything to do with the efforts
government was making to develop the country.
For all
its stress on education as the prerequisite to
economic and political development, only slightly more
than 3 percent of the budget was devoted to that
purpose in 1924-25, while 23 percent was going to
military expenditures and more than 10 percent to
royal expenditures.
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The economic problems of Rama VI produced a serious
financial deficit for his successor.

The Procedure of Modernization
During the Reign of Rama VI

In the reign of Rama VI, Vajiranana was one of the
most important figures in helping the king promote
nationalistic sentiment among Thai Buddhists through his
interpretation of the Buddha's teachings.

In this section,

we will focus on Vajiranana's attempts to cultivate a
nationalist spirit among the Thai and his efforts to or
ganize the Sarigha.

The Cultivation of Thai Nationalism

Like Rama VI, Vajiranana believed that it was neces
sary for the Thai to be aware of the external and internal
enemies of the country which endangered king, nation,
Buddhism.
sermons.

and

He expressed this concern in his writings and
His interpretation of Buddhist doctrine in order

to use it as a means to cultivate a nationalistic spirit
pleased the king.

51

He taught that the Buddha's

teachings promote community:
In order to enjoy happiness and prosperity, p e o 
ple who live together in any community must each live
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Ill
in righteousness.
T h e dhamma naturally protects the
community, allowing it to exist in peace, happiness,
and security.
All wise men who have been religious
teachers have therefore always taught men to do
right.
He also referred to the Buddha's insistence on a
standard of righteousness for all citizens

53

, and he

declared that all Thais h a d the duty to preserve "the
Right" and sacrifice everything for its sake:
When Right (d h a m m a ) is in question, Wealth,
even Life itself, all must be sacrificed should the
occasion so demand it.54Any other policy is thereby
practically forbidden.
This high regard for a normative "Right" leads to
nationalism because anything which is against righteous
ness is interpreted as being destructive to the nation and,
thus, must be destroyed.

He also asserted that it was the

righteous duty of the Thai to defend their country:
The Defence against external foes is one of the
policies of governance, and is one that cannot be
neglected.
War must be prepared for, even in time of
peace, otherwise one would not be in time and one
wouldj-be in a disadvantageous position towards one's
foe.
This position supported the nationalistic policy of
Rama VI who had argued that the first Buddhist precept did
not prevent taking life in order to protect one's country;
rather,

it only forbade killing with bad intention or with

selfishness such as killing for one's own benefits or with
ill-will.

The Development of Monastic
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The Development of Monastic
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Administration and Regulation

In Vajiranana's hands, the cultivation of a
nationalistic spirit became a means to strengthen the lay
community.

The Sangha, however, was strengthened by the

development of a national system of administration and
regulation.

Vajiranana thus continued his w o r k on monastic

reform begun during the reign of Rama V.

Rama V had esta

blished a system of monastic ranks in which administrative
. .
.
56
positions were correlated with academic positions.

The

higher Pali degree a monk had, the higher monastic rank he
could obtain.

The Pali examination was used for appointing

a monk to a higher position and for selecting ecclesias
tical administrators:
A scholar was ideally expected to return for
testing until he passed the highest grade (prayok 9) or
was made phra rachakhana. an ecclesiastical honorific
sometimes compared to "bishop."
With royal favor,
rachakhana status was possible any time after passing
Parian [an accredited Pali scholarship] grade 5.
Such
"monks of the royal khana [chapter of monks]" were
installed as abbots of royal monasteries and held highlevel positions as administrators of the Sarigha.
Not
unexpectedly, the system was sometimes purposefully
manipulated, with monks engaging in study„simply in
the hope of gaining desirable positions.
During the reign of Rama VI, Vajiranana improved the
m onastic system of promoting monks to a higher ecclesias
tical position.

With this new system,

a m onk who had a

Pali degree without an ecclesiastical rank and a monk who
had an ecclesiastical rank without a Pali degree could be
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supported and promoted equally by the State.

Thus,

a ti

tled m o n k (phra khanacharn e k t who held the First Class
Pali degree and worked in the Academic Office such as
teaching Pali and composing Buddhist texts and the Head of
the Ecclesiastical District

(chao khana m o n t h o n f in the

Administrative Office were equal in ecclesiastical rank and
r eceived the same amount of monthly support of 22 baht
co

(about one U. S. dollar)

from the king.

In 1913,

Vajiranana set forsth the rules for the selection and
duties of monastic preceptors.

59

He also engaged in

inspection tours to strengthen the relationship between
the provincial monasteries and the monastic center in
Bangkok.
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Vajiranana's Contributions to Thai Buddhism
During the Reigns of Rama V and Rama VI

Vajiranana's contributions to Thai Buddhism basical
ly followed the policies of Kings Rama V and Rama VI and
can be roughly classified into institutional development
and spiritual cultivation.

His influence on institutional

development during Rama V's reign is summarized in his
impact on monastic organization and regulation and on
monastic construction and renovation.
Vajiranana's work on monastic organization and regu
lation can be differentiated into the introduction of
systems of self-administrative and self-governance in the
Sarigha and the regulation of monastic discipline and edu
cation.

Worth mentioning here as examples of the former

are the following:
1. His appointment of a group of monastic adminis
trators

to take care of valuable monastic properties and

buildings
2. His regulations on residential registration;
that is, all tenants, monks, novices,

and lay attendants

who lived in a monastic compound should be registered
3. His restructuring of the Sangha into the
northern,

southern, central,

and the Dhammayutika

divisions
V a j i r a n a n a 's efforts to improve the monastic dis-
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cipline and education during the reign of Rama V included,
for example, his encouragement of the study of monastic
discipline, the regular practice of chanting,
study and examination.

and Pali

The development of monastic educa

tion was evidenced particularly in the establishment of
the two monastic academies:

the Mahamakuta and Mahachula-

longkorn Royal Academies.
Apart from his work concerning monastic organization
and regulation, Vajiranana also undertook the task of m o 
nastic construction and renovation.

For example, at Wat

Bovornives he directed the excavation of a canal and repair
of a dam, ordered construction of individual dwellings
(kuti), and the construction of an artesian well and
w ater pumper.
Vajiranana paid attention not only to institutional
development but also to spiritual cultivation.

During the

reign of Rama V, he wrote several articles and composed
many books to cultivate public morality and to educate
monks,

for example, the Navakovada and Kamma-kilesa-katha.

Moreover, his many sermons were intended to lead monks and
lay people to conduct themselves according to Buddhist
norms interpreted in terms of monarchy and nationalism.
Vajiranana's work, both in institutional development
and spiritual cultivation, was more and progressive.

His

endeavor to develop the Buddhist Sangha and to cultivate
Buddhist morality was reflected in his re-organization of
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the monastic administration and his development of Buddhist
education.

In his restructuring of the monastic adminis

tration, he improved the ecclesiastical system used in se
lecting and appointing monks to a higher ranks.

In his

development of Buddhist education and moral cultivation, he
helped Rama VI promote the concepts of nationality and
nationalism among Thai people, expanded Buddhist moral
education to many more provinces, and included the study
of ethics in the Pali examinations for monks.
Vajiranana's contributions to Thai Buddhism during
the reigns of Rama V and Rama VI helped create an ethos of
public spirit and national unity.

This aspect of Vajira-

nana's thought was very much a part of his exposition of
"d h a mma” which will be discussed in detail in Chapter III.
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Contemporary Thailand and Buddhadasa-bhikkhu

Unlike Vajiranana,

Buddhadasa has lived and worked

in Thailand during a time of constitutional monarchy, when
the role of the king has been tempered by a parliamentary
government and threatened by military power; a time in
which Thailand has struggled to formulate a socio-politi
cal ideology.

Born in 1906 in a middle-class family of

Southern Thailand and ordained in 1925, Buddhadasa has
witnessed various crises in contemporary Thai history,

such

as the revolution of 1932 in which the absolute monarchy
was superseded by a qualified democracy and a constitu
tional monarchy, and the introduction of a socialist mo v e 
ment and ideology which has challenged traditional national
institutions including both Buddhism and the monarchy.
These events profoundly influenced Buddhadasa's thought.
In the following,

I shall explore the Thai socio-poli

tical situation since the revolution of 1932 and its effect
on Buddhadasa's work.
four parts.

This section will be divided into

The first three cover the periods when the

country was ruled by a military government and challenged
by a socialist ideology which led to a political crisis
and a militant movement in Buddhism.

Here, the focus will

be on the ways Buddhadasa reacted to this situation.

The

fourth and the last part will summarize Buddhadasa's con-
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tributions to contemporary Thai Buddhism.

The Military Government
A n d the Anti-Communist Policy

A significant change in Thai politics after the
reign of Vajiravudh (1910-1925) has been the altered role
of the king and his declining power as a consequence of a
grow ing military,

and the introduction of a constitutional

form of Thai democracy.

The challenge to the absolute m o 

n a rchy came about largely as a consequence of western edu
cation among the Thai elites.
Ra m a VII's reign

During Prajatipok's or

(1925-1935), western-educated Thai elites

w ho had been sent to continue their studies abroad began
to return home after graduation from Europe and America.
As they assumed positions in the Thai governmental bureau
cracy, they began to challenge traditional Thai notions of
kingship on the basis of Western democratic theory.
The traditional concept of Thai kingship was closely
related to a hierarchical conception of cosmic and social
order,

especially as developed in the ancient religious

text, Traiphum Phra Ruancr (Three Worlds according to
K i n g J R u a n g ) , compiled by King Lithai of Sukhodaya in 1345.
In this text, the status and position of all beings are
classified according to their merit, the denizens of hell
w i t h the least merit, then animals, human beings,

and,
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finally, deities.

Among human beings, the king is b e 

lieved to have the most merit, thereby making him the ruler
of his kingdom.
However, the T r a i p h u m 's cosmology lost credibility
in the face of the challenges of scientific knowledge in
troduced by western education:
No longer was it [the Traiphum) an unquestioned
instrument for communicating Buddhist values and Bud
dhist culture.
The explanations in the Traiphum for
natural phenomena— planetary movements, weather, b i o 
logical processes— Wgre shaken by explanations offered
by Western Science.
According to that scientific view,

for example, the

earth is not the center of the universe, ard rain does not
fall because a great serpent thrashes its tail as the
Traiphum has it. Hence, the king also may not be an in
vincible human being of the greatest merit as the Traiphum
insists.

In response to this challenge of Western

SC

tific thought, Rama VI attempted to demythologize the
traditional Thai conception of kingship while retaining
its centrality for Thai personal identity and nationhood.
This effort can be illustrated by the Thai flag designed
during Rama Vi's reign.

In 1917, Rama VI first intro

duced the Thai flag of three colors, the trai-rong. as the
national flag replacing one depicting a white elephant
(the Thai symbol of the absolute monarch)
ground.
white,

on a red back

The trai-rong flag has five stripes of red,
and blue.

The blue-colored stripe is the widest,
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occupying the central third of the total area and signify
ing the monarchy.

The white stripe symbolizes Buddhism

and the red stripe the Thai nation.

61

As the blue-colored

stripe is the widest and across the center of the flag,
it points to the king as the most important pillar of the
entire nation.
After the death of Rama VI, the country faced
critical economic problems.

In David K. Wyatt's words,

"the finances of the state were in chaos, the budget
heavily in deficit,

and the royal accounts an accountant's

nightmare of debts and questionable transactions."

62

These problems were caused by over-expenditures in the
reign of Rama VI as mentioned earlier.
solve this problem satisfactorily.

Rama VII could not

Besides,

the

Western-trained intellectuals in his reign began to
question the administrative ability of the king.

With a

free press, these intellectuals gained more public support.
A group of Thai elites and administrators who had western
education then demanded a constitution in order to reor
ganize and systematize the adminitrative functions of the
country.

They carried out this plan through a coup d'etat

in 1932 which ended 150 years of absolute monarchical
rule.

63

Following the overthrow of the absolute m o 

narchy, Thailand has modernized in many aspects, but recent
Thai governments have basically upheld a qualified democ
ratic government effectively controlled by the military,
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and unified symbolically by the king.

We shall examine

this period of recent Thai political history during the
rule of Phibun

(1938-1944 and 1948-1957)

and Sarit

(1957-1963) which provides the context for Buddhadasa's
early development.

Thailand under Premiers Phibun and Sarit

Marshal Phibunsongkhram or Phibun was the Premier of
Thailand from 1938 to 1944 and again from 1948 to 1957.
Hi s primary concern was to diminish the power of the king,
to cultivate Thai nationalism,
try.

and to modernize the coun

From 1932 to the first regime of Phibun, the Prime

Minster and the king were not on good terms with one
another.

Phibun considered the monarchy unnecessary,

eco

nomically wasteful, and obstructive to national develop
ment.

In order to secure his power against such political

threats as the Bovaradej royalist rebellion of June 1933,

fik A

and to reduce the economic waste associated with court en
tertainment and royal cadres like the the Wild Tigers, he
formed a bureaucratic government establishing himself as
the political leader (p h u n a m . literally, political savior)
of the nation.

He "became the guardian of the national

will whose decisions were to be unquestionably followed
and obeyed by the grateful public."

65

Under this poli

tical system, peasants were no longer subjects who had
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to live and w o r k for the king.

They became citizens of

the state with constitutional rights and privileges.

66

A nother attempt by Phibun to reduce monarchical
po wer was the promotion of democracy.

This can be seen in

his promulgation of the Sahgha Act of 1941 which allowed
the Sangha to have its own internal administrative and
judicial functions instead of depending directly on royal
policies or state administration as typical of the reigns
of Rama V and Rama VI.

Nevertheless, the Sangha was sub

ject to state politics because "the appointments made by
the Supreme Patriarch had to be countersigned by the
M i n i s ter of Education,

and the Secretariat that implemented

Sangha policy and decisions was a department of the M i n i s 
try of E d u c a t i o n . 1,67
Throughout his first period of premiership
(1938-1944),

Phibun's role as the phunam had been chal

lenged by Pridi,

one of the two Regents at that time.

W h ile Phibun accepted the Japanese presence in Thailand in
1941, the liberal Pridi supported the Allies and formed
the illegal Seri Thai movement against the Japanese army.
The sign which indicated Phibun's loss of popularity among
Members of Parliament,

after his welcome of the Japanese's

landing in Thailand, was the Parliament's refusal to pass
a government bill intended to move the capital from Bangkok
to Petchabun.

68

Phibun thus resigned on July 26,

1944.

Considering Pridi as an able democratic leader who would
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be acceptable to the Allies and restore the status of the
country, the Parliament appointed him as sole Regent of
the country and chose Khuang Aphaiwong, the Deputy Speaker
of Parliament who was acceptable to Pridi and Phibun,

as

the leader of the government.
In 1945, the Japanese submitted to the Allies.
Khuang resigned because his close relationship with Japan
made him suspect by those who supported the Allies.

His

resignation gave an opportunity to other politicians to
lead the government and negotiate with the Allies.

The

most suitable person to carry out such a responsibility
was Seni Pramoj who was then the ambassador to Washington
and an organizer of the Seri Thai movement.
support,

With Pridi's

Seni became the Prime Minister in 1945.

The turning point of Pridi's political power was
marked by King Ananda's return to Bangkok from Switzerland
in December 1945.

With the king's attainment of the age of

21 and a legal maturity, the role of the Regent was thus
ended.

Pridi was honored with the title of Elder

Statesman by the Parliament.

His duty at this time was to

give national and political advice to the king and the
Parliament.

Seni's government which Pridi supported did

not last long.

After successfully negotiating with the

Allies, with the result that Thailand joined the winning
side and the country's name was restored to respectability
after the damage caused by Phibun's acceptance of the
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Japanese landing,

Seni resigned in 1946 to let Pridi b e 

come Prime Minister in response to popular demand.

Pridi

inaugurated the constitution of 1946 which paved the way
for the national election and the democratic system of the
government.

However, he did not remain in office long.

After King A n a n d a ’s murder in June 1946, his popularity
declined and he was forced to resign from office.

The

Thai government during this time was unstable and weak.
The last civilian leader of the government was Khuang who
was overthrown in 1948 by the Khana Ratthaprahan, a
military group that demanded the return of Phibun and the
military government.
When Phibun returned to power in 1948, he renewed
his efforts to modernize and westernize the country.
particular,

In

in 1952 he elevated the National Council of

Culture which he had founded in 1942 to the Ministry of
Culture,

and appointed himself its first minister.

69

Through the Ministry of Culture, Phibun attempted to m o 
dernize the country by enforcing a European way of life in
Thai society.

He believed that "in order for the country

to be modernized, the people must look modern and c i 
vilized.

Thus he [Phibun] urged people to dress like Eu

ropeans, prohibited the chewing of betel, encouraged the
use of business cards, and suggested that husbands kiss
their wives before going off to work."

70

Phibun's economic and political programs were nar-
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rowly nationalistic.

He was quite aware of the growth of

the economic power of Thailand's Chinese minority.

He

tried to encourage Thais to enter business and trade in
order to challenge the economic power of the Chinese.
Phibun's fear of the Chinese was linked to his concern
about their connection with their communist motherland.
For Phibun,

communism was a danger to Thailand because it

was the enemy of Thai democratic sovereignty.

He declared

his opposition to communism in regard to Thailand's foreign
policy as follows:
This government [Phibun's] will promote a solid
friendship with all nations and follow all inter
national agreements, esteem the ideals of the United
Nations, and faithfully secure its friendship with
liberal democratic allies in order to fight against
the communist intruders for the sake of justice and
peace.
Phibun's policy was exemplified by the presence of
Thai troops in Korea in 1950 and by Thailand's membership
in SEATO in order to resist the invasion and expansion of
communism in Southeast Asia.
communism,

Exploiting the threat of

Phibun's government became a functional dicta

torship:
A large number of the appointed members of the
legislature and of the ministers were army or police
officers, and officers of the armed services held the
chief positions in the service.
The press was rigidly
controlled.
Though Phibun's government was reasonably successful
in cultivating a spirit of Thai nationalism and in m o 
dernizing various aspects of Thai life, the economic
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situation of the country remained relatively weak,

and he

failed to gain support from the royalists and the royal
family.

Dissatisfaction with Phibun's regime led to a

coup d 1 etat in 1957, engineered by Field Marshall Sarit.
Sarit's rule was also a military dictatorship.

Unlike

Phibun, however, he sought to legitimate his own rule and
authority through a restoration of the sacral power of
Thai kingship:
Most of all, the Revolution holds that the king
and the Thai nation are inseparable.
In Thai history,
the king has been the symbol of national unity, and
beloved b y the people since the beginning.
The
Revolutionary Party will secure the institution of
kingship with all its power, will do anything to p r o 
mote the sacred and venerable status of the king, and
will not allow any wrong action toward the king, his
royal family, and the royal customs7which the Thai
nation has always highly respected.
Sarit's loyalty to the king and the royal family
encouraged royal activities and reassured their safety
outside the palace:
After Sarit's 1957 coup, the king, queen, p r i n 
cess mother, and others in the royal family began to
travel widely throughout the country, and to partici
pate in many religious and secular ceremonies in
Bangkok.
Sarit's political ideology followed that of Rama VI
in the attempt to secure and protect three Thai insti
tutions:

the nation, the religion, and the king.

And,

for Sarit, the most dangerous enemy of these institutions
was communism.

Throughout the entire period of his rule,

martial law was in effect to control communist activities
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in the country and to prevent any attempt to undermine
nation,

religion,

and king:

Between October 1958 and June 1963, 1080 persons
w e r e arrested on charges of being communists.
This
group included many student leaders who had partici
p ated actively in the protest against Phibun.
The
prime minister made extensive use of the power vested
in Article 17,-executing several political leaders
without trial.
Many of Sarit's policies were founded on his concern
about a communist invasion.

In one of his declarations,

he asserted that the communists tried various ways to in
fluence Thai political, economic, and social life, that
they used all kinds of cunning methods and a large amount
of money both covertly and openly to undermine the country,
to overthrow the throne, to abolish Buddhism,
troy all beloved Thai institutions.

76

and to des-

Out of this fear,

Sarit prohibited the trade and use of opium and heroin
because,

as he claimed, they were the tools of communism

*
*
77
to undermine the Thai economic and national solidarity.
Moreover, he issued the Sangha Act of 1963 in order to
prevent a communist takeover of the Sangha.

As a conse

quence of this Act, democratic features of the Sangha
were abolished.

Administrative power was in the hands of

the Supreme Patriarch.

The Council of Elders functioned

m e r e l y as an advisory body; and the cabinet system,

the

ecclesiastical courts and the assembly were abolished.

78

What bothered Sarit was the communists' propaganda which
tried to persuade the Thais that Buddhism and communism
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shared the same doctrine,

and that those who believed in

communism could gain the same religious benefits as those
who believed in Buddhism.

Sarit argued that communist

doctrine was different from Buddhist doctrine because
communism aimed at the eradication of all institutions.
In particular, communism taught that religion was an opiate
and thus useless to a society.

79

In order to protect

Buddhism and kingship from the danger of communist ideolo
gy, Sarit revived some Thai ceremonies which promoted the
sacred role of the king and religion,
of raek na

(the First Ploughing)

e.g., the ceremony

in which the king or his

representative ploughed the land and sowed rice seeds
along the way in the beginning of the rainy season.

80

During the time of Sarit, various political leaders
also advocated an anti-communist policy.

Seni Pra m o j ,

later to be elected Prime Minister of the country, held
that communist doctrine adhered to a materialistic world
v i e w while Buddhism was a spiritual doctrine and aimed at
purifying the mind and conduct.

He argued that communist

ideology appealed to people because of a world-wide materialism.

81

Furthermore, he contended,

communists always

claim that their doctrine is supported by scientific fact;
that is, it denies all hypotheses and beliefs which could
not be proved scientifically such as belief in a world
beyond,

rebirth and life after death.

82

Seni sought to

discount the communists' claims on both scientific and
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political grounds in order to prevent a Marxist takeover
in Thailand.

He asserted that evolutionary theory was

based on the connection of all phenomena from the past,
the present, and the future.

Consequently, Marxists erred

in claiming that scientific knowledge denied life before
the present and after death.

He also warned audiences of

the deceptiveness of terms used by communists such as
"liberal democracy
paiadhipataval

(Thai— seri-prachathipatai. Pali— seri-

"new democracy (Thai— prachathipatai-

majL)," or "democracy of the proletariat," because their
real meanings were distorted and misrepresented according
to Marxist political purposes.

83

While Sarit and his supporters were waging a war
against communism in order to protect Buddhism and other
traditional institutions, one Thai monk interpreted Bud
dhism in another way.
one or any doctrine.

He did not wage a war against any
Instead, he spoke of the immediate

value and actual benefits of Buddhism for those who prac
ticed it properly.

He was Buddhadasa-bhikkhu ("the ser

vant of the Buddha") who is now teaching in Chaiya,
Southern Thailand.

His work during the period of anti

communism is worth studying as a Buddhist "alternative"
to the chauvinistic nationalism of Sarit's period.

Buddhadasa's Work during the Period of
Anti-communism

u p

to 1973
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Euddhadasa-bhikkhu

(1906-

), one of the most

famous monks in Thailand today, has eschewed ecclesiasti
cal office and has been critical of the hierarchical
structure and institutional preoccupation of Thai monasticism.

He emphasized the "original situation" of early

Buddhism, that monks should live not too close or too far
from lay people,

in order to have the privacy to practice

and meditate on the Buddha's teaching but, at the same
time, to be able to teach lay people and guide them in the
proper w a y of life.
balarama

In 1932, he established Suan-Mokkha-

(the Garden of Liberation), a center of Buddhist

study and contemplation,

in the isolated location of Chai-

ya in Southern Thailand.

Buddhadasa's work primarily con

cerns the preservation and promulgation of the primordial
meaning of the Buddha's teachings as recorded in the Tipitaka.

He holds the Sutta,

in particular, to be the Bud

dha's truth and the means to save humankind from suffering
in this world.
During Sarit's regime,

Buddhadasa's work was not

especially critical of the Thai political and social sys
tem, emphasizing rather a proper way of living and moral
cultivation in order for people to live happily to
gether.
self

His teaching focused on detachment from one's

(atta), and the concept of Empty Mind

c h i t - w a n g . or khwam w a n e ) .

(su nnata.

Non-attachment was seen as
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the key to human happiness.

He emphasized that by being

free from attachment to oneself,

one would no longer desire

to have or to be anything and thus would be liberated from
the influence of defilements

84
(kilesa).

He further

insisted that human beings waged war in order to rule the
w o r l d or to gain various material benefits.

War, there

fore, could not be eliminated until defilements and egocenteredness were overcome.
of defilements,

And the only way to get rid

according to Buddhadasa, was through

p r oper belief and practice conforming to the Buddha's
.
..
85
teaching.
A fter Sarit's death in 1963, Buddhadasa's teaching
assumed a more critical social and political posture.
This change may well have been due to more freedom of
speech and political expression after the time of Sarit,
although w e can also notice a shift in his understanding of
the d h a m m a .

I will discuss Buddhadasa's work from 1964

to 1973 during which time his teaching was widely
publicized.
From 1964,

Buddhadasa began to refer more frequently

to the current social, political,

and economic situation.

He still emphasized the concept of the Empty Mind or the
elimination of attachment to one's self

(t u a - k u . khoncr-ku

or "my-self-beloncrs-to-me" c o n cept), but these traditional
teachings were discussed in terms more relevant to such
actual conflicts as those between capitalists and laborers
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in Thailand:
Anyone who works with an Empty Mind will not be
conscious of his own action.
With an Empty Mind, a
humble laborer will not be so sensitive to his inferior
status that he will adopt dishonest methods to fight
capitalists.
If a laborer works with an Empty Mind,
he will have no discomfort.
But, if h e allows himself
to think of his "self," he will fegl disappointed with
his own destiny as a poor laborer.
It should be noted here that Buddhadasa is not cri
ticizing the selfishness of capitalists as evil.

He is,

in effect, trying to calm the laborers so that they will
not move against their employers and cause trouble to
others.

It seems that Buddhadasa wanted everyone to im

prove him/herself and be content with the outcome.

Thus,

he encouraged laborers to work only for the sake of their
work so that they will not fall into the trap of
materialism.

For Buddhadasa, those who work for money,

food, desire,

fame, and honor, are materialists, but those

who do their duty for duty's sake are spiritual followers
87
or the followers of d h a m m a .

Buddhadasa pointed out

that the concept of "Duty for Duty's sake" was similar to
the concept of working with an Empty Mind,

and was neces

sary for the reconciliation of capitalists and laborers
and for the peace of the whole world:
With the ideal of working for work's sake, the
capitalists and the laborers will love each other
because the capitalists will be pleased and feel that
the laborers are their beloved children, and the
laborers will be pleased with the merits of their work.
If the laborers work for money, the capitalists and the
laborers will feel frustrated with one another and hate
each other.
These facts can be found everwhere in this
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From 1967 to 1973, Buddhadasa's work took a new turn,
influenced in part by his dialogue with other religions;
yet, his teaching was still based fundamentally on the
doctrine of the Empty Mind.

He often asserted that a

"Liberated Heart" or "Empty Mind" was the most important
teaching of the Buddha.
non-attachment,
tially the same.

89

For Buddhadasa,

"Empty Mind,"

and freedom from defilements are essen90

But Buddhadasa's insistence on the

centrality of non-attachment or "Empty Mind" was problematic for many Thai Buddhists.

91

They misunderstood this

teaching and Buddhadasa's lifestyle as promoting an other
worldliness antithetical to acting in the world.

They saw

the "Empty Mind" as eliminating all motives for acting in
the world,

and of promoting laziness and a "do-nothing"

attitude.

For Buddhadasa, however, the "Empty Mind" was

essential to overcoming attachment and, hence, necessary
to a life of moderation and balance:
If one understands the meaning of the Empty Mind
correctly, one will know that the poor should continue
to help themselves without mental anxiety.
The poor
should believe firmly that everything proceeds ac
cording to the Law of k a m m a . Thus, while our poverty
today may be a result of our bad deeds of yesterday,
by acting morally in t-fte present, we can overcome
poverty in the future.
For Buddhadasa, the doctrine of the Empty Mind frees
one to act fully in the present without being distracted
by an expectation of its result.

With an "Empty Mind", a
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person can focus himself and concentrate better on his
work.

Buddhadasa also believes that if one looks into

the essence of all religious teachings,

it will be seen

that all religions encourage human beings to get rid of
their selfishness and to live fully in the present.

He

points out that Buddhism and Christianity share the same
understanding regarding the doctrine of the Empty Mind:
Christianity also preaches the doctrine of
anatta or s u nnata: "Those who have wives should
think as though they had none.
Those who have property
should think as though they have none.
Those who are
happy or sad should feel as though they were not.
Those who buy something from the market should not
bring anything home."
This teaching illustrates the
concept of anatta [no-self]
Buddhadasa seems to consider all religions similar
to one another in their spiritual doctrine or ideal; h o w 
ever, he differentiates Buddhism from communism because
the latter is materialistic.

For him, anything relating

to materialism or the material world tends to trap human
kind in illusion and defilement.

From 1967 to 1973, he

focused his interpretation of Buddhism on the notion of
non-attachment, contrasting this teaching with communism
which advocated a position of materialistic possessions.
Buddhism teaches human beings to improve their mind first,
while communism teaches human beings to satisfy material
needs first.

94

Because of the administrative failure of the govern
ment at social, political,

and economic levels of the
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country,

communist ideology appealed to many Thai univer

sity students and scholars.

The second half of the

Twentieth Century saw the development of anti-government
student movements and the emergence of a militant Buddhism.

The Rise of the Student Movement

The first organized student movement directly in
volved in Thai politics emerged in December 1968 when col
lege students from fifteen institutions set up a Student
Volunteer Group to observe the National Election.

In 1969,

a group of students founded the National Student Center of
Thailand

(NSCT) which aimed to check Marshal Thanom Kitti-

kachorn's government and administration.

In its early

days, the NSCT won a considerable public support because
it appeared as a nationalistic organization.
lar,

In particu

it campaigned to boycott Japanese goods which

saturated the Thai market in order to stimulate the failing
economic situation of the country.

95

As

Frank Reynolds

observed, during this period "the growing Japanese influ
ence in the Thai economy, the escalating price of rice and
other basic commodities,

for which government policies and

corruption were blamed, nurtured a growing unrest and bitterness among the populace."

96

Thailand Under Political Crisis
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And Militant Buddhism (1973-19761

On October 6 , 1973, the NSCT's role moved from the
economic to the political arena.

Thirteen university stu

dents and professors distributed leaflets at the Monument
to Democracy in Bangkok urging the people to rally for a
new constitution.

All of them were arrested and charged

with treason for hatching a communist plot to overthrow
the government.

This incident led to massive demonstra

tions against the government,
with a group of demonstrators,
government.

97

a brutal clash of police
and a collapse of Thanom's

.
.
.
From 1973 to 1975, a socialist viewpoint

spread rapidly in Thailand because of the increasing
freedom of speech and action.

Several books on Marxism

and M aoism were widely published,
dents and scholars.

98

read, and used by stu-

At this time, the Rightists

(an anti-Communist group) began to move against the NSCT
and its supporters, accusing them of being enemies of the
. .
nation, the religion,

.
99
and the king.

The so-called Rightist movement against the NSCT
led to the emergence of militant Buddhism headed by Kittivuddho Bhikkhu,

a nationalist Buddhist monk.

Ordained in

1957, Kittivuddho rapidly developed a reputation as a
public speaker and a persuasive expositor of Buddhist
scriptures.

In 1967, he established the Abhidhamma

Foundation College at Wat Mahadhatu,

and the Cittabhavana
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College at Chonburi province.

The former was intended to

provide an education based on the Abhidhamma which Kittiv uddho considered important for a proper knowledge of Bud
dhism; the latter emphasized social activism and the pro
m ulgation of the Buddhist faith .1 0 0

At Cittabhavana Col

lege, monks and novices were taught and trained to "guide
those who are Buddhists in finding moral bases for their
actions,

and to convert those who are not B u d d h i s t s .1,101

By the end of 1975, Kittivuddho openly declared himself a
leader of the Nawaohon movement,

a Rightist movement

claiming to protect the institutions of the nation, the
religion,

and the king against Leftists

(pro-Communists).

In the middle of 1976, Kittivuddho1s role shifted from a
Buddhist interpreter to a militant religious leader who
claimed that killing Communists was not a sin.

In the Thai

magazine Jaturat of June 29, 1976, Kittivuddho offered
this justification:
Whoever destroys the nation,the religion, or the
monarchy, such bestial types (man) are not complete
persons.
Thus, we must intend not to kill people, but
to kill the Devil (M a r a ) ; this is the duty of all
Thais. . . . When we kill a fish to make a stew to
place in the alms bowl for a monk, there is certainly
demerit in killing the fish, but, we place it in the
alms bowl of a monk and gain much greater merit.
Outfitted with that understanding of Buddhist
precepts,

Kittivuddho,

the Na w a p h o n . and other Rightist

groups such as the Village Scouts initiated a violent
massacre at Thammasat University,

in October 1976, where
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many students whom they believed to be Communists and com
munist supporters were killed or injured.

Understandably,

this event raised several searching questions for Thai
Buddhists,

for example, whether Buddhism can allow the

killing of living beings, or whether Buddhism can be a
militant religion.

In his teaching after 1973, Buddhadasa

tried to answer some of these questions.

Buddhadasa's Teaching
Purina the Period of Militant Buddhism

Buddhadasa seemed to anticipate a bloody confronta
tion of the "Leftist"

(pro-communist)

and the "Rightist"

(anti-Communist) movements in Thailand.

In April 1976,

six months before the peak of the militant Buddhist move
ment and the bloody attack on students at Thammasat U n i 
versity, Buddhadasa warned Thai Buddhists that they should
not use violent methods against others:
According to the ideal for all religious practi
tioners, Buddhists and non-Buddhists alike, blood
thirsty activities are to be avoided.
Some religious
disciples may be misled that their religions allow
violent methods, and thus frequently let themselves
get involved in bloody movements.
This is, in fact,
not the.intention of any religion or religious
leader.
Buddhadasa argued that Buddhists should act against
Communists only by peaceful means:
We must fight against an undesirable doctrine by
improving our own actions.
A hateful confrontation
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always leads to bloodshed.
Non-violence is a superior
method.
For the Thais who hold fast to Buddhism, non
violence will help them to act according to the moral
principle.
He made a similar point metaphorically— Thais should
"set a house fire in order to welcome the jungle fire."
This metaphor refers to the fact that if a jungle fire
moves towards a house near the forest, those who live in
the house should clear the surrounding area with another
fire so that there will be an empty space the jungle fire
cannot pass.

105

The lesson is clear— if one wants to

resist the invasion of Communism, one should improve one's
own country first so that when the Communists arrive,

they

will find no one receptive to their appeal.
For Buddhadasa,

Communism can be eradicated from

Thailand only if the Thai cultivate loving-kindness towards
each other.

In such an ethos there will be no need to kill

Communists.

He points out that communism thrives only when

people hate one another,

for example, when the rich hate

the poor or the poor hate the rich.

1 06

Buddhadasa's po 

sition obviously differs radically from that of Kittivuddho.
While Kittivuddho argues that it is legitimate to kill
Communists because they are devils or Mara and not human,
Buddhadasa offers a positive solution; preaching that one
should cultivate one's highest nature,
kindness and non-violence,

especially loving-

in order to establish conditions

inimical to communism.
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Buddhadasa's Observations of
The Thai Understanding of the Buddha's Teaching

For Buddhadasa, what threatens Buddhism is not C o m 
munism or, indeed, any outside ideology, but Buddhists them
selves.

He points out that Buddhism is undermined because

Buddhists, both monks and lay people, understand the B u d 
dha's doctrine only superficially or even misunderstand it
altogether.

They become materialistic or they believe in

world-rejecting mysticism and spirits, prefering a heavenly
reward to n i b b a n a .

Buddhadasa notes that the Thai m i s u n 

derstanding of the Buddha's doctrine can be found in their
daily life,

festivals,

and ceremonies.

For example,

a man

might be ordained as a Buddhist m onk not because he wants
to seek salvation or attain nibbana but for many lesser
reasons.

Some anthropologists have corroborated Buddha

dasa's criticism.

According to B. J. Terwiel who did

field-work in a Thai village from 1967 to 1970, a man may
ordain in order to fulfill a promise to the gods,

to escape

poverty, to flee from a wife,

to save money, to eat better

food than at home,

his friends in the monas-

tery.

107

or to join

After his ordination, he is

layman in a yellow robe.

And

still, m

effect,

a

because he has no intention

of attaining nibbana or acquiring knowledge of the B u d 
dhist scriptures in order to understand the Buddha's
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teachings properly and teach lay people, he becomes a poor
mona s tic exemplar,

finding pleasure in a kind of "monastic

m a t e r i a l i s m .11
Terwiel's study suggests that materialism among monks
can also be found even in simple acts like eating and
drinking.

Instead of eating in order to live, some monks

particularly enjoy specially prepared food and drink.

Al

th o u gh they eat only two meals a day, Terwiel observes that
m a n y of them appear well-fed,
the afternoon and evening,

even obese,

and that, during

"they may drink tea, coffee or

lemonade, chew betel leaf with areca fruit and lime and
smoke tobacco " .108
In addition,

some monks practice sooth-saying in or

der to gain more fame and offerings from lay people.
become astrologers and fortune-tellers.

109

Some

And some are

magicians who make sacred medallions for lay people.

110

Since so many monks are not effective resources for
the laity's knowledge of Buddhism,

lay Buddhists often lack

guidance in improving their own understanding and moral
standards and are not instructed in the way towards
nibbana by monks.

Thus,

instead of paying attention to

the Buddha's teaching about the elimination of suffering,
Thai Buddhists tend to be more interested in self-serving
ceremonies and rituals.

During funerals,

for instance,

it

is unlikely that they will contemplate the Buddha's
teaching about the temporariness of human life.

Rather,
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they usually will use the occasion as simply a social
gathering in which they meet with friends to feast, play
games, and gossip.

111

Most Thai Buddhists take the Five

Precepts casually, misunderstanding that their offerings
to monks and regular participation in religious ceremonies
compensate for neglecting the Precepts.
sip is a demeritorious deed

For example, gos

(p a p a ) ; but in Thailand,

"a

community without gossip is almost beyond imagination."

112

A nd though to be heedlessly intoxicated is a demeritorious
deed, Thai lay Buddhists do not strictly abstain from in
toxicants:
Alcoholic beverages are sold openly, under
government monopoly.
They can be consumed in all public
cafes and restaurants and drunken people are no rare
sight.
Not only do most Thai lay Buddhists take the Five
Precepts casually but they also crave a heavenly reward
instead of seeking n i bbana. believing that nibbana is
too difficult to attain and too far away.

Thus, they,

"make merit" in order to be born in heaven or in a wealthy
family.

Poor people and farmers usually think that if they

were rich they could make more merit by offering more
money to monks or donating more as religious contributions.

114

According to Buddhadasa, this misconception is

partly due to some monks' misinterpretation of doctrine
such as monks' teaching that the more offerings one gives
to the Sarigha, the more rewards one can get in the next
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life.

Buddhadasa's Criticism of Thai Buddhism

Buddhadasa believes that this situation calls for a
proper knowledge of the Buddha's teaching.

Thus, he tries

to expound the essence of Buddhism to his audiences so that
they will be able to practice properly.
Buddhadasa finds that a serious flaw in Thai Buddhism
today is its allowance for and adoption of materialism and
animism.

By materialism,

Buddhadasa means the tendency to

emphasize such aspects of religion as the construction
of religious buildings and the making of medallions of
"spiritual" dimensions like the cultivation of loving
kindness towards others and the purification of mind.

By

animism, Buddhadasa means the belief in a supernatural
power inherent in objects like a small Buddha's image which
can bring good luck or misfortune to those relating to
them.

According to Buddhadasa, these materialistic and

animistic elements in Thai Buddhism are defective factors
which endanger the Buddha's doctrine and obstruct Thai
Buddhists from realizing the end of suffering.
Buddhadasa is particularly critical of Thai Buddhists'
preoccupation with rituals and ceremonials, material of
ferings and expectations of a boon and worship of the Bud
dha's image which indicates their belief that a super
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natural power resides in and projects from the image.
Buddhadasa insists that rituals and ceremonies are not the
essence of Buddhism.
tive aspect.

115

They are only its external, decora-

. .
.
. .
Those who participate in a religious

ceremony usually intend only to see friends, chat, and have
a good time.

Even in a funeral ceremony,

Buddhadasa notes,

Thai Buddhists use the occasion to chat with friends,

and

to entertain themselves with movies and shows provided af
ter the religious ceremony.

Buddhadasa criticizes monks

for deceiving lay people to donate money in order to set up
movies or shows at festivals as a way of gaining more merit.
These monks intoxicate people with material pleasure in
stead of giving them the dhamma; and these monks and lay
Buddhists who participate in such entertainments are undermining Buddhism.

116

Buddhists who intend to have fun

or get drunk in the home of the deceased during a funeral
rite lack a Buddhist spirit,

sympathy, and loving kindness

towards others:
During the funeral rite, the host has to prepare
liquor and alcoholic drinks, kill an ox, buffalo, or
pig, in order to cook food for the Buddhist guests who
come to devour it in the house of the family of the
deceased.
This is an example of a lack of mercy in
their heart.
If Buddhists have loving kindness towards
others, they will come to help the family of the d e 
ceased, . instead of coming to eat their food like hungry
ghosts.
Secondly, the procedure of merit-making is also
materialistic because Buddhists usually expect a material
reward,

like happiness in heaven where there are many
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luxuries and entertainments.

According to Buddhadasa, many

Buddhists take a meriterious deed as a good investment.
For example, they invest one baht

(about four cents)

in

making merit in order to ask for one or more paradise casties, physical beauty,

and wealth,

in their next lives.

118

Thirdly, heaven and hell in Thai Buddhist u n d e r 
standing are material realms.

It is believed that heaven

exists above in the sky and hell beneath the earth; that,
in heaven,

there are celestial castles in which reside

deities and hundreds of their angelic servants; and that,
in hell,

there are many denizens who are tortured in flames

until their evil sin is exhausted.

119

Buddhadasa ex

plains that the true meaning of heaven and hell,
to the Buddha resides in sense perceptions:

according

pleasant sense

experiences are interpreted as heaven, unpleasant ones as
hell.

120

In other words, heaven and hell are happiness

and suffering which occur through our sense contact with
the external world.

Buddhadasa explains further that Thai

Buddhists misunderstand the meanings of heaven and hell
because they follow the Buddhist scriptures literally ra
ther than metaphorically or spiritually.

He opines that

they tend to use "everyday language" instead of dhamma
or "truth" language.

"Heaven" in everyday language means

the r ealm of gods, but "heaven" in dhamma language means
mental/spiritual happiness.
Buddhadasa criticizes monks for being materialists.
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They eat and sleep without serious interest in studying
the doctrine.

121

Because of the monks'

lack of knowledge

of the Buddha's teaching and their lax ways, they cannot
convey the true meaning of the dhamma to the laity.

At

best they teach only simple moral principles instead of the
essence of Buddhism, the doctrine of the paticcasamup-

122

pada.

Buddhadasa suggests that Thai Buddhists need

to give up materialistic beliefs and practices in order to
eliminate the sense of self-attachment and recover the
Buddha's true teaching.

He argues that if Buddhists u n 

derstood the doctrine of the p aticcasamuppada. they
would know that nibbana is not too hard for them to at
tain in this l i f etime .123

Buddhadasa's Contributions to
Contemporary Thai Buddhism

Buddhadasa's contributions to contemporary Thai Bud
dhism can be seen both in terms of his actual example and
his interpretation of d h a m m a .

As a monastic examplar

he established a religious center, Suan Mokkha

(the Garden

of Liberation),

Suan Mokkha

in Southern Thailand in 1932.

was developed as a place where Buddhist monks would live
and study the Buddha's doctrine following the pattern of
monastic life in the time of the Buddha.

At Suan Mokkha,

monks eat only once a day and spend the rest of the day
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studying the Tipitaka,
meditating,

listening to Buddhadasa's preaching,

and working on the 150 acre site.

The buil

dings include a "spiritual theatre," which is at one and
the same time an art center, museum, and audio-visual
theater.

The central room is dominated by a large white

circle at one end which symbolizes the truth of emptiness
(sunnata)

and non-attachment.

Buddhadasa's interpretation of Buddhist doctrine is
even more important than his hermitage in Southern Thai
land, however.

As we shall see in Chapter Four, the con

cept of dhamma figures prominently in his teachings.

In

particular, he uses the concept in a critical manner,

sug

gesting that a dhammic understanding or use of dhamma
language can help Thai Buddhists overcome their
materialistic and animistic tendencies,

cultivate proper

beliefs and practices according to the Buddha's teaching,
and understand the true meaning of dhamma which is the
only means to end their suffering.
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CHAPTER III

VAJIRANANA'S INTERPRETATION OF DHAMMA

In discussing the concept of dhamma in the thought
of Vajiranana and Buddhadasa.

It proved to be difficult

to separate this concept from the totality of their
teaching.

They see their teaching as an attempt to

present the Buddha-dhamma.
concept of dhamma becomes,

To that extent, therefore,

the

in effect, the fundamental

basis or orientation of their life and teaching.
For Vajiranana, the concept of dhamma is rooted in
the Tipitaka and more fully elaborated in Buddha g h o s a 's
commentaries.

Thus,

in order to investigate the meaning

of d h a m m a . one must master Pali, the language of the T i 
pitaka and Buddhaghosa's commentaries.

The assumption is

that a knowledge of the Pali texts can lead to an u n der
standing of dhamma; Vajiranana championed the importance
of Pali scholarship.

He believed that dhamma was im

portant for both monks and lay people.

For the laity, he

emphasized the moral dimensions of d h a m m a . and for monks,
the more technical aspects of the category commonly asso1

ciated with the abhidhamma.

156
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Vajiranana's emphasis on Pali scholarship for monks
was rooted in the traditional Theravada belief in the
monks as preservers and propagators of the Buddha's
d h a m m a . The lay people supported the monks and benefited
from the monks' preaching of the d h a m m a .

Thus, while a

monks' duty is to preach the d h a m m a . the laity's recipro
cal duty is to live a m^ral life according to the monks'
preaching.
This chapter will discuss Vajiranana's interpreta
tion of dhamma for both monks and laity.
v ided into two parts.

It will be di

The first part will analyze Vajira

nana's exposition of dhamma r the second part will
examine Vajiranana's application of dhamma to the Thai
social context.

The Meaning of Dhamma in Vajiranana's Work

Vajiranana interprets dhamma variously in his
writings depending,

in part, on the context.

Yet, on

balance, we conclude that he emphasizes the moral dimen
sion of the concept.

Philosophically, his discussion also

includes such traditional meanings as the law of nature,
"things" in general,

and the nature of truth.

Vajiranana

used these basic meanings of dhamma to support his u n 
derstanding of the textual significance of the term as
well as its social applications.

For example,

in the
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Sermons for the D e a d . Vajiranana attempts to demonstrate
not only Buddhist doctrine concerning the uncertainty of
life, but also the dhammic character of the dead kings
and their relatives who served as moral exemplars.
Frequently, Vajiranana used the concept dhamma
without focusing on a specific meaning, assuming that the
context and the audience did not require a greater p r eci
sion.

In the Sermons for the D e a d , for example, Vaj i r a 

nana praised King Rama IV as a righteous ruler of his
country,

and,

in doing so, used the term, d h a m m a . in a

variety of way:
He [Mongkut] was fond of d h a m m a , Without fear
of unpleasant words and dangers, he still held to what
was right.
These qualities could be seen during his
monkhood.
He always tried to analyse ora dhammav i n a v a . led all Buddhists to behave according to the
Buddha's words, and supported Buddhism generously.
His adherents and followers continuously increased in
number, until they formed a nikaya [sect] called
khana Dhammavutika. This was accomplished by his
p ower and augustness which are based on dhammat h i t t h a n a . perseverance in d h a m m a .
In the first sentence, dhamma means righteousness
in the sense that the king held to the right in all
situations.

Pra d h a m m a v i n a v a . however, does not mean "

righteousness and discipline," but the Buddha's moral d o c 
trine and rules of practice.

In the final statement,

dhamma probably means Buddhist doctrine as a guideline
for proper conduct.

This example indicates the fluidity of

the meaning of the term.

A similar fluidity or mul t i v a 

lency is found in Vajiranana's discussion of the term
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dha m m arammana:
Dhammarammana is a sense-object which occurs
in the mind, or an object of the mind.
Dhamma and
arammana mean the same thing:
a mental object, and
they are combined together as dhammarammana. There
are so many meanings for d h a m m a . It can he "a v i r 
tuous state," e.g., "dhammo hve rakkhati
dhammacari" which means dhamma protects those who
always behave according to it.
Secondly, dhamma may
signify a state of being good or bad, e.g., kusala
dhamma akusala dhamma abvakata d h a m m a . which
means "all meritorious d h a m m a . all demeritorious
dhamma which cannot be confirmed as meritorious or
demeritorious."
Dhammarammana is of this latter
type.
V a j i r a n a n a 's uses of dhamma provide a good indica
tion of the symbolic and multivalent nature of the term in
Theravada thought.

For analytical purposes, we shall or

ganize the various meanings Vajiranana ascribes to dhamma
into five categories:
1. Dhamma as the Buddha's teachings
2. Dhamma as moral gualities
3. Dhamma as the law of nature
4. Dhamma as the nature of truth
5. Dhamma as "things" in general
Here,

I will survey these meanings of dhamma in

order to demonstrate how Vajiranana used this central term
in his work.

Dhamma as the Buddha's Teachings

Dhamma as the Buddha's teaching is for Vajiranana
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above all else a historical teaching first presented to
the five ascetics who had served the Buddha during his
search for the ultimate truth of liberation.
tics were convinced by his dhamma
truth)

These asce

(teachings, words of

and were the first of his disciples to live a home-

less life.

4

. .

A,

Vajiranana emphasizes the fact that, ac

cording to the Tipitaka, these five ascetics did not
preach the d h a m m a . but lived a homeless,

secluded life in

the wilderness— the ideal life according to the Buddha's
dhamma.

The first group who went forth to preach the

dhamma of the Buddha was Yasa, a nobleman,

and his 54

friends:
Now at that time there were sixty-one Arahants
in the world [the Five Ascetics, Yasa and his 54
friends, and the Buddha],
Then the Exalted One said
to the brethren:
"I am released, brethren, from all
bonds, those that are divine and those that are human.
Ye also, brethren, are released from all bonds, those
that are divine and those that are human.
Go ye forth,
brethren, go on your journey, for the profit of the
many, for the bliss of the many, out of compassion for
the world, for the ^elfare, the profit, the bliss of
devas and m a n k i n d !"
Thus, one of the monks' duties is to preach the Bud
dha's dhamma to others.

Vajiranana differentiates the

Buddha's dhamma from the teaching of others by noting
these characteristics:
The Dhamma of the Buddha can be described as
the teachings which intend to liberate a person from
sexual desire, suffering, the accumulation of defile
ments, craving, greed, social pleasure, indolence, and
fastidiousness.
This notion of the Buddha's dhamma is supported by
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a passage in the Sutta:
Thus, monks, is dhamma well taught by me, made
manifest, opened up, made known, stripped of its
swathings.
Because dhamma has been well taught by
me thus, made manifest, opened up, made known, stripped
of its swathings, those monks who are perfected ones,
the cankers destroyed, who have lived the life, done
what was to be done, laid down the burden, attained
their own goal, the fetter of becoming utterly des
troyed, and who are freed by perfect profound know
ledge— the track of these cannot be discerned.
When Vajiranana wanted to emphasize dhamma in the
sense of the Buddha's teaching, he usually employed the
word p h r a (Thai:

good, holy)

in front of the term d h a m m a .

In Thai Buddhism,phr& dhamma is always referred to as an
element of the Triple Gem (phraBuddha.phra d h a m m a . and
pbrnsariqhat .

Vajiranana explained that phradhamma was

the Buddha's teaching that protects mankind from evil
deeds, and guides humans to virtue.
is divided into three categories:

Dhamma in this sense
parivattidhamma

theory of virtuous d e e d s ) , patipattidhamma

(the

(the practice

of virtuous d e e d s ) , and pativedhadhamma (the attainment of
g

virtuous deeds).

This division follows B uddhaghosa's

commentaries, the Samantapasadika
Vinaya)

and the Manorathapurani

(the commentary on the

(the commentary on the

Anguttaranikava) , and is generally accepted by the Thai
Sarigha as the three stages of spiritual development in the
Buddha's teaching.
Vajiranana regarded the parivattidhamma as the p i l 
lar of Buddhist moral practice.

He referred to the task
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of the Buddhist Councils which attempted to preserve all
the teachings and regulations of the Buddha in the Tipitaka
as the moral rules and guidance for all Buddhists after
the time of the Buddha.

Since the Tipitaka of the Thera-

vada Buddhists was written in Pali, Vajiranana encouraged
Pali education and examination for monks.

As previously

noted, Vajiranana believed that a knowledge of Pali was
the crucial means to penetrate the meaning of the Buddha's
teachings.

Monks needed to know both lay and monastic

aspects of dhamma so that, apart from their specific
monastic duties, they could give advice to the lay com9
munity.
According to Vajiranana, after learning and under
standing the parivattidhamma. one was ready to move to the
patipattidhamma or practice.

In order to follow the

patipattidhamma effectively, Vajiranana proposed that one
should practice the dhamma beginning at an elementary
level and proceeding to higher levels.

He believed that

the Tipitaka presented the way of practice in stages:
first step was the practice of sila

the

(moral r u l e s ) ; the

intermediate step was the practice of samadhi

(concen

tration) ; and the final step was the practice of panna

10

(wisdom).

And thus, a proper and systematic way of

learning and practicing dhamma leads to the right
understanding of its meaning; one could not practice and
understand the higher dhamma properly without beginning
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w i t h its earlier steps.
Vajiranana,

11

For example,

according to

sila was a moral rule or moral discipline

wh i c h served as an initiator of spiritual virtues in the
human mind, and helped the mind perceive the dhamma.
the monastery,

sila meant the vinava

In

(monastic rules)

which the Buddha prescribed for the organization and
regulation of the Buddhist monastic group.

Without the

v i n a v a . monks who come from different families and b a c k 
grounds would behave arbitrarily,

and the dhammic norms

w o u l d be problematic for the laity.

12

While s i l a . for

Vajiranana, was intended to be external or physical control
in order to make human conduct appropriate for others,
samadhi was internal or spiritual control which infused
the human mind with the strength and consciousness to do
good.

Vajiranana believed that the human mind was

naturally pure and free of evil; however,
rupted b y mental hindrances
sists of sensual desire
sloth and torpor

(nivarana).

Nivarana con

fkama-chanda^ , ill-will

(thinamiddhat , anxiety

kukkucca) , and doubt

it could be cor

(vlcilciccha) .

(byapada),

(uddhacca-

These hindrances

obstruct the human mind from the wil?. to work for good.
The means to end nivarana is samadhi which clears the
m i n d of all evil elements and helps it concentrate better
on the dhamma

(the Buddha's teaching).

13

A fter the mind has been cleared from hindrances by
the power of s a m a d h i . panna

(wisdom) can shine in one's
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mind.

Vajiranana interpreted panna in the Buddha's

teaching to mean the capacity to understand things as they
really are.

Panna cannot work without sila and s a m a d h i .

i.e., a m o n k should b e disciplined first and then free
14
his m ind from nivarana through the power of s a m a d h i .
The teaching of practice from the initial to the highest
stage— from sila to p a nna— is affirmed in the stages of
Buddhist realization of p a r i y a t t i . p a t i p a t t i . and
pativedha.

In the Dhammacakkappavattana-sutta. Vaji r a 

nana opines, the Buddha preached not only the doctrine of
the Four Noble Truths, the nature of suffering,
of suffering,

the cause

the end of suffering, but also the way t o 

wards the end of suffering

(parivattidhamma), the moral

practice according to the knowledge of the parivatti
dhamma . and the result of this practice

(pativedha-

15
d h a m m a ) which is finally n i b b a n a .
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Dhamma as Moral Qualities
Dhamma as moral action is predominant in Navako
vada

(Teaching for Novices) . Vajiranana's instructions

for the new-ordained monks.

Since new monks usually remain

in the monastery only for one Buddhist Lent

(v a s s a l or

four months, Navakovada attempts to summarize the dhamma
completely and to present all the Buddha's moral teachings
necessary both for monastic and secular life.
is divided into three parts:

Navakovada

the first deals with the

Buddha's moral teachings for monks and laity and is in
debted particularly to the Suttanta-pitaka.

The second

part deals with the moral teachings exclusively for lay
people, and the last part gives monastic rules.

In the

first and the second parts of the N a v a kovada. dhamma as
morality is clearly set forth.

But as the Navakovada

does not give detailed explanations in this text, my ex
position will be supplemented by references to other
treatises by Vajiranana.

Dhamma as Universal

Dhamma at this level is a moral law intended to help
monks preserve their virtue as ideal members of the monas
tic order and to help lay people conduct themselves as
ideal members of their community.

In order to conceive
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dhamma in this sense,

it is necessary to divide it into

dhamma for spiritual or inner discipline and dhamma for
moral action.

The former is regulation of mind and will;

the latter is regulation of external behavior.

Dhamma as an Inner Discipline

This kind of dhamma is to be maintained by both
monks and laity.

In the Navakovada. Vajiranana presents

it in five categories:
1. Dhamma of great assistance
2. Dhamma that protects the world
3. Dhamma which should be established in the mind
4. Dhamma of power
5. Dhamma of a good man
W e shall examine each of these categories.

Dhamma of Great A s s i stance.

The Buddha preached

the dhamma of great assistance in order to help human
beings interact properly with their environments.
dhamma of great assistance is divided into sati
fulness)

and sampaianna

The

(mind

(clear comprehension, awareness ) . 16

In the Tipitaka, this dhamma initiates mindfulness and
1 *7

awareness through concentration.

Vajiranana explains

that sati and sampai anna help create and preserve he e d 
fulness in human thought and action.

Those who have sati
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and sampaianna will always be cautious in their actions.
V ajiranana refers to the B u d d h a ’s preaching of the virtues
of sati and sampai anna in the Mahasatipatthana-sutta.
In this s u t t a . the Buddha preached to monks that sati
(mindfulness)

could eliminate suffering and lead those

w ho possessed it to n i b b a n a :
The one and only path, Bhikkhus leading to the
purification of beings, to passing far beyond grief
and lamentation, to the dying-out of ill and misery,
to the attainment of right method, to the realization
of N i r v a n a , is that of the Fourfold Setting up of
Mindfulness.
Which are the Four?
Herein, 0 bhikkhus, let a
brother, as to the body, continue so to look upon the
body that he remains ardent, self-possessed, and m i n d 
ful, having overcome both the hankering and the d e 
jection common in the world.
And in the same way as
to feelings, thoughts, and ideas, let him so look upon
each, that he remains ardent, self-possessed, and
mindful, having overcome both the hankering and the
dejection common in the world.
According to this passage,

sati helps one to be

m a ster of one's own thoughts and, thus, to be heedful
about the world.

Vajiranana explains heedfulness as a

state accompanying s a t i :

whenever a person acts with

s a t i . s/he is "heedful" in dhamma and only kusaladhamma

(good) arises, and all akusala-dhamma

declines.

(evil)

19

Vajiranana chose the occasion of the royal funeral
of Rama V to expound sati and sampai a n n a .

He reminded

the participants that they should cope with their sorrow
and grief through sati and sampai a n n a .
a person to think,

Sati assists

speak, and act carefully at all times.
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Those who have sati always remember all they did, are
doing,

and will do, and, thus, can act at their best.

Sampaianna assists a person to realize what s/he is doing
at that moment.

Vajiranana indicated that those who could

not control body, words,

and acts,

lacked sampaianna.

Sati and sampai a n n a . for Vajiranana,

can be compared

to a coachman who controls a vehicle.

Those who lack

sati and sampai anna lose control of themselves like a
carriage which is led astray by horses.

Dhamma that protects the w o r l d .

20

In the traditional

Theravada view, this type of dhamma is defined as hiri
(moral shame,
of s h a m e ) .

conscience)

and ottappa

(moral dread,

Once when the Buddha was at Jeta Grove,

fear
in

Anathapindika's Park, he preached this dhamma:
Monks, there are two states that are bright.
What two?
Sense of shame [hiri] and fear of shame
rottappa]. These two states are bright.
Monks, these two bright states protect the world.
What two?
Sense of shame and fear of shame.
Monks,
if these two states did not protect the world, then
there would be seen no mother or mother's sister, no
uncle's wife nor teacher's wife, nor wife of honourable
men; but the world would come to confusion,— promis
cuity such as exists among goats and sheep, fowls and
swine, dogs and jackals.
But, monks, since these two
bright states do protect the world, therefore there
are seen mothers . . . and the rest.
In the N a v a k o v a d a . Vajiranana,

following the T i p i 

taka, presents the dhamma that protects the world in terms
•

.

22

of the categories of hiri and o t t a p p a .

However,

a more

extensive explanation of their meanings appear in one of
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his articles instead of in Navakovada:
Those who are in a noble family always embody
the dhamma of proper conduct.
What is their dhamma?
It is the dhamma of hiri-ottappa. Thus, those who
are in a noble family but are evil are usually blamed
for not deserving their noble birth.
Anyone who con
ducts him/herself w ^ h hiri and ottappa can be
called a noble one.
It is clear from this passage that Vajiranana b e 
lieved that nobility by birth should result in noble con
duct.

This belief can be traced to the traditional Thai

concept of k a m m a . namely, that a good birth in the present
is the outcome of good deeds in past lives.

Thus, those

born into a noble family should realize the virtue of their
noble origin.

Those born nobly but who do evil are to be

blamed for not behaving according to their noble origin.
According to Vajiranana, the essence of nobility resided
not so much in the status of birth, but in human conduct.
Thus,

anyone who conducts him/herself with hiri and

ottappa can be called noble.

Vajiranana argues that one

should do good and avoid evil not because of his birth but
because of his adherence to d h a m m a . i.e., hiri.

24

Those who have wisdom perceive that all beings are subject
to the Law of k a m m a . and are afraid to do evil which will
yield evil in return.

This fear of the Law of kamma and

25
its retribution is o ttappa.
Wisdom is closely related to and crucial for hiri
and o t t a p p a .

One cannot see the value of the doctrine of

hiri and ottappa or can follow it properly if one lacks
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wisdom.

Vajiranana contends that two kinds of wisdom

promote hiri and ottappa in the human mind:
(wisdom of the cause of prosperity)
dom of the cause of decline).

avakosala

and apavakosala

(wis

Avakosala is composed of

hiri and ottappa which encourage a person to act only
for the good and prosperity of himself and others.

With

hiri and o t t a p p a . a person is conscious of the result of
his/her conduct and, thus, will choose to do only that
which yields a good result.

Apavakosala is the wisdom

which helps a person to realize the causes of decline:
ahiri

(the lack of hiri)

26
ottappaf .

and anottappa

(the lack of

With apavakosala. a person realizes the

danger of ahiri and anottappa and the necessity of hiri
and ottappa.

Whenever a person lacks hiri and o t t a p p a .

s/he lacks a moral discipline to restrain him/her from
being indulgent in doing evil.

Vajiranana also asserts

that those with wisdom will penetrate to the merit
and demerit

(akusala)

(kusala)

of actions and choose to pursue

only the merit, which will bring prosperity to themselves and others.

27

Adhitthanadhamma.

Adhitthanadhamma— literally the

dha.nmd which should be established in the mind— promotes
right view and self-detachment; thus,

it should be esta

blished in human mind in order to secure one with virtues.
In the Navakovada. Vajiranana introduces the four divisions
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of adhitthanadhamma:

panna (wisdom— the ability to know

what should be k n o w n ) , sacca (truthfulness— the ability
to be determined and practical in true knowledge), caga
(renunciation— the ability to renounce all that is an ene
my to truthfulness), and upasama

(tranquility— the abi-

28
lity to withdraw oneself from the enemy of p e a c e ) .

Bala

(the dhamma of p o w e r ) .

Bala is originally

mentioned in the Tipitaka in which the venerable Sariputta
recited the Buddha's teaching to his monastic brethren in
order to preserve them as guidance of their holy life and
for the welfare and happiness of all beings.
bala is "faith, energy, mindfulness,
insight."
saddha

30

29

Here,

concentration,

and

In the Navako v a d a . bala is divided into

(confidence), viriva (effort), sati

n e s s ) , samadhi

(concentration), and panna

Sappurisadhamma

(mindful(wisdom).

(the dhamma of a good m a n ) .

Sap-

purisadhamma was originally the teaching of the Buddha to
the monks, as recorded in the Anguttara-nikava of the T i 
pitaka, namely, the seven mental qualities which make a
monk worthy of offerings, and a peerless field of merit.
These qualities of a monk are expressed formulaically as:
dhammannuta

(dhamma-knower), atthannuta

(meaning-

k n o w e r ) , attannuta (self-knower), mattannuta
k n o w e r ) , kalannuta

(time-knower), parisannuta

(measure(assem-
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b l y - k n o w e r ) , and ouqqalannuta
32
knower).

(noble or base person-

These categories are exposited in the text in

traditional terms.

The dhamma-knower is the one who knows

the saying, psalms,

catechisms,

songs,

solemnities,

speeches, birth-stories, marvels and runes.

The meaning-

knower is the one who knows the meanings of the dhamma
stated previously.
faith,

in virtue,

The self-knower knows the "self" in
in learning,

dom, and in ready speech.

in self-surrender,

in w i s 

The measure-knower is the one

who knows the proper measure in accepting the requisites:
the robe,

alms,

lodging,

and medicine.

The time-knower

is the one w h o knows when to recite, to question, to make
an effort,

and to be in solitude.

The assembly-knower is

the one who knows how to approach and participate with the
assemblies of nobles,
recluses.

of brahmans,

of householders,

and of

The noble or base person-knower is the one who

knows that the person who follows the dhamma is noble
and that the person who does not follow the dhamma is
base.

33
In the Ariquttara-nikava. the Buddha preached the

sappurisadhamma especially for the monks.

In the

N a v a k o v a d a . Vajiranana broadens the interpretation of this
dhamma to include lay people in order to apply it to
the secular world as well as to the monastery.
sappurisadhamma into dhammannuta

He divides

(the ability to know

the cause of happiness and suffering), atthannuta

(the
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ability to know the consequence of its necessary c a u s e ) ,
attannuta

(the ability to know oneself,

i.e., to know how

to behave according to one's own status, property, know
ledge, and v i r t u e ) , mattannuta

(the ability to be

moderate in one's living), kalannuta

(the ability to know

the proper time to do something), parisannuta

(the abili

ty to know the community in order to behave accordingly),
and pugqala-paroparunnuta

(the ability to know indivi

duals in order to make friends with the good and avoid the
34
bad).

All these dhamma emphasize the mental di s 

cipline and purification of both monks and lay people as
being more important than external regulations.

Dhamma as Right Action

After having kept the mind in good discipline,
is then ready to perform right actions.

one

In N a v a k o v a d a .

Vajiranana categorizes right action for both monks and
laity, which were under a disciplined mind,

as follows:

1. Sappurisadhamma
2. Sobhanadhamma
3. Vuddhidhamma
4. Cakkadhamma
5. Vesarai i akarana-dhamma

Sappurisadhamma.

As a dhamma of the inner
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discipline,

sappurisadhamma helps one know oneself and

others properly.

As a dhamma of the right action,

helps one act properly out of such knowledge.

it

In the T i 

pitaka, the Buddha preached this dhamma to monks in terms
of the following categories:
fear of blame
much

faith (saddha), shame and

(hiri and ottappa) , observance or hearing

(bahussutta), mindfulness

energetic

(s a t i ) , wisdom (p a n n a ) ,

(v iriva) , and possessing states of mind,

con

sorting with good men (sappurisa) , thinking as good men,
advising as good men, speaking as good men, acting as good
men, having the views of good men, and giving the gifts
of good men.

35

a;

Vajiranana, by way of comparison,

sappurisadhamma as:

exposits

keeping oneself in right faith, moral

shame, moral dread, extensive information, right effort,
mindfulness,

and wisdom; discussing with others things that

do not harm one's own self or others; thinking of things
that do not harm one's own self or others; talking about
things that do not harm one's own self or others; doing
whatever does not harm one's own self or others; having
right opinion in the truth:
suits,

"good action yields good re-

and vice versa;" and giving alms with respect.

36

As can be seen, Vajiranana's method of exposition
closely resembles the scholastic style of the Ancruttaranikava.

Vajiranana seems to emphasize the first meaning

cf the sappurisadhamma. keeping oneself in right faith,
in moral shame,

in moral dread,

in extensive information,
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in right effort,

in mindfulness,

and in wisdom.

In his

article "Sappurisadhamma-katha .11 Vajiranana states that
there are many sets of dhamma for being a good man, and
that the seven dhamma worth mentioning are:
(right faith), hiri
d r e a d ) , bahusacca
viriva

(effort),

(moral shame), ottappa

saddha
(moral

(extensive information or learning),
sati

(mindfulness).and panna

According to his interpretation,

(wisdom).

saddha is a belief in a

reasonable principle; that is, a belief in the kammic law
and its retribution which prescribes that good deeds yields
good results and vice versa.

Hiri and ottappa purify a

person's thought, word, and conduct, and thus bring peace
to the community whose members adhere to them.

Bahu

s a c c a . the quality of being well-learned, yields a sense
of morality and responsibility.

V i r i v a . the effort to

avoid all evils and to preserve goodness,
end of suffering.
fore thinking,
thought,

leads one to the

S a t i . the state of self-awareness b e 

speaking, and doing,

leads one to right

right speech, and right action.

And finally,

p a n n a . the penetration into all principles and laws, es
pecially the law of nature,

leads one to the end of suf

fering and the attainment of true happiness in this world
and the hereafter.

37

These seven dhamma constitute

the qualities of all good people, both monks and laity.
In the Sappurisadnamma-katha. Vajiranana, however, does
not mention the other six divisions of this d h a m m a .
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One can notice that the sappurisadhamma follows the
dhamma of great assistance and the dhamma that protects
the world which form the morality of inner discipline.
Thus,

one can conclude that dhamma as moral action is

based on the motives, methods, and results of actions,
i.e., to do something good is to do it with a good motive,
method, and expectation,

so that an action will not harm

the doer and others.

Sobhana Dhamma

(dhamma of grace f u l n e s s t .

The

dhamma of gracefulness as recorded in V i n a v a .I.349. and
in Ariguttara-nikava.1.94 of the Tipitaka,

is the Buddha's

teaching to monks concerning the conditions of religious
attainments stipulated as khanti
(modesty).

(tolerance)

and soracca

Following the Tipitaka, Vajiranana gives a

short description,

in the N a v a k o v a d a . of this dhamma as a

restraint of one's action so that the action will be
pleasant to others; a modesty and tolerance due to m i n d 
fulness, understanding,

conscientiousness and fear of evil

deeds.^

Vuddhidhamma

(dhamma conducive to g r o w t h ) .

Ac

cording to the Tipitaka, the Buddha preached the vud d h i 
dhamma to monks while staying near Kosambi in Ghosita
Park,

and it consisted of four states conducive to growth

in wisdom:
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1. Association with a good man
2. Hearing the saddhamma

(right doctrine)

3. Mental reflection on saddhamma
4. Behaving according to the dhamma

39

Vajiranana adopts the Tipitaka"s structure of the
vuddhidhamma dividing it into sappurissamseva

(asso

ciation w i t h a sappurisa— one who conducts oneself well
in actions, words,

and th oughts), saddhammassavana

(listening to good teaching with respect), vonisomanasikara
(critical reflection in order to conceive good and e v i l ) ,
and dhammanudhamma-patipatti

(to conduct oneself morally

40
according to the perceived t ruth).
Vajiranana gives no detailed explanation or inter
pretation of vu d d h i d h a m m a .

He only summarizes the

Buddha's teaching as recorded in the Ariauttara-nikava.
and presents it in the most concise manner so that newly
ordained monks can memorize it more easily.

Cakkadhamma.

The Tipitaka records that once when

the Buddha was staying at Campa, on the bank of Lake Gaggara, with 500 monks, the venerable Sariputta recited a
certain doctrine to the monks that there were Four Things
that helped human beings very much.

They were called the

four "wheels," and were described as "the orbit of a fa
vourable place of residence, the orbit of association with
the good, perfect adjustment of one's self, and the cy-
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cle of merit wrought in the past."
the Tipitaka,

41

Closely following

in the N a v a k o v a d a . Vajiranana presents the

composition of the cakkadhamma as:

patirupadesavasa

(living in a good environment), sappurisupassava
ciation with good p e o p l e ) , attasammapanidhi

(asso

(setting

oneself in the right c o u r s e ) , and pubbekatapunnata
42
(having formerly done meritorious d e e d s ) .
For Vajiranana, a stable environment is a crucial
factor for the cultivation and practice of d h a m m a ; one
can more easily cultivate and purify one's mind and ac
tions in good surroundings such as a good community.

Thus,

he encourages one to choose a good place and a good com
munity to live in so that one can lead a righteous and
happy life.

43

Vesaraiiakaranadhamma.

In the Tipitaka, the

vesarai iakaranadhamma is the dhamma which gives confi
dence to a learner.

The Buddha preached to monks that what

was fearful to the one of little faith, the unvirtuous,
the one of little learning, the lazy, and the one who
lacked insight, was not fearful to the believer, the v i r 
tuous, the learned, the energetic, and the one with in
s i g h t .44

Following the Tipitaka, Vajiranana summarizes

the vesarai i akaranadhamma. in Navakovada. as saddha
(right f aith), sila

(good conduct), bahusacca

l e a r n ing), virivarambha

(exertion), and panna

(great
(wis-
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45
dom).

~
Vaj iranana intended to use this doctrine for

making one an ideal monk as well as an ideal householder.
This teaching overlaps with the doctrine of bala which
focuses on spiritual awareness.

Dhamma Exclusively for Laity

Since monks must communicate with lay people, they
need to know about lay morality in order to help lay people
improve their moral conduct according to the Buddha's
teaching.

In the Navakovada. Vajiranana presents this

dhamma in the gihipatipatti
house-holders).

(moral practices of the

The gihipatipatti encourages lay people

to associate with good companions, to be industrious, to
avoid whatever will harm them personally and their com
munity, and to contribute to their own community.

As the

ways of life and religious goals of laity and monks
differ, the dhamma for lay people does not emphasize
worldly detachment and a solitary life.

In Vajira n a n a 's

view, dhamma not only helps the laity to become good
human beings but also

good citizens.

In the Navakovada.

this dhamma is differentiated into samparavikatthasarivatta-nikadhamma (the dhamma which is conducive to
benefits in the future), and the gharavasadhamma

(the

dhamma for lay p e o p l e ) .
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The Samparavikattha-sarivattanikadhamma
According to the Tipitaka, once, while the Buddha was
staying in Kakkarapatta, a Koliyan visited him and asked
h im to preach the dhamma which could provide the Koliyans
with happiness here on earth and in the world to come.

The

Buddha answered that the four conditions which led human
beings to happiness in this world were achievement in
alertness, achievement in weariness, good company and an
even life.

46

.
.
.
The four conditions leading to advantage

and happiness in the world to come were achievements in
faith, virtue, charity,

and wisdom.

The achievement in

faith, according to the Anauttara-nikava. is faith in the
enlightenment of the Buddha by believing in the truth that
"he is the Exalted One, arahant,

fully awake, abounding in

wisdom and righteousness, the well-farer, world-knower,
incomparable tamer of tamable men, teacher,
awakened of devas and men."

47

and the

The achievement m

virtue

is the abstinence "from taking life, from stealing,
the lusts of the flesh,

from

from lying, and from drinking li-

quor which are the causes of sloth."

48

The achievement

in charity is the purification from avarice and the delight
m

. .
49
giving.

.
.
.
.
The achievement in wisdom is the clear u n 

derstanding of the rise and fall of things and of the Noble
Paths towards the end of suffering.
preting,

analyzing,

50

Instead of inter

or clarifying the meaning of sampara-

vikattha-sarivattanikadhamma. Vajiranana only briefly re-
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capitulates the text:

that the dhamma conducive to b e 

nefits in the future is composed of saddhasampada
plishment of c onfidence), silasampada
v i r t u e ) , caoasampada
pannasampada

(accom

(accomplishment of

(accomplishment of c h a r i t y ) , and

(accomplishment of w i s d o m ) . 51

The Gharavasadhamma

(the dhamma for householders)

The gharavasadhamma is the dhamma for being a
good householder.

In the Tipitaka, Alavaka-yakkha once

asked the Buddha, while the latter was staying at Alavi,
how to live in this world without sorrow.

The Buddha then

preached the gharavasa-dhamma:
Whoso the layman's life doth seek
In pious faith and hath these four:Veracity rs a c c a l and self-control fd a m a ],
steadfastness [khanti], generosity [caga] When passed away, he'll weep no more.

In the N a v a k o v a d a . Vajiranana only outlines the ele
ments of the gharavasadhamma as sacca
honesty to each o t h e r ) , dama
(tolerance), and caga

(truth and

(self-restraint), khanti

53
(generosity).

However, he

explains this category of dhamma in detail in the
Gh a r a vasadhamma-Katha.
this dhammic category,

Here, Vajiranana interprets
and applies each of its elements

to Thai society in general.
to each other)

Sacca

(truth and honesty

is the foundation of unity.

For example,

if husband and wife are honest to each other, they will
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not commit adultery, and, thus, will help each other
w o r k for the happiness and unity of their family.
(self-restraint)

Dama

is also the foundation of unity.

Those

who lack dama will be dominated by ill-will and anger,
and thus their words and deeds can destroy their friend
ship with others.

Khanti

(tolerance)

is the ability to

resist the challenge of all defilements which might
arouse anger,

frustration, disappointment,

and sorrow.

Caga is giving and generosity based on metta
kindness)

towards others.

(loving

Further analyzing these con

cepts, Vajiranana remarks that giving and generosity
require careful consideration and wisdom.

Giving to an

able but lazy person who intends to take advantage of
kind people by living on their money is useless.

The

right practice of giving and generosity calls for the
consideration of its result for the receiver such as
curing sick people so that they can recover from their
illness, supporting a person so that s/he can gain more
knowledge and skill, and supporting a religion which
teaches human beings to do good.

Lay people who pos

sess these four dhamma will attain the realm of happiness

(su-gati) after death.

54

Since the lay community is composed of members who
relate to each other according to their particular social
status and roles, the dhamma of one is, thus, different
from another according to one's duty and role in that
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society such as the dhamma for parents and children,
the dhamma for teacher and student, and the dhamma for
husband and wife.

Lay people who want to follow the Bud

dha's teaching and fulfill their moral life not only fol
low the norms of the teaching, but also choose to practice
the dhamma according to their social roles and status.

Dhamma Exclusively for Monks

The Navakovada presents the dhamma for monks in two
of its three sections:
pannatti.

the dhammavibhaqa and the vinava-

The dhammavibhaqa deals with dhamma for

both monks and lay people; the vinavapannatti presents
the monastic rules exclusively for monks; and the gihipatipatti deals only with the dhamma for laity.

In the

dh a m m avibhaqa. there are five dhamma for monks:

dhamma

for new-ordained monks: dhamma for memorable conduct,
dhamma for the welfare of monks, dhamma which makes for
protection,

and the ethical precepts of the monks'

life.

Dhamma for new-ordained monks
This dhamma is for those who have just begun to
enter the monastic life.

It is described in the dhamma

vibhaqa as follows:
1.

One should preserve the patimokkha. do whatever

the Buddha taught and avoid all he forbade
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2. One should keep all sensations in control,

i.e.,

one should keep eyes, ears, nose, tongue, body, and mind
from being satisfied or dissatisfied
3. One should

curb oneself from being overjoyed

4. One should

live in solitude

5. One should cultivate right views

55

These dhamma first appear in the Ariauttara-nikava
which recounts Ananda's response to the Buddha concerning
the dhamma of the novices.
vices should be virtuous,

According to Ananda, the n o 
live with all sensations well

guarded, curb their words, be forest-dwellers, and have
right views.
the patimokkha

To be virtuous is to live in the restraint of
(the

fundamental rules of the O r d e r ) .

live with all sensations

To

well guarded is to be awake and

watch one's sensations with wisdom.

To curb one's words

is to restrain oneself from being talkative.

To be forest-

dwellers is to live secluded in the wilderness.

And, to

have a right view is to see things as they really are.

56

Having prepared oneself according to these d h a m m a .
a newly ordained monk should improve his conduct and
participate morally and virtuously with his monastic fel
lows.

The dhamma which will help the newly ordained monk

to achieve this is the dhamma for memorable conduct which
leads one only to prosperity.

Dhamma for memorable conduct

fsaranivadhamma)
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This dhamma is composed of the following precepts:
1. One should have good actions such as being merci
ful to one's fellow monks both in their presence and behind
their backs
2. One should have good words such as being merciful
in words such as teaching fellow monks with kindness
3. One should have a positive mentality such as
thinking only about beneficial things for other fellow monks
4. One should share things properly gained wi t h other
monks and novices in order to eliminate the sense of p o s 
session
5. One should preserve moral precepts as firmly as
other monks and avoid conducting oneself in a disgusting
manner
6 . One should share the same religious views with
other fellow monks and avoid conflict caused by different
. .
57
opinions
In his preaching and writing, Vajiranana added
nothing new to the Tipitaka.

He merely transmitted the

literal meanings of this dhamma to Buddhists.

The

saraniya-dhamma taught by the Buddha to his monks con
sists of six ways of being considerate:

amity in deeds

towards his fellows both openly and in private,

amity in

words towards his fellows both openly and in private,

amity

in thoughts toward his fellow both openly and in private,
sharing things gained properly with his fellows,

living a
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virtuous life with his fellows,

and having a common noble

CQ

v i e w with his fellows.
Through these d h a m m a . a monk will be loveable and be
able to live harmoniously with his monastic peers.

In

order to promote harmony within the monastery and improve
t h e relationship between monastic members, Vajiranana
also introduced another dhamma— the anarihariva-dhamma
(dhamma of welfare

for m o n k s ) .

Dhamma for the welfare of monks

(aparihariva-dhammat

This dhamma is divided into seven precepts:
1. Monks

should hold regular and frequent meetings

2. Monks

should meet together in harmony, disperse

in harmony,

and perform the business and duties of the Or

der in harmony
3. Monks

should introduce no revolutionary ordinance,

b r e a k up no established ordinance, but train themselves in
accordance with the prescribed training-rules
4. Monks should honour and respect those elders of
long experience,

the fathers and leaders of the Order,

and

d e e m t hem worthy of listening to
5. Monks should not fall under the influence of
arising craving
6 . Monks

should be delighted in forest retreats

7. Monks should establish themselves in mindfulness,
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wi t h good thoughts for the happiness of those disciplined
ascetics who have arrived and will arrive at the monastery

59
The aparihariyadhamma for monks was once preached by

the Buddha in order to secure and strengthen monastic u n i 
ty.

The Buddha decided to preach this dhamma to monks

after Vassakara-brahman had visited him in Rajagaha and
learned from him that as long as the Vajjians were united,
they could not be d e s t royed .60
In the monastery, monks are trained to live a v i r 
tuous and simple life.

In order to achieve this, monks

should practice the nathakarana-dhamma

(dhamma which

makes for protection).

Dhamma which makes for protection

(nathakaranadhamma )

This dhamma consists of sila
bahusacca

(good c o n d u c t ) ,

(great learning), kalavanamittata

pany) , sovacassata

(good com

(meekness), kirikaranivesu dakkhata

(willingness to give a helping h a n d ) , dhammakamata
of t r u t h ) , viriva

(love

(the effort to do good and avoid e v i l ) ,

santutthi

(contentment in living), sati

and panna

(wisdom, the ability to penetrate to the truth
61

of the nature of all t h i n g s ) .

(mindfulness),

The Buddha taught monks

to guard themselves well through the cultivation of ten
states:

monks should be virtuous, hear much, be friends
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with good people, be easy to speak to, be willing to u n 
dertake all monastic activities,

delight in d h a m m a . try

to abandon bad qualities and acquire good qualities, be
content with monastic life, possess mindfulness and good
memory,

and have the noble insight leading to the end of

s u f f e ring .62
In the Dhamma-vibhaga. Vajiranana

's exposition

of the monks' dhamma closely follows the Tipitaka, es
pecially, the Ariquttara-nikaya. with little deviation from
the classical Theravada norm.

In order to remind monks

of their duty to keep their dhamma strictly and carefully,
Vajiranana refers to another passage of the Anguttaranikava which presents monks' ethical precepts.

M o n k s ' Ethical Precepts

These precepts are the dhamma that monks should keep
r e membering:
1. I (as a monk)
must

thus

am different from lay people and

perform actions that are proper to me
2. I (as a monk)

depend on lay people

should be easy to

feed

3. I (as a monk)

for food and

should continue improving my actions

and words
4. I (as a monk)

should criticize myself with moral

precepts
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5. I (as a monk)

should be criticized with moral

precepts by those who are religiously knowledgeable
6. I

(as a monk) may depart from my beloved ones

7. I (as a monk) have my own k a m m a ; if I do good,
I shall have a good return, and vice versa
8. I

(as a monk)

should keep asking myself:

"As day

passes by, what am I doing?"
9. I (as a monk)

should keep asking myself:

"Am I

content with this quiet place?"
10. I (as a monk)
virtuous,

should keep asking myself:

"Am I

so that I may not feel embarrassed by being

questioned later?"

64

The Navakovada concludes its discussion of dhamma
for monks with the Vinava-pannatti. an exposition of the
227 monastic rules originally recorded the in Vinaya-pitaka
including rules prohibiting a monk from being a match-maker
and watching troops about to enter warfare.

65

Allowed for

lay people, these activities are improper for monks who are
the dhammic heirs of the Buddha, and, thus, are supposed to
be respected by lay people.

The transgression of these

monastic rules yields certain punishment by the Sangha.
For Vajiranana, monks differ from lay people by their
status as the dhammic heirs of the Buddha and by their
moral precepts which outnumber laity's according to the
Tipitaka.

Once, a person becomes monk, he is considered

sacred and holy as the third part of the Triple Gem.

Thus,
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monks should attempt, through their practice according to
the Vinaya,

to preserve and cultivate ideal monastic v i r 

tues in order to be respected by all people.

As we shall

see, Vajiranana's position differs from Buddhadasa who
focuses on an individual's virtue rather than his/her
office and status,

and he treats monks and lay people as

equal until they have proved their virtue by their own
deeds.
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Dharoipa as the Law of Nature

Dhamma as the Law of Nature,

for Vajiranana,

is the

dhamma which dominates and regulates all beings in the
universe.

Buddhism conceptualized this principle as the

Law of Dependent Origination

(paticcasamuppadat .

Vajira

nana interprets the Law of Dependent Origination as a fun
damental cause-and-effect principle underlying the whole
universe:

something (A) arises from their a cause

and whenever the cause
cannot arise.

(B) is eliminated, the thing (A)

For example,

feelings arise out of contact

with sense objects; and when contact is destroyed,
cannot arise.

(B),

feelings

This causal law of nature embodies the truth

of all phenomena that anything which possesses the nature
of birth also possesses the nature of destruction

(yam

kinci samudavadhammam sabbantam nirodhadhammamt .66
Thus, one should not become attached to phenomena since
they are changing and temporary,

should not regret their

changing nature, and should live a heedful life.
The classical Theravada formulation of the Law of
Dependent Origination consists of aviiia
sarikhara (mental formations), vinnana
nama-rupa

(ignorance),

(consciousness),

(mentality and corporeality), salavatana

s e n s e s ) , phassa

(six

(contact of the six-senses including con

sciousness with the six objects of s e nses), vedana
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(feelings), tanha (craving), upadana
bhava

(kammic existence), iati

(attachment),

(birth, the appearance of

the five aggregations), and a series of human suffering—
iara

(old-age), marana

parideva

(death), soka

(sorrow),

(lamentation), dukkha (pain), domanassa

(grief), and upavasa

(despair).

terpret these terms literally:

Vajiranana tends to in
birth is the birth of one's

body, death is the physical death; and old-age means phy
sical development from childhood to adulthood or the physical change from maturity to senility.

67

Vajiranana

sees paticcasamuppada as a process beginning with a viiia.
It causes sarikhara which was the cause of vinriana. and
so on.

This causal process ends at old-age and death.

Vajiranana also interprets aviiia as having no beginning
or origin.

68

According to Vajiranana, the causes of

things in the present exist in our previous lives and the
causes of our future life come from our present life.
Life, contends Vajiranana, does not end with death in this
world but is a continuous process through the past,
present,

and future .69

Beside the Law of Dependent Origination, the Law of
Nature,

for Vajiranana,

includes a basic natural element

(lokadhamma) which dominates all beings.

Lokadhammar

which is composed of labha

(loss), yasa

(fame), avasa

(gain), alabha

(obscurity), ninda

(praise), sukkha

(blame), pasansa

(happiness), and dukkha

(pain)

70
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affects human life and dominates all human beings who lack
wisdom and ability to see things as they really are.

These

natural elements enter human life through sensations and
dominate it as long as human beings are attached to them.
For example, dukkha

(pain) causes us trouble because we

become attached to the object of pain.

If we abandon all

objects of pain, we will, consequently, be free from all
pain.

Lokadhamma exists, then, only temporarily.

If we

understand the changing conditions of the attributes of
l okadhamma. we will not become attached to them or take
them too seriously, and, thus, will be free from their
influence.

Dhamma as the Nature of Truth

Speaking ontologically,

11dhamma 11 is the law of

nature, but speaking from an epistemological perspective,
it is the truth about the nature of things.
truth is classified into mundane truth
and supra-mundane truth

compounded things are changeable
suffering

(lokiva-dhamma)

(lokuttara-dhamma).

is the truth of compounded things

Dhamma as

Mundane truth

(sarikhata-dhamma) .

All

(anicca), subject to

(d ukkha) , and non-substantial

(anatta).

Supra-mundane truth is the truth of non-compounded things
(asarikhata-dhamma \ one of which is nibbana.

According

to Vajiranana, the truth of sankhata-dhamma is that mu n 
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dane things are subject to five sabhava-dhamma consisting
of corporeality

(rupa), feeling (vedana), perception

(sanna), mental formations
ness

(yinnaria) .

(sarikhara), and conscious-

Sarikhata-dhamma is always in the

process of birth, existing,

and deterioration.

Sarikhara

is a sarikhata-dhamma because it is formed, exists,

and

disappears according to time and place, and situation.
Mundane truth characterizes sarikhata-dhamma. Vajiranana
asserts, because compounded things are subject to causal
ity and change; and even non-mundane truths are partially
sarikhata-dhamma since they are differentiated into levels.
Only n i b b a n a . the supreme lokuttara-dhamma which
transcends the cycle of birth and death,

is asarikhata-

d h a m m a .^
According to the Buddha's teaching,
sarikhata-dhamma involves deterioration:

the nature of
all things which

come into being also cease to exist (varikinci samudavadhamman sabbantan n i rodha-dhamman).

73

Lokivadhamma

w hich characterizes sarikhata-dhamma does not encourage
human beings to escape from this world of birth and death
to n i b b a n a .

Thus, lokiva-dhamma is not the noble truth

which leads

to the destruction

of human defilements.

Lokuttara-dhamma. on the other hand, is the noble truth
which leads

to the destruction

of human defilements and the

74
attainment of ni b b a n a .
The meaning of dhamma as the Buddha's teaching e m 
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bodies or expresses the truth in its two aspects— lokivadhamma and lokuttaradhamma.

But the significance of

this epistemological dimension of dhamma is primarily
moral or spiritual.

In his article on the Dhammacakkappa-

v a t t a n a - s u t t a . Vajiranana emphasizes the value of the
1okuttaradhamma as the Noble Eightfold Path,
and n i b b a n a . the ultimate goal.

its results,

He demonstrates that the

Noble Eightfold Path leads to the rise of wisdom,
truction of defilements,

the de s 

and the knowledge of the absolute

truth; that is, the knowledge of the end of suffering and
n i b b a n a .75

Dhamma as Things in General

Throughout his writings, Vajiranana occasionally uses
the term dhamma in a neutral sense to refer to things in
general.

This kind of dhamma is amoral,

referring to a

state or thing that is neither good nor evil in itself
V6
(abyakata).

Dhamma as things in general is divided

roughly into corporeality

(rupa-dhamma) and mentality

(n a m a - d h a m m a t :
All dhamma which can be thoroughly seen b y the
eyes, heard by the ears, smelled by the nose, tasted
by the tongu^, or touched by the body, are called
rupadhamma.
and
Namadhamma are those elements which cannot be
seen by the eyes, heard by the ears, smelt by the nose,
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tasted b y the tongue,

or touched by the body.

78

These dhamma are objects of the senses and the mind
and are subject to the Law of Dependent Origination:

"As

to all dhamma which are created by causes, the Buddha has
explained the cause of the birth and death of those
dhamma (ve dhamma hetuooabhava tesam hetum Tathakato aha
[Vinaya.i.40])

79

Dhamma m

the sense of the things

of the phenomenal world is classified and characterized in
the A b h i d h a m m a .

While Vajiranana often seems to use

dhamma in this sense, this level of meaning of the term
is not the focus of systematic attention in his work.
Vajiranana utilizes various traditional meanings of
dhamma in his written work.

However,

on balance he seems

to emphasize the meaning of dhamma as the Buddha's moral
teachings rather than as the Law of Nature, things in
general,

or the nature of truth.

His emphasis on dhamma

as morality is consistent with his role as the head of the
Thai monastic order and his use of Buddhism to abet the
development of a modern nation state.

In short, d h a m m a .

for Vajiranana was perceived principally as the underpin
ning of the Thai nation as a moral community rather than as
a principle to challenge the attempt to understand its
essence.
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An Analysis of Vajiranana's Dhamma
In the Thai Social Context

Vajiranana's exposition of dhamma plays a signifi
cant role in Thai religious values and practices today.
It supports the monarchical system through its concept of
a righteous king; and it promotes nationalistic sentiments
through a concept of unity among Buddhists and gratitude
to the king.

Further,

it leads support to supernaturalism

in popular Thai Buddhism through its positive assertions
about life after death.

I turn now to survey the role of

Vajiranana's dhamma and its influence on Thai concepts
of kingship, nationality and nationalism,

and on the b e 

liefs and practices of Thai popular religion.

Thai Kingship

As already mentioned above, Vajiranana assisted
King Rama V's efforts to make Thailand a modern nation
state.

While Vajiranana obviously did not originate the

concept of Thai kingship, his exposition of dhamma sup
ports and strengthens the traditional view of the monarch
as set forth in the Trai Phum Phra Ruanq

(The Three

Worlds According to King Ruanqf , a Fourteenth-Century
treatise on cosmology and kingship.

In order to show how
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Vajiranana utilized the concept of kingship as presented
in the Sutta Pitaka and interpreted in the Trai Phum
Phra R u a n q . I will first discuss the concept of Thai
kingship in the Trai Phum Phra R u a n q . and then analyse
Vajiranana's exposition of dhamma as related to this
traditional Buddhist concept of kingship.
The Trai Phum Phra Ruanq was written in 1345 by
Phya Lithai,
dom.

a famous Buddhist king of the Sukhodaya King

It was originally intended to "make the Dhamma

more accessible to the laity,"

80

and to "strengthen his

[the king's] hold on the loyalty of his subjects."
These intentions were carried out through the portrayal of
the king as a b o d h i s a t t a . cakkavatti or dhammika-raia.
and Great Elect

(mahasammataf .

Phya Lithai portrayed

the king as having substantially more merit and a better
character than others in his kingdom.

The king was a

bodhisatta because he worked for others' welfare and pros
perity,

and, therefore, possessed more merit than other

citizens.
in

Ke was the Great Elect because

all the people

his land chose him to be their ruler:
They then consecrate the Lord Bodhisatta to be
their king by endowing him with three names; one name
is Great Elect, another name is Khattiya, and another
name is King.
The reason that he is called Great
Elect is because it is the people who appoint him to
be their superior.
The reason that he is called Khat
tiya is because the people agree to have him divide
the highland fields, the lowland fields, the rice, and
the water among them.
The reason that he is called
King is because he pleases the senses and the minds of
the people— thus he is called King for that reason.
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The Lord Bodhisatta is, in fact, a male; and the peo
ple raise him up to be king because they see that in
appearance he is more handsome than other people; that
he knows more than other people; that his mind is more
refined and kinder than the minds of other people; and
that his mind is more honest, more straightforward,
and more concerned with merit than the minds of other
people.
Seeing that this is the case, they then, for
that reason, appoint him to be their king, their lord,
and their leader.
The practice of calling h i m RKhattiya has continued in the tradition until now.
In addition to being the bodhisatta and the Great
Elect, the king is also the dhammika-raia or the cakkavatti.

The dhammika-raia is the king who adheres to

d h a m m a ; the cakkavatti is the king who rolls the wheel
(of d h a m m a ) or the Universal Monarch.

Phya Lithai wrote

that the cakkavatti always made great merit in acting
according to the d h a m m a . listening to the d h a m m a . and
preaching the dhamma to his people:
Those who have known the virtues of the Lord
Buddha, the Holy D h a m m a . and the Holy Sangha; and
those who have given alms, kept the precepts, and
practiced the meditation concerning loving kindness,
when they die, take their rebirth in heaven.
But
sometimes the result is that they are born to b e great
rulers and kings who have splendor and majesty, who
have a great and infinite number of attendants, and
whose conquest extends over the entire universe.
Any
or all words or orders that such a person says or u t 
ters, or anything he enforces, is generally in a c 
cordance with the d h a m m a . This person is one who is
called a great cakkavatti king.
Such a king has this kind of merit, and he often
had a strong desire to listen to the preaching of the
d h a m m a . He generally listens to the preaching of the
dhamma in the circles of the monks, the brahmin _
teachers, and the wise men who know the d h a m m a .
and
The great cakkavatti king knows merit and
d h a m m a . and teaches the people to know the d h a m m a ;
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it is just as if the Lord Buddha had been born and was
teaching the people to live according to the d h a m m a .
A t that time the great cakkavatti king then teaches
the rulers to live according to the d h a m m a . He then
speaks as follows:
"Let the rulers and kings observe
the ten dhammic.rules for kings, and do so without
ever ceasing."
All these qualities of a great king refer to Phya
Lithai himself:
Thus, he [Phya Lithai] took the title of Mahadhammaraja (Great dhamma K i n g ) , and later in his
reign he carried the Thai tradition of sacral king
ship still further by associating himself very direct
ly with the Bodhisatta ideal (the Bodhisatta is a fu
ture Buddha who has committed himself to the p erfec
tion of the great Buddhist virtues and to the task of
leading his fellow beings toward salvation) and even
with the figure of the fully realized Buddha.
In a
famous inscription he proclaims his own Bodhisatta vow
to work for the salvation of all beings.
The idea of a Buddhist king's being a b o d h i s a t t a .
Great elect,

and cakkavatti find support in the Buddhist

scriptures and commentaries.

In the A g ganna-sutta. the

Buddha told Vasettha, who was born a brahman but wanted
to be ordained by the Buddha, that the first king of human
beings was the Great Elect:
Chosen by the whole people, Vasettha, is what is
meant by Maha Sammata; so Maha Sammata (the Great
Elect) was the first standing phrase to arise (for such
a o n e ) . Lord of the Fields is what is meant by Khattiya; so Khattiya (Noble) was the next expression to
arise.
He charms the others by the Norm— by what ought
(to charm)— is what is meant by Raja; so this was the
third standing phrase to arise.
Thus the Norm, Vasettha, was the origin of this
social circle of the Nobles, according to the ancient
primordial phrases (by which they were k n o w n ) . Their
origin was from among those very beings, and no others;
like unto themselves, not unlike; and it took place
according to the Norm (according to what ought to be,
j u s t i f y ) , not unfittingly.
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Buddhaghosa added that the Great Elect was also the
bodhisatta when he interpreted this passage of the
Ag g a n n a - s u t t a ;
When beings had come to an agreement in this way
in this aeon, firstly this Blessed Cne himself, who
was then the Bodhisatta (Being Due to be Enlightened),
was the handsomest, the most comely, the most honoura
ble, and was clever and capable of exercising the ef
fort of restraint.
They approached him, asked him,
and elected him.
Since he was recognized (sammata)
by the majority (maha-iana) he was called Mahas a m m a t a . since he was lord of the fields (khetta)
he was called Khattiya (warrior n o b l e ) . Since he pro
moted others' good (ranieti) righteously and equitably
he was a king (raja). This is how he came to be
known by these names.
For the Bodhisatta himself is
the first man concerned in any wonderful innovation in
the world.
So after the Khattiya circle had been
established by making the Bodhisatta the first in this
way, the Brahmans and the other castes were founded
in due succession.
Portraying the king as the Great Elect, the Tipitaka
also calls him cakkavatti.

In the Cakkavatti-Sihanada

S u t t a n t a . the Buddha recounted the story of a king who
to l d his son about the noble duty of a wheel-turning
monarch

(cakkavatti) :

This, dear son, that thou, leaning on the Norm
(the Law of truth and righteousness) honouring, res
pecting and revering it, doing homage to it, hallowing
it, being thyself a Norm-banner, a Norm-signal, having
the Norm as thy master, shouldst provide the right
watch, ward, and protection for thine own folk, for
the army, for the nobles, for vassals, for brahmins,
and householders, for town and country dwellers, for
the religious world, and for beasts and birds.
Throughout thy kingdom let no wrongdoing prevail.
And
whosoever in thy kingdom is poor, to him let wealth be
given.
The duty of the cakkavatti described here is the
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moral quality or dhamma of a great good king.

In the

J a t a k a . one can find the detailed description of the
dha m m ika-raia's ten moral qualities.

In the Mahahamsa-

i a t a k a . King Samyama of Benares once trapped the Bodhi
satta Dhatarattha, who had been born as a Golden Goose,
his queen.

After being taken to the king's palace,

for

the

bodhisatta was released and conversed with the king who
declared his dasa-rai adhamma:
I mark the span of life, 0 bird, how quickly it
is sped.
And, standing fast in virtues ten, the next
world never dread.
Almsgiving, justice, penitence,
meek spirit, temper mild, peace, mercy, patience, cha
rity, with morals undefiled.
These graces firmly
planted in my soul are clear to see, whence springs
rich harvest of great joy and happiness for me.
In Thai Buddhism, these ten moral duties have cha
racterized the attributes of the dhammic king since the
Sukhodayan period

(ca. Thirteenth Century).

S. J. Tambiah

states that the Buddhist concept of kingship from the Su
khodayan and Ayutthayan periods to the Nineteenth Century
allows equating the cakkavatti and the b o d h isatta. and
the ten duties of the dhammic king.

90

According to

Tambiah, the Thai king has always identified himself with
the bodhisatta in order to assert his dhammic achievements and has been identified by others in the same way.

91

Vajiranana accepted and emphasized this view which
identified the king with the Great Elect, the b o d h i s a t t a .
and the cakkavatti.

He asserted that the king was the

head and the leader of all human beings:
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The King arises from the majority's election in
order to regulate human community— The King is the
head of the majority.
He leads all the administra
tions as the head is the leader of the whole body: the
body can function well because its activities follow
the command issued from the head.
Without the head,
the whole body collapses.
Similarly, human society
needs the King.
Without the King, all administrative
departments cannot work with each other.
The King is
the center of the administrative system; his power
connects all administrative functions together and en
courages them to do their duties.
We can unite into
this kingdom because we have the king as our ruler;
and each of us does his/her duty under the king as all
differentqgrgans do their duties under the command of
the head.
Vajiranana argues further that the legitimate power
and glory of the king as the head of human community were
the outcome of his previous meritorious deeds.

93

He em

phasized that those who conducted themselves according to
the dhamma would be protected and supported by the dham
ma.

Vajiranana interpreted dhamma especially to high

light the virtue and moral qualities of the king:
Though the term dhamma conveys several meanings,
I, however, choose to present it in two meanings:
purabakara-dhamma (dhamma practiced for others in
the first p l a c e ) , and patikara-dhamma (dhamma prac
ticed in response to others'moral deeds).
Purabakaradhamma is the duty of the superior to the inferior.
Patikara-dhamma is the duty of the inferior to the
superior.
The purabakara-dhamma and patikara-dhamma
form a good relationship between parents and children,
teacher and student, king and his people, and religious
founder and his followers.
Here, I want to illustrate
the dhamma of the king and his people.
The king who
loves his people and practices the dasarai adhamma is
the dhammikaraia and the beloved of his people, like a
good father who is the beloved of his children.
The
people should be grateful and loyal to their king.
They should do their duty, have a good livelihood, and
offer a part of theirg income to the king through a
faithful tax-payment.
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Vajiranana's strong support of the Thai monarchical
system led h i m to emphasize attributes of dhamma asso
ciated with traditional Buddhist kingship as found in the
Sutta literature and the classical Thai literature.

His

interpretations of dhamma referred frequently to the
moral qualities and practices of Kings Rama V and VI as
the center of the nation,

functioning as protectors of

dhamma because they embody the d a s araiadhamma.

Thus,

Vajiranana describes Rama V's virtue in terms of these
ten classical moral qualities.

The king always contri

buted to public welfare and took care of his subjects
by such activity as giving everyone rice, water,

and

clothing and establishing alms-houses for poor people.
These activities were the first virtue of the king, d a n a .
as described in the dasaraiadhamma.

Rama V's second v i r 

tue, s i l a . can be seen in his strict observation of the
Five Precepts:

abstinence from killing,

from committing adultery,
ing intoxicated.

from stealing,

from false speech,

His third virtue, pariccagari. is his

universal generosity.

His fourth virtue, aiiavari. is

his sincerity and trustworthiness.

He never expressed

ill-will towards his friends and relatives.
virtue, maddavan,

and from b e 

His fifth

is his modesty and humility.

Whenever

he w as reasonably opposed by anyone, he reconsidered his
own ideas and was ready to improve his way of thinking.
Furthermore, he always behaved respectfully towards monks.
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His sixth virtue,

t a p o . is his attempt to provide peace

and happiness to all of his subjects in his kingdom.

His

seventh virtue, a k k o d h o . is his restraint of anger to 
wards anyone in his kingdom.

His eighth virtue,

avihimsa.

is his moderation in punishment and in taxation for fear
of troubling his people.

His ninth virtue, k h a n t i . is

his tolerance of criticism, destructive comments, personal
suffering,

and his relatives' misconduct.

The last v i r 

tue of the dasarai adhamma Rama V posssessed,

av i r o d h a n a n .

was his calmness and indifference to all pleasure and pain
caused by others.

Because of his perfection of the dasa

rai a - d h a m m a . Vajiranana argues, Rama V was worthy of being respected by his grateful people.

95

Rama VI, the successor of Rama V also possessed the
dasarai a d h a m m a .

Accord., ng to Vajiranana, he improved

the country and supported the welfare of his people
through his virtue and righteousness.

He developed

national agriculture by having many canals excavated for
w a t e r traffic and improved water resources for the whole
country.

He also had waste-land developed into productive

agricultural areas.

96

In order to justify revering the

king, Vajiranana referred to the Buddha's words in the
Diaha-nikava praising four groups of noble people as
worthy of a monument:

the Buddha

(the Fully Enlightened

One who preached to humank i n d ) , the pacceka-buddha

(the

individually Enlightened One who did not preach to human-
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k i n d ) , the arahat
and the cakkavatti

(the enlightened disciple of the Buddha),
97

(the righteous universal m o n a r c h ) .

In the Dasarai adhamma-carivadikatha. which was presented
at the coronation of Rama VI, Vajiranana observed that
there were two kinds of people born in this world to give
happiness and support to all beings, both deities and human
98

beings— the Buddha and the cakkavatti.

In response

to the king's beneficent leadership, Thai citizens must
serve and be loyal to the king.

Their duty will vary

according to their position and capacity to be sure.
For example,

99

civil servants should be faithful in working,

be industrious, and avoid corruption; common people should
obey the law, be industrious, pay their taxes regularly,
follow the ruler's policy, and willingly serve all state
a f f a irs .1 0 0

Since Vajiranana identified the king with the

state as he was the center, the pillar,

and the owner of

the state in the monarchic system, being loyal to the king
was also being loyal to the state.

This obligation of lo

yalty to the king and the state is at the heart of Vajiranana's application of dhamma to modern Thai nationalism.

Vajiranana's Concept of Dhamma
And Thai Nationalism

A sense of Thai national identity and nationalism
was cultivated by Rama VI

(King Vajiravudh)

as described
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in the previous chapter.

By Thai national identity,

Rama VI meant all who were born Thai in the community which
called itself "Thai,"

101

and regarding nationalism,

the

king demanded loyalty to the Thai nation, to the religion
(here, Buddhism), and to the king, which included fighting
to protect these three institutions from all enemies.

102

Rama Vi's political ideology based on the unity of the
Thai nation and the concept of the holy war,

"to fight for

2Q3
the right,"

^
had a remarkable influence on Vajiranana's

exposition of d h a m m a .
While Vajiranana was working with Rama V and Rama VI,
he emphasized the meaning of dhamma as social and p o l i 
tical unity.

Stephen J. Zack notes that unity or harmony

(samaggi) was a major element in Vajiranana's social
ideal.

104

The meaning of dhamma as unity

(the samaqgi-

d h a m m a ) . was first preached by Vajiranana during the
reign of Rama V

(King Chulalongkorn), probably in order to

eliminate dissension among Thai officers during the period
of Thai modernization.

Vajiranana argued that human beings

and animals can survive only when the four elements,
water,

earth,

air and fire, united with each other and worked for

everyone's mutual benefit.

Whenever the four elements were

in conflict, all sentient beings would die.

In like manner

only when people unite with one another can happiness and
prosperity be attained.

105

During the reign of Rama V, Vajiranana's interpreta-
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tion of dhamma emphasized the positive meaning of unity.
Dhamma was depicted as the basis of Thai solidarity in
order to develop the country for the sake of all, but not
as the means to fight the enemies of the country.

During

the reign of Rama VI, samaggidhamma was interpreted to
m e a n the unity of the Thai force against the enemies of
the Thai nation and as a means to discriminate non-Thais
from Thais.

Vajiranana used samaggidhamma in this sense

as a means to encourage the people to have pride in their
nation and national identity through his interpretation
of Thai history and in his application of the term to Thai
social, political and religious contexts.

For example,

in

Right is R i g h t . Vajiranana praises the country of Siam
and its glory in history:
Later on, India became an unsuitable place for
the Buddhist religion.
Because the Buddhists became
weak and were unable to withstand other religions, it
became necessary for them (the Buddhists) to move to
other countries, including our own, where they have
been able to maintain their position to this day.
Siam is a suitable place for the freedom of the
Thai Nation which has been maintained throughout
several generations, and though we have at times suf
fered from invasion by other nations we have always
succeeded in re-establishing our indepedence; also,
even when neighbouring countries which used to be our
antagonists in war [Burma and Cambodia] have fallen
under the domination of other nations, yet have we been
able to maintain our own independence.
Because Siam
is a suitable place for us, coupled with the love we
have for our country and the courage and determination
with which we have defended her, she is also a suitable
place for the Buddhist church which exists side by side
with the Royal Dominion with the King as Defender of
the Faith.
Vajiranana further elaborates that living in a
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"suitable place" is not enough to ensure wealth and success
for oneself or others; one also needs to be a patirupakari

(one w h o acts in a manner suitable to circumstances).

In Vajiranana's hands the Buddha becomes an example of a
patirupa-kari:
The Lord always acted in a manner suitable to
circumstances, considering the good of the Faith before
all else, and when the proper time came, permitted the
"Sarigha" to become paramount in the management of
religious affairs.
In instituting the "Vinaya"
(Ecclesiastical Code of laws for governing the c l e r g y ) ,
the Lord established each article according t o some
cause to start with, and subsequently made modifica
tions to suit both time and place, and finally, just
before His demise, the Lord gave permission to the
Sangha to abrogate such minor.clauses as may be found
necessary to "be eliminated."
Vajiranana introduced the concept of the patirupakari and referred to the Buddha as one who adapts a
"suitable practice," in order to justify his own adapta
tion of dhamma to the cause of Thai nationalism.

During

the reign of Rama V, Vajiranana's interpretation of the
Buddha's dhamma was consistent with that reign's emphasis
on religious knowledge and moral discipline.

During

Rama Vi's time, however, Vajiranana emphasized rather the
political and nationalistic sense of d h a m m a . i.e.,
samaggidhamma.

This shift in Vajiranana's position is

obvious in his exposition of the Buddhist First Precept.
During the time of Chulalongkorn, Vajiranana interpreted
the First Precept's prohibition against taking life as
the preservation of both humans and animals in all situa-
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tions:
All beings, both human beings or animals, nor
mally love their life.
They are afraid of being hurt
or killed.
The Buddha thus prescribed the First Pre
cept in order to prohibit the killing of human beings
and animals whether done by a person him/herself or bv
persuading others to do it.
Religious teachings must aim at public utility.
They should not be applied only to a certain group,
but should aim at the happiness of all.
If two coun
tries such as Thailand and Burma hold to the same re
ligion, such religion should teach both parties to be
peaceful and avoid killing each other.
It must not
encourage either party to enter warfare.
If a religion
adopts this role, it will be useful to its fol
lowers .

This exposition of the First Precept prohibits kil
ling in all situations,
a war.

including killing enemies during

During the reign of Vajiravudh, on the other hand,

Vajiranana's exposition of the First Precept took a more
nationalistic tone.

In Right is R i g h t , Vajiranana empha

sizes the crucial role of "Right [Dhamma]" in moral acts:
All wise men who have been religious teachers
have therefore always taught men to do right.
Rulers
uphold Right and repress Wrong.
Those who do wrong,
who do injury unto others, who rob others of their
lawful possessions who commit adultery, or who practise
deceptions, are punished, which is like extracting a
thorn with another thorn.
The infliction of punish
ment may not (in a philosophical sense) be considered
a true Right; but to inflict punishment in accordance
with some previously enacted law in order to repress
wrong doing is called Yukti-Dharma ("Right by Usage,"
in other words, "Justice"), that is to say Right by
enactment, forming part of the Policy of Governance,
which is the duty of a ruler to uphold.
Great Monarchs
naturally hold Right in great reverence and had Right
as the standard leading them in their kingly ways.
The Self-Enlightened Buddhas of all the three times
(Past, Present, and Future) also revered Right.
Here, Vajiranana argues that "right

(dhamma)" is the
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highest moral discipline and should be most highly re
vered.

Any method, war or peace,

achieve "right (dhamma)."

can be used in order to

On the grounds of this p rin

ciple Vajiranana proceeds to justify Rama Vi's declaration
of war in order to preserve "right":
Your Majesty has broken off friendly relations
with and declared war on the Empires of Germany and
Austria-Hungary in the name of the Kingdom of Siam, and
has put an end to peace, because you desire to uphold
International Rights.
When one considers the holy
saying, "When Right is in question, Wealth, Limbs, and
even Life itself, all must be sacrificed should the
occasion so demand it," any other policy is thereby
practically forbidden.
In this situation, Vajiranana considered warfare
legitimate and morally appropriate in accordance with the
Buddha's teaching.

Unlike his earlier exposition of the

First Precept, here, Vajiranana does not call for peace,
love, and mercy towards other beings.

Rather, he praises

Rama Vi's policy to preserve "right" even though it be ac
complished through the loss of one's life and/or others'.
That Vajiranana's exposition of the First Precept
became more relaxed was probably due to Rama Vi's attitude.
In an address to the Wild Tiger Corps, the king tried to
rationalize his participation in World War I:
But there are some individuals or classes of
individuals in Siam who, even though they fully under
stand that it is a political necessity for Siam to join
the war this time, yet still feel somewhat troubled in
their conscience, or in other words they have some re
ligious scruples because they consider that we are a
Buddhist nation; when it is so clear that the first of
the five "silas" expressedly forbids slaughter, would
it not be against the Buddhist religion to go to war
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which, in the beginning, the middle, and the end, all
consists of killing fellow men?
Many speak like this
on account of their imperfect knowledge of the broad
ness of the Buddhist religion, while others really know
but pretend not to know for some personal reasons which
we will not go into here.
In order to ease our own
conscience, let everyone of us who are Buddhists tell
ourselves that going to war this time is, to adopt an
old woman's phraseology, "No Sin." And why is it "no
sin?"
Because we go to war in defence of Right rDham
ma ~|. If there was no Right there would be no Reli
gion.
If there was no Right we could not exist as
nations, as communities, or even as households.
This
pri^j|ple is so important that w e have to fight for

it .

That Vajiranana's interpretation of dhamma in its
socio-political dimension reflects the view of Rama VI
illustrates the fact that Thai Sangha, which Vajiranana
headed as its Supreme Patriarch, was subject to and worked
under the policy of the state headed by the king.

The

Sangha supported the state in legitimating public policy,
in this case a declaration of war on grounds considered
to be consistent with the Buddhadhamma.

Neither King nor

Patriarch seriously address the question of whether their
position in this case conflicts with the moral teachings of
the Buddha the First Precept.

Their position seems to deny

the Buddhist truth that all beings love life, and are not
to be hurt or killed by others; and that consequently,
should be merciful and helpful to others.

one

Nor do they ad

dress the inconsistency of their view of dhamma in this
instance with the basic law of dhammic morality that to do
good is to think,
method,

speak, and act with good intention, good

and good result.

Dhamma in the sense of the
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B u d d h a ’s moral teachings takes the means of an action as
seriously as its result:
arises,

whenever an intention of killing

the action is considered demeritorious.

Thus,

V ajiranana's exposition of dhamma in the nationalistic
ethos of Rama VI is an innovation in Buddhist morality un 
der the guidance of state policy.
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Vajiranana's Interpretation of Dhamma
And Popular Thai Buddhism

Though Vajiranana's position concerning the Buddha's
dhamma is normative, he did not object to popular beliefs
and practices regarding the supernatural powers of deities,
spirits,

and their influence on human life.

He even led

and participated in the Brahman and Buddhist ceremonies of
the royal court in order to glorify the monarchic status
and power and allowed Thai Buddhists to practice their
popular religion at their convenience.
discuss Vajiranana's works in two areas:

Here,

I will

his religious

activities concerning Buddhist rituals and ceremonies,
and his expositions of dhamma which support popular Thai
Buddhism.

Vajiranana's Attitude toward
Buddhist Rituals and Ceremonies

Vajiranana's attitude toward Buddhist rituals and
ceremonies is based on several assumptions:

that spirits

and deities literally exist, that spirits and deities have
a supernatural protective power over good people and des
tructive power over bad ones, that the king possesses a
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sacred power derived from his former meritorious deeds
which make him superior to all other human beings, and that
the universe exists and develops as defined by the Buddhist
cosmology.

For Vajiranana, hell is located in the center

of the earth; human beings, animals, and certain kinds of
inferior deities and spirits live on earth ruled by the
king; superior deities live in heaven located somewhere in
the sky, and life proceeds in cycles between birth and
death within the three realms— hell, the human realm, and
heaven— until nibbana is realized.
Generally, Vajiranana did not interpret words like
"deity," "spirit," "heaven," and "hell," symbolically.

He

took all these terms literally,

following the interpreta

tion laid down by Buddhaghosa.

Vajiranana's understanding

of deities and spirits as specific beings different from
humans and animals can be seen in his explanation of the
four types of birth:
1. Womb-born creatures

(jaJLabuja) such as human

beings, dogs, and cats are born with a full body and live
on their mother's milk during their earliest days
2. Egg-born creatures

(antaja.) such as chickens,

ducks, and birds are born covered in a shell
3. Moisture-born creatures

(sajnsedaja) such as

worms are born in slime and fermented substances
4. Apparition-born creatures

(opapatika)

such as

spirits and deities are born spontaneously from their kam-
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mic power

112

This explanation is based on Dicrha-nikava.i.230. and
Mai ihima-nikava♦i .7 3. which stipulate these four kinds of
birth.
Since deities and spirits do not. have physical bodies
like human beings, Vajiranana believed that their spiritual
power is superior to that of ordinary human beings.

Since

he led and performed the court ceremonies which upheld the
protective power of deities and all spiritual beings, he
expressed an attitude that seems to agree with popular
beliefs and practices:
Behold all deities, giants, divine musicians,
great serpents and the four divine protectors of the
world:
Dhatarattha, Virulhaka, Virupakkha, and Kuvera;
the powerful god Indra who possesses divine ears and
divine eyes, and was born in a divine golden castle;
all deities who stay on earth, in the trees, and in the
air; all deities in the six heavens of sensual
pleasures and in the sixteen planes; the Gods Siva and
Vishnu; the gods of the Nine Planets, of the Twelve
Zodiacs, and of the Seven Days of the week; all gods
who protect the city, the Royal Palace, and the Throne.
May all you assemble in this Hall, listen to the sermon
which is the Buddha's teaching of truth, observe the
Five Precepts, and receive the two royal offerings:
amisa-bali such as incense sticks, candles, perfume,
flowers, and delicious food which the king has prepared
for this offering, and dhamma-ball; that is, all the
meritorious deeds the king performs in this Coronation
Ceremony such as the homage to the Triple Gem; the of
fering of robes, food, and necessary utensils for.
monks; and the offering of dhamma to all deities.
In this instance Vajiranana calls on all the powerful
deities to witness the ceremony and to receive the royal
offerings so that they will protect the king and the city
in return.

The belief in divine power that can interfere
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with human life is prevalent in popular Thai Buddhism and
is an even more potent belief than the doctrine of kamma
which emphasizes the inexorable consequences of meritorious
and demeritorious deeds.

The role of deities and spirits

interfering with human life qualifies the meaning of the
law of kamma because intentionality is deemphasized,

and

good deeds are considered less important than the attempt
to please spirits and deities in order to gain their favour
and assistance.
Vajiranana's acceptance of the superhuman and sacred
power of supernatural beings is consistent with his respect
for the king's power.

This belief can be found in his

teachings on the dhammika-raia. the cakkav a t t i . the
Great Elect, and the bodhis a t t a . as discussed earlier.
Furthermore, he referred frequently to the king's power as
"p a r a m i ." stages of the b o d h i s a t t a 's moral perfection
in his path towards the Buddhahood.

Vajiranana preached

that the king was the head of human society and the ruler
of the human realm according to the Buddhist cosmology.
Because of his distinctive merit in his previous lives, he
was superior to all human beings, although he was inferior
to deities and Buddhist saints from whom he asked for pro
tective power and blessings.

Vajiranana believed,

none

theless, that the king, the queen, and the prince held the
1 1 /

status of sammati-deva

(god by convention).

Thus,

they should be treated with the high respect accorded
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sacred beings.
For Vajiranana,

all beings are subject to the law of

kamma that leads them to rebirth in heaven, hell,
human world according to their deeds.

or the

The cycle of life,

w i t h i n the three realms, according to one's kamma ceased
wh e n one attained n i b b a n a .

Vajiranana portrayed the

realm of heaven as a luxurious place full of pleasure and
all kinds of entertainment.
contrast,

115

The realm of hell, by

is a horrible and fearful place where its deni

zens are tortured and punished according to their previous
evil k a m m a .

1 1 fi

Vajiranana's concepts of heaven and

hell are supported b y some parts of the Tipitaka,

especial

ly the Anguttara-nikava which explicates the relationship
between good kamma and a splendid life in heaven.

As B.

C . Law o b s e r v e s ,
The Anguttara-nikava furnishes a good deal of
information about the meritorious deeds qualifying men
to be translated to the various regions of heaven.
The
Enlightened One tells Sariputta on one occasion:
"He
who practises charity without freeing himself from the
taint of selfishness, being attached to the object of
charity, hoping for wealth and enjoyment in after-life,
in consequence of such charity, after death will be
reborn in the heaven of the Catummaharajika gods.
Those among the Catummaharajikas, the Tusitas, Yamas,
Tavatimsas, the Nimmanaratis and the Paranimmitavasavattins who have acquired strong faith in the Buddha,
the Dhamma and the Sangha, may be said to have a c 
quired the state of So t a p a n n a . They are not liable
to fall into hell and are destined to atta in,s ambodh i
(Ariquttara N i k a v a . Vol. Ill, pp. 332-333) ."-117
Though the Tipitaka states that one should perform
a good deed without desire for its good result, passages
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like the one above tended to promote a tendency to act with
the expectation of a kammic reward.

Also, the Buddhist

commentaries and later texts encourage people to do good
in order to gain a good material result:
The Dhammaoada Commentary relates some stories
about the heavens like those narrated in the Petavatthu Commen t a r y . There is a reference to Mahakassapa absorbed in n irodha-samapatti. On the
seventh day he got up from the samapatti and went out
for alms.
A woman guarding a paddy field, offered to
Mahakassapa the fried rice which she was taking for
her husband.
Owing to this meritorious deed, she was
reborn in the Tavatimsa heaven in a golden mansion e x 
tending over 30 yojanas (Vol. Ill, pp. 6-7).
The Tipitaka and its commentaries contrast the p i c 
ture of heaven

(sagga) with that of hell

fnir a y a ) in

order to encourage people to do good which brings about
heaven as their reward, and to avoid evil, which leads
one to hell as one's punishment.

In the Anguttara-nikava.

the Buddha gives a horrifying picture of hell as a warning
against evil deeds:
Thereupon, monks, the warders of Purgatory tor
ture him with the fivefold pinion.
They drive a hot
iron pin through each hand and foot and a fifth through
the middle of his breast.
Thereat he suffers grievous,
violent, sharp and bitter agonies, but he makes not an
end until that evil deed of his has been worked out.
Then the warders of Purgatory lay him down and
plane him down with adzes.
Thereat he suffers
grievous, violent, sharp and bitter agonies, but he
makes out not an..end until that evil deed of his has
been worked out.
The Buddhist commentaries also portrayed the horror
and suffering of life in hell:
According to Buddhaghosa, a sinner is made to
lie down on his back and his body becomes three leagues
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(long) in hell.
Iron spears are then passed through
his right hand palm, his left hand palm, right and left
legs and the chest.
He is struck with a big axe, pr o 
fuse blood flows from the wounds which are moreover
burnt by fire issuing out of the iron floor.
The sin
ner is cut into six or eight pieces (Manorathapurani.
Sinhalese edition, p. 207).
The niravapalas referred
to above are officers of hell who
out the orders
of Yama (Manorathapurani. p. 405).
The concepts of pleasure in heaven and suffering in
hell figure prominently in Vajiranana's interpretation of
the funeral ceremony and merit-making for the dead.

In

ceremonies for the dead, Vajiranana taught that family and
relatives should make merit, especially by offering food
and gifts to monks, and dedicate it to the dead so that
the power of merit would send the dead to a better realm
such as heaven or rescue him/her from the suffering in
h e l l .121

Vajiranana's seemingly literal interpretations

of heaven and hell, kammic retribution, and the funeral
ceremony as a means to achieve a specific religious goal
through the transference of merit to the dead, rebirth in
heaven,
ference,

and monks as the best medium for merit trans122

fit well with popular Buddhist beliefs and

practices in Thailand today.

Thai Buddhists like to make

merit on holy days and other special occasions in order
to accumulate merit for themselves or transfer it to their
deceased relatives.

They believe that their merit will

yield them material prosperity such as wealth,

fame, and

life in heaven, that their transferred merit will rescue
their deceased relatives from suffering in the world be 
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yond,

and that their merit-making will yield the most ef

fective result if it is done through monks.

Vajiranana's

support of these popular ceremonies and practices is also
reflected in his expositions of d h a m m a .

Vajiranana's Dhamma
And Its Relation to Popular Thai Buddhism

For Vajiranana, the dhamma means the Buddha's
teaching,

in the sense of sacred words which represent the

absolute truth preached by the Buddha and transmitted to
others by monks who are his dhammic heirs.

At the con

clusion of his "Public Administrative Policy," presented
on the Fortieth Anniversary of Rama V's Coronation, V a j i 
ranana took the position that the Triple G e m (the Buddha,
the Dhamma,

and the Sangha) had a sacred miraculous pro

tective power which could save the king and the nation
from all harm.
Dhamma,

X23

a/
Vajiranana viewed the Buddha, the

and the Sangha as having an equivalent sacredness.

The Buddha was a super-human being who had accumulated
various moral virtues in his previous lives.
fected in dana

(charity), sila

(renunciation), panna
khanti

(resolution), metta
(equanimity).

(morality), nekkhamma

(wisdom), viriva

(tolerance), sacca

He was p e r 

(effort),

(truthfulness), adhitthana

(loving-kindness), and upekkha

Before he was born as Prince Siddhattha,
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he had been born a deity m

the Tusita Heaven.

of the Buddha's previous lives,

124

Stories

furthermore, enhance the

supernatural qualities of the Buddha.

Vajiranana's as

sertion of the sacred nature of the Buddha fits well with
the popular worship and belief in the power and sacredness
of the Buddha's image, Buddha relics, and Buddha foot
prints, prevailing among Thai Buddhists today.
According to Vajiranana,

the Dhamma the Buddha

preached was equally sacred and was the only Truth.

Thus,

whenever Vajiranana spoke of d h a m m a . he meant exclusive
ly the dhamma of the Buddha, not of other religious
founders:
Those who are well cultivated are called dhammacari or the followers of the d h a m m a ♦ They will not
turn to a d h a m m a . They will hold fast to Buddhism.
They must not devote themselves to other religions,
for example, they must not profess Christianity (khao
reet).
Vajiranana's usage of dhamma in such a specific
sense,

i.e., the dhamma of the Buddha only, points to the

Buddha's dhamma as the only way to salvation.
denies the universality of d h a m m a .

This usage

It makes the Buddha's

dhamma sacred and superior to all other natural things
and beings.

Vajiranana praised the sacredness of dhamma

by referring to its power which made its holiness known to
all levels of heaven, and to its proclamation by the Budno/:

dha which illuminated the ten thousand worlds.

Vaji

ranana's emphasis on the sacredness and exclusive salvi-
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fic power of the Buddha's dhamma supported popular belief
in the sacred power of dhamma as uttered by monks and the
power of mantras and gathas to protect one from danger,
to cure disease,

to obtain blessing,

and to bring luck.

For Vajiranana, monks, as members of the Sangha,
were sacred and holy because they were the dhammic heirs
of the Buddha.

Moreover, monks possessed several d i s 

t inguished moral qualities and qualifications.
example, monks were of good conduct
w orthy of offerings

12 7

(supatinanno) , were

fdakkhinevvo1) , and were an incom

parable field of merit
lokassa).

For

(anuttaram punnakkhettam

Vajiranana likened monks to good soil in

which people sowed their seed and which would yield good
fruit in return; monks,

in other words, were holy people

to w h om offerings would bring about a great meritorious
result.

12 8

The sacredness and holiness of monks are well

accepted in popular Thai Buddhism.

Thai people generally

believe that monks possess the sacred power of healing,
blessing,

and predicting the future.

To them the Triple

G em is not primarily a symbolic threefold refuge which
reminds Buddhists to do good and avoid evil.
trary,

On the c o n 

it has a sacred power which can protect those who

v enerate it and make their wishes come true.
In summary, Vajiranana's concept of dhamma reflects
particularly the Buddha's teachings.

Though he emphasizes

dhamma as the Buddha's teachings, his exposition of
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dhamma in this meaning possesses some special characteris
tics which can be seen in his own dhammic teachings and
his reference to the Thai contexts.
First, Vajiranana's teaching about dhamma did not
challenge popular Thai Buddhism because of what we have
characterized as his literal, external,
interpretation of the term.

and exclusive

The dhamma in the literal

sense means the words of the Buddha as handed down in the
Pali canon, and Buddhaghosa1s commentaries.
terms have a literal signification.
like "heaven," "hell," and "deity,"

Particular

For example, words
(devata) refer to

actual places or supernatural beings.
explanation of the B u d d h a ’s teachings

Furthermore, his
(d hamma) adheres

faithfully to the scriptures and the commentaries.
dhamma of katannukatavedi
for instance,

The

(gratitude and reciprocation),

is to be practiced by Buddhists by being

good providers to monks such as offering them food or
o ther necessities, donating money to repair the temple,
conducting themselves according to the dhamma

(the Buddha's

teachings recorded in the Tipitaka), introducing dhamma to
others,

etc.

129

/y

Vajiranana did not examine the type of

m o n k whom one should support.

He simply accepted the con

cept of the monk as presented in the Buddhist scriptures
and commentaries as descriptive of monks during his time.
Vajiranana's presentation of the monk in these literal
terms strengthened the popular Buddhist view that monks
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were ideal and holy people who were superior to the laity.
In popular Buddhism, monks' words and ritual performance
are held to be sacred and effective regardless of their
character.
Secondly, Vajiranana's literalness in his under
standing of dhamma tended toward an external/physical
interpretation of terms.
worlds

For example, the four lower

(apaya), hell, the realm of beasts,

realm of

hungry ghosts, and the realm of demons, were four physical
worlds of suffering existing somewhere outside the human
world,

and the peta was the wandering being who physical-

ly had a deformed body, was severely hungry,

and so on.

130

Similarly, his interpretation of the paticcasamuppada p r e 
sented only the external meanings of the terms "jati
(birth)," "iara

(old-age)," and "marana

(death ) " . 1 3 1

Accordingly paticcasamuppada meant particularly the d e 
pendent co-arising which occurred through several physical
life-spans.

If Vajiranana had interpreted its meaning

spiritually, or symbolically, paticcasamuppada might be
seen as an interpretation of ones existence in a more p r o 
found ontological and moral sense.

Jati then becomes a

spiritual birth which includes the birth of anger,

love,

and all kinds of human mental activities and feelings;
old age a spiritual and mental development which included
the growth of love, and hatred; and death as the end or
the cessation of all these mental activities and feelings.
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Because paticcasamuppada was presented as an external/
physical process,

its cyclical nature was emphasized, the

rolling from the human world to other realms such as heaven
and hell, a view compatible with popular beliefs and prac
tices.

And with this external/physical interpretation of

the term, n i b b a n a . which is beyond even the realm of gods,
seems to be so far away that it is overshadowed by the
luxurious reward of rebirth in the realm of gods.
Vajiranana also tended to give an external explana
tion to many Buddhist proverbs.
parama labha

For example,

"arogva

(freedom from sickness is the best gain),"

for Vajiranana, meant physical sickness.

He explained in

detail how a person could take care of him/herself,
example, one should be moderate in eating,
cising,

in order to be physically fit.

sleeping,

for
exer

He did not mention

mental or spiritual sickness or how one could avoid or cure
it.

His emphasis on an external meaning of the Buddha's

teachings neither encouraged Buddhists to examine spiri
tual and mental aspects of their lives, nor helped them
understand their religious activities in a profound manner.
Thirdly, Vajiranana did not emphasize the meaning of
dhamma as a shared nature or the nature of all things,

and,

thus, his view seems to promote a differentiated and h i e 
rarchic universe.

Had he emphasized dhamma in the onto

logical sense as nature, he would not consider the funda
mentally dynamic and interdependent nature of everything.
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Religious concepts such as "deity," "heaven," "kamma,"
"hell," "n i b b a n a ." would not be seen as "things" or "ob
jects" or "places" outside human experience and the
phenomenal world.
perience,

If there were nothing outside human e x 

there would be no supernatural and transcendental

beings such as
hu m a n world.

"deities" who lived in a heaven beyond the
If dhamma w e r e seen in its most fundamental,

ontological sense, there would be nothing mysterious or
unexplanable,

and, thus, magical cults and ceremonies would

not be crucial elements in human life.

The Legacy of Vajiranana's Dhamma
In Thai Buddhism Today

Vajiranana's interpretation of dhamma is fundamen
tal for Thai Buddhism today.

The principal meaning of

Vajiranana's notion of dhamma is the Buddha's moral
teaching transmitted by monks, his dhammic heirs to the
people.

He transmitted this notion to the Thai people

through his discourses and books written during the reigns
of Rama V and VI, and through monastic institutions of
h i g h er learning,

the Mahamakuta Royal Academy and Maha-

c h ulalongkorn Royal Academy, which trained monks to be
k n owledgeable in dhamma and to preach it to Thai Buddhists.
Vajiranana referred most frequently to dhamma in a
moral context:

"dhammo hve rakkhati dhammacarim
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(dhamma protects the dhammic follower)," "dhammo sucinno
sukkhamavahati

(dhamma which is well practised brings

about happiness)," vesanisamso dhamme sucinne (This
gain of happiness is caused by a good practice of dhamm a ] ," and "na dukkhatim qacchati dhammacari

(the

dhammic follower does not go to the woeful s t a t e ) ."

132

Thai Buddhists today generally understand dhamma as moral
values, moral standard,
Buddha's teachings.

and moral conduct according to the

Furthermore, Vajiranana's promotion

of the sacred power of the Triple Gem turned the Buddha,
the d h a m m a . and the monks into objects of a supernatural
character.
as a result,

Monks as dhammic heirs, became holy people and,
a merit-field for lay Buddhists.

preaching and chants became sacred utterance

Their
(d h a m m a t

whi c h provided protective power and material blessings to
lay audiences.
Since, according to Vajiranana, the monks' primary
role is to present moral teachings to lay people, monks
need to be equipped well with knowledge of the Buddhist
scriptures and commentaries.

The Buddhist Academies were

established in order to fulfill this need.
education, unfortunately,

Monastic

does not emphasize critical

knowledge and analytical method.

Monks are, thus,

only

the transmitters of dhamma in a literal sense rather than
its intellectual expositors; they rarely challenge the
laity's orientation to magical beliefs and practices.
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Vajiranana's method of exposing dhamma does not en
courage Thai Buddhists to examine and analyze the deeper
meanings of d hamma.

In his sermons and articles, Vajira

nana always begins with the Pali version of the Buddha's
teaching, and then exposits the Pali words,

limiting him

self to the text and hardly ever relating his teaching to
. .
.
.
133
the current social, political situations of his time.
This characteristic of his expository method served to
support the popular beliefs and practices of Thai Buddhism
rather than to challenge them with a more critical approach
approach and profound understanding of d h a m m a .
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CHAPTER IV

BUDDHADASA'S INTERPRETATION OF DHAMMA

Introduction

Buddhadasa has gained a national and international
reputation through his unique interpretation of d h a m m a .
He is held by many Buddhist scholars today to be the
greatest reformer and expositor of Thai Buddhism.
Vajiranana,

Like

Buddhadasa has propagated the dhamma to both

monk and layperson.

Unlike Vajiranana, however, he has

not gained support and encouragement from the state.
Furthermore,

Buddhadasa is known as an innovator, while

Vajiranana is famed as the standardizer of modern Thai
Buddhist teaching and practice.

Certain aspects of Buddha

dasa 's thought and practice contrast markedly with Vajiranana's; some of these differences may be noted here:
1. Buddhadasa does not see Buddhist rituals and
ceremonies as essential to Buddhist life.

Vajiranana,

on

the other hand, restored and encouraged the practice of
rituals and ceremonies.
2. Buddhadasa rejects a scholarly knowledge of the

238
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Tipitaka as providing a true understanding of the Buddha's
teaching or as a means to achieve the goal of Buddhism.
He rather simplifies the Buddha's teaching as found in the
Tipitaka in order to make it accessible for Buddhists in
their daily lives.

Vajiranana considered knowledge of the

Tipitaka and of its language crucial for proceeding t o 
wards the fulfilment of the Buddha's d h a m m a .
3. Buddhadasa neither takes the words of the Tipi
taka literally nor holds them sacred and unchangeable.
Moreover, he "demythologizes" the Tipitaka and other Bud
dhist texts.

Vajiranana,

on the contrary, tended to p r e 

serve the literal meaning of the Tipitaka as the sacred
wo r d of the Buddha.
4. Buddhadasa does not follow the commentaries of
Buddhaghosa, the normative doctrinal interpreter in the
Theravada tradition.

His exposition is consonant with

Nagarjuna's Madhyamika doctrine and with Zen Buddhism, e s 
pecially the expositions of two great Zen masters:
Neng

(638-713)

and Huang Po

(d.850).

Hui

For Vajiranana,

Bud

dhaghosa 's commentaries are the most reliable standard for
understanding the Buddha's teachings.
5. Buddhadasa rejects hierarchical structures both
in the Sangha and Thai society,

emphasizing in his

teaching of the Buddha-nature, that all beings are origi
nally equal.

Vajiranana differentiated all beings ac

cording to their kamma and placed them in a hierarchic
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structure according to the Thai cosmology portrayed in
the Trai Phum Phra R u a n q .
6 . Through his concept of d h a m m a . Buddhadasa sees a

unity of all religions, while Vajiranana distinguished
Buddhism as superior to other religions.
7. Buddhadasa utilizes the Sutta and the Vinaya
material but not the Abhidhamma.

Vajiranana,

on the con

trary, considered the Abhidhamma as the higher and more
profound teaching of the Buddha.
8 . Buddhadasa's most important teaching focuses on

the concept of nature

(dhammaiati) .

Vajiranana,

however,

emphasized the concept of righteous duty within the social
hierarchy.
9. Buddhadasa's teaching is neither "normative" nor
popular.

It is not normative because it does not follow

the Thai Sarigha's exposition of Buddhism rooted in Buddhaghosa's commentaries;

it is not popular because it criti

cizes and opposes popular beliefs and practices which w e l 
come supernaturalism and animism.
on the other hand,

Vajiranana's teaching,

is normative because it was based on

B u d d h a g h o s a 's commentaries followed and promoted by the
Thai Sarigha as the standard form of Thai Buddhism.
These characteristics of Buddhadasa's teaching will be
examined through his interpretations of d h a m m a .
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The Meaning of Dhamma
In Buddhadasa's Work

For Buddhadasa, dhamma is the Buddha's teaching
w h i c h reflects the whole world as an integrated whole:
things do not exist independently, but rather are relative
to each other.

Thus,

if we really understand the essence of

the Buddha's teaching, we will understand the meaning of
dhamma and the true nature of things, the way things are
dhammically.

Buddhadasa believes that this meaning is

c ontained in the original Pali meaning of the term,
than as transformed in the Thai cultural context.

rather
He

argues that d h a m m a . in its fundamental Pali sense, means
"Nature"

(Thai:

dhammaiati = born of dh a m m a \ .

in Buddhadasa's interpretation,

Dhamma.

includes four aspects:

1. Nature itself
2. T h e law of nature
3. The "way" which are to be properly followed ac 
cording to the law of nature
4. The result which is the outcome of proper action
a ccording to the law of nature

i

These four aspects of dhamma
tially interrelated.
teaching,

(Nature)

are essen

They form the core of Buddhadasa's

and he takes them as an abstract of the Buddha's

teaching.
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Nature Itself

Nature itself,

(sabhavadhammat

for most Buddhists,

is primarily all

external things which are not created by human beings.
Buddhadasa,

For

it refers to all phenomena, both physical and

mental, which exist relative to each other under the law of
nature, and to nibbana which is realized when one is able
to see nature as it is and free oneself from its in
fluences.

Physical phenomena

(rupa-dhammat are external

objects such as trees, mountains, animals,

and human b e 

ings, which exist and function according to the law of
nature.

Mental phenomena (nama-dhamma^ such as thoughts,

feelings,

and mental formations, exist or arise through

the contact of sense organs with external phenomena.
phenomena exist in different forms:
ble,

intangible,

small,

living, or lifeless.

These

large, tangi

Buddhadasa calls

these phenomena sabhavadhamma. or things which exist as
such.

2

.

.

.

.

Sabhavadhamma are divided into sankhata-dhamma

(compounded things)
3
things).

and asarikhata-dhamma (non-compounded

Sankhata-dhamma arise from a causal matrix:

they are causally conditioned or dependently originated:
a cause produces an effect which becomes another cause of
another effect.

For example, when eyes perceive a physical

object, the sensation of that perception or feeling
arises.

Then vedana arouses desire

arouses attachment

(vedana)

(tanha); tanha

(upadana); upadana yields existence
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(bhava), and from b h a v a . arises birth (iati),
and so on, until that becomes the cause of sensations
4

again.

.
This process of causality is under the law of

Dependent Origination

(paticcasamuppada) which is a form

of the law of nature.
All phenomena subject to the law of paticcasamuppada
have Three Characteristics
(impermanence), dukkhata
5
s e l fhood).

(Ti-lakkhana) :

aniccata

(suffering), and anatta

(non-

_
Under the law of paticcasamuppada. all phe

nomena depend on, relate to, and change according to a
cause-

Since all phenomena are subject to change, they

are unreliable

and

may bring us suffering if we crave for

worldly happiness and attach ourselves to it without knowing
that it is impermanent.

Only if we understand the Three

Characteristics of all things and the law of paticcasamup
pada can we be free from suffering.

Buddhadasa asserts

that paticcasamuppada is the most important dhamma in
Buddhism.

In support of this position, he refers to the

Buddha's saying in the Tipitaka:

"He who sees the dhamma

sees the paticcasamuppada; he who sees the paticcasamuppada
£
sees the d h a m m a ."
In other words, whoever understands
the nature of compounded things or nature as causally condi
tioned reality perceives the d h a m m a .
The other form of the sabhavadhamma is asankhatadhamma

(a non-compounded "thing") which, according to

Buddhadasa,

is relative to sankhata-dhamma.

Buddhadasa
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explains that a asankhata-dhamma such as nibbana exists
in opposition to the law of nature in order to remain what
it is.

7

To oppose and resist something is to reject its

qualities in order to retain one's own identity;

for

example, water can retain qualities as water because it
rejects the qualities of fire, earth, and air.

Similarly,

nibbana exists because samsara or the phenomenal world
of compounded things exists.

Buddhadasa concludes that

n i b b a n a . which most people believe exists beyond s a m s a r a .
exists only relatively to our worldly experiences,

and that

it is a state achieved through the eradication of desire
g

and attachment.

N i b b a n a . then,

is a condition within

but in tension with the conditional realm of nature.
Buddhadasa's analogy of nibbana and samsara is rather
difficult to follow since nibbana is not an element like
water and its relation to samsara is thus different from
that between water and other elements— fire, earth, and
air.

Nevertheless,

it should be noted that Buddhadasa's

aims primarily to show that nibbana exists only relatively
to samsara and cannot be understood as "something" totally
different from and beyond s a msara.
Buddhadasa's interpretations of nibbana and samsara
are comparable to Nagarajuna's theory of relativity
between nirvana

(n i bbana) and samsara (phenomenal w o r l d ) .

According to Nagarjuna

(ca. Second Century), nirvana and

samsara are the same:
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There is no difference at all
Between Nirvana and Samsara
There is no difference at all
What makes the limit of Nirvana
Is also then the limit of Samsara
Between the two we cannot find
q
The slightest shade of difference.
According to Buddhadasa, all things are only the
appearance of d h a m m a .

Moreover,

Buddhadasa believes that

bo t h nibbana and samsara exist in the human mind over
against one another.

Whenever the human mind is disturbed

by defilements and self-attachment,

samsara appears, but

wh enever the human mind is free from all defilements,
nibbana appears.

In other words,

the extinction of

samsara is the birth of n i b b a n a : the extinction of

10

nibbana is the birth of s a m s a r a .
Nature itself,

for Buddhadasa,

does not belong to

anyone since it has its own way of changing , evolving,
remaning as it is; thus,

it can be called tathata

ness, the state of being thus).

or

(thus-

Buddhadasa indicates that

tathata is the true state of everything in nature:
As a matter of fact, tathaaata means all crea
tures, including animals, because they are thus-come and
thus-gone.
"Tathagato (the Thus-Gone)," which is a name
of the Buddha is the tathata (thus-ness) in all crea
tures w h o thus come and thus go.
Thus, the term
"tathaaata" can refer to all creatures as well as the
Buddha.
The Buddha as t a t h a a a t a . therefore,

serves to

illustrate the close connection Buddhadasa sees between
the sacred and profane, conditioned and unconditioned.
All creatures, whether the Buddha or ordinary person share
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a given nature

12

(tathata = thus-n e s s ) .

T a t h a t a . then,

as well as nibbana exist only in relationship to the
mundane,

or more aptly put, as part of nature

(dharnmajati) .
According to Buddhadasa, tathata,

and p a ticca

samuppada . point to the truth of idappaccavata

(the

state of having a c a u s e ) , a teaching so pervasive that all
84,000 topics of the Tipitaka deal with it.

13

Idap

paccavata affirms that everything exists as part of a
web of cause and effect interaction.

Because all things

keep changing according to the principle of cause and
effect,

everything is non-substantial and impermanent,

and, hence, empty.
The concept of emptiness

(sunnata)

is another of

Buddhadasa's central teachings relating to sabhavadhamma.
Emptiness, here,

is not the absolute v o i d or vacuum, the

absence of the whole content.

It means only the state

without self and sense of belonging:
The word "empty" applied to physical things natural
ly means absence of any content, but in the metaphysical
or Dhammic context it means that though every sort of
thing may be present, there is utter absence of "I-ness"
and "my-ness."
In the physical world, the mental world,
or anywhere at all there is no such thing as "me" or
"mine."
The conditions of "I-ness" and "my-ness" just
are not present.
Hence the world is described as empty.
Everything i| there, and it can be made use of with
d iscernment.
Because things are empty,

i.e., are not substantial

or self-existent they cannot be taken as "mine" or "ours."
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Those who are wise can make use of all things without
clinging to them.

For example, they can work at their best

without identifying themselves with their work and without
worrying about the results.
contentment.

This attitude will lead to

But those who do not know the truth of emp

tiness will be shaken by the vicissitudes of their lives
and will not be able to do anything at their best.

15

Buddhadasa argues for the centrality of the doctrine
of emptiness

(sunnata).

trine into two levels:

He differentiates Buddhist doc
that preached by the Buddha himself

and that preached or added by his disciples.
dasa,

For Buddha-

sunnata was taught by the Buddha himself.

his view,

In

sunnata signifies the goal of Buddhism, nib b a n a .

a state attainable in this life.

17

This interpretation of nibbana is confirmed in
the Tipitaka.

For instance,

Seeing the risk of clinging to this world,
Knowing it for the cause of birth and death,
By ending birth and death, freed utterly,
They have won calm, those happy ones,
Have won Nibbana in this very life:
They have passed o v e r a l l the guilty dread,
All 111 transcended.
Nevertheless,

Buddhadasa's view that nibbana can be

attained here and now in this life differs from the
majority of Thai monks.

Even more radical is his

contention that sunnata is a fundamental tenet of the Bud
dha, that the essence of human mind is the Buddha Nature
which is sunnata. and that all human beings are Buddha-
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to-be.

For Buddhadasa, the emptiness of selfhood,

substance,

and defilements in a person's mind (sunnata)

19
leads to the attainment of nibbana in this life.
Buddhadasa rejects the view of some Theravada interpreters
w h o teach that emptiness is nothingness and void of all
consciousness and mental function.

20

He argues that in

the state of emptiness or n i b b a n a . one loses all defile
ments and self-attachment, but still possesses wisdom and
consciousness.

He points out that because some Thai

teachers interpret nibbana incorrectly, present-day
Thai Buddhists do not understand its true meaning;
Today, nobody is interested in n i b b a n a . Even
though the doctrine of nibbana is the essence of Bud
dhism, Thai Buddhists nowadays do not know the meaning
of n i b b a n a . I declare that whoever does not know the
meaning of nibbana should not call him/herself a Bud
dhist .
For Buddhadasa, whenever the human mind, purified
from all defilements and self-attachment, attains n i b b a n a .
it returns to its original state called pabhassara-citta
(luminous mind)

. .

in the Tipitaka.

22

This is the same as

the essence of mind or self-nature in Zen Buddhism.
Buddhadasa contends,
emptiness,

furthermore,

23

that the essence of mind,

and wisdom are one and the same,

24

a position

reflected in Zen as well;
The purity of people's nature is comparable to the
clear sky, their wisdom comparable to the sun, and
sagacity comparable to the moon.
Their sagacity and
wisdom are always shining.
It is only because exter
nally people are attached to spheres of objects that
erroneous thoughts, like floating clouds, cover the
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self-nature so that it is not clear.

25

According to Buddhadasa, wisdom associated with the
pure state or emptiness of mind is called bodhi
ment of knowing or the awakening e l e m e n t ) .

At the level

of knowing, bodhi includes all mental objects.
example,

(the ele

26

For

in the Jataka the b o d h i s a t t a 1s rebirth as an

animal, human being,

and a deity symbolizes the development

of bodhi from the lowest level to higher levels.“
Buddhadasa interprets bodhi as the awakening element in
the human mind which entitles cne to become a Buddha:
The word Buddha in Buddhabhava (Buddha Nature)
implies voidness (meaning absence of a self) of the
person called "Buddha."
The Buddha Nature is a reality
characterized as different stages of development of
knowledge (understanding of vgidness of "I" or "self"
at different levels [bodhi]).
Buddhadasa has been particularly influenced by Zen
doctrine of mind and emptiness.

His translations of two

Zen texts, the Sutra of Wei Lana

(Hui Neng)

and Zen

Teaching of Huang P o . from an English version into Thai
indicate the degree to which he has been influenced by
Zen ideas.

In the Zen Teaching of Huang P o . he

translates bodhi as chit derm tae

(Pure M i n d ) — the in-

. . .
.
.
.
29
divisible source of everything in the universe.

His

preaching that the essence of mind, the Buddha Nature,
and wisdom are inside all of us can be found as well in
the Sutra of Wei Lang

(Hui N e n g ) :

Learned Audience, the Wisdom of Enlightenment is
inherent in every one of us.
It is because of the d e 
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l usion under which our mind works that we fail to
realise it ourselves, and that w e have to seek the ad
v i c e and the guidance of enlightened ones before we can
k now our own Essence of Mind.
You should know that so
far as Buddha-nature is concerned, there is no dif
ference between an enlightened man and an ignorant one.
W h a t makes the difference is that one realises it,
w h i c h the other is ignorant of it.
Donald K. Swearer agrees that Buddhadasa's use of
Zen doctrine and Nagarjuna's philosophy differentiates him
from other Theravada expositors:
The synthetic nature of Buddhadasa's approach
allows h i m to go beyond the confines of Theravada doc
trine.
For instance, in recent years the concept of
"emptiness" or "the void" (sunnata) has been one of the
focal categories of his thought.
Sunnata is part of
the Theravada tradition, although a relatively minor
part.
The term is most important in the Prajfiaparamita
literature of the Mahayana tradition and in the thought
of Nagarjuna, the founder of the Madhyamika philosophischool which has had a profound influence on the Zen 0*1
(Ch'an) tradition.
Buddhadasa's unique interpretations contrast sharply
with V a j i r a n a n a 's .
Buddhadasa,

For example, n i b b a n a . according to

can be attained by both monks and lay people

here a n d now.

Vajiranana, however, preaches that the

search for nibbana is exclusively for monks.
divides his teaching into two parts:

Thus, he

one for monks who aim

to be dhammic propagators and who may attain n i b b a n a . and
the other one for lay people whose goal is not the
attainment of nibbana but being good householders and
good citizens.
Buddhadasa's interpretation of dhamma as nature
itself has many unique features which distinguish it from
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the normative view associated with Vajiranana as well as
from popular beliefs, many of which seem diametrically op
posed to Buddhadasa's position.

Dhamma as dhammaiati

is explained by Buddhadasa with such terms as causality,
emptiness, nibbana, Thusness and Buddha Nature,

concepts

taken from both Theravada and Mahayana Buddhism.
ticular,

In par

Buddhadasa "democratizes" the ideal form of

dhamma or nibbana as a state to be achieved by all
Buddhists, monk and laity alike.

This position represents

a critique of Vajiranana's rather strict adherence to
traditional Buddhaghosan categories and hierarchical moral
views, and also of the somewhat materialistic orientation of
popular Buddhism.

Thus, Buddhadasa's position might be

most aptly characterized as "critical" or "reformist."

The Law of Nature

(saccadhammat

Buddhadasa interprets dhamma as the law of nature
in three ways:

the law of Dependent Origination

(paticca

s a m uppada) , the law of k a m m a . and the Christian God.
For Buddhadasa,

each of these three formulations of dhamma

points to the cause and effect interrelationship of all
phenomena,

i.e., everything is the outcome of its own cause;

nothing occurs at random or accidentally.
For Buddhadasa, the most important teaching of the
Buddha is the doctrine of paticcasamuppada.

Perhaps
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erroneously, he sees a correlation between the view of
Descartes

(1596-1650), the great French philosopher,

and

the Buddhist idea of u p a d a n a :
Sometimes we think that our self belongs to us.
sometimes, we are satisfied with our feelings, we then
take those feelings as belonging to us and begin to
have a sense of belonging and self-attachment.
This
also appears in a Western philosophy such as that of
Descartes:
"I think therefore I am."
Buddhadasa explains that our self-consciousness—
"I" want this,

"I" hate that, and so on— arises through our

mental activities and our attachment to them.

The mental

image of "I" promotes a sense of belonging and selfattachment which later becomes the cause of suffering. From
the attachment to self arises existence or becoming

(bhava)

as an animal, a human being, a deity, or another kind of
being within the Buddhist cosmology.

Bhava causes birth

(jati) which is the transformation of "self" into various
forms as a consequence of one's actions and intentions.
Buddhadasa interprets the birth of self in whatever
condition as a mental process:
Nature manages human mental activities such as
desire and feelings.
Then a person begins to realize
that it is "I" who have, who want, who desire,.and
so
on.
This is the birth of "self" or "my-self."
Jati is, in fact, the origination of decay and death
M a r a and m a r a n a ) .
inevitably dies.
rebirth

Everything that comes into being

Jara and marana from the perspective of

(samsara) then anticipate the re-arising of

ignorance and the inevitable round of the cycle of
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p a ticcasamuppada; that is, without the knowledge of the
impermanence and non-substantiality of things, birth and
death is interpreted in terms of the self.

Thus,

ignorance

inevitably leads human beings through the cycle of paticca
samuppada again and again.
Paticcasamuppada is closely related to the law of
kamma.

According to Buddhadasa,

if we understand the exact

meaning of paticcasamuppada. we can understand the meaning
and process of k a m m a .

Most Thai Buddhists understand

kamma literally and mechanistically,
good kamma

believing that

(meritorious deeds) yields happiness and bad

kamma yields suffering.

They understand kamma as con

crete, physical acts and their specific consequences rather
than as a principle or law.

For example, murder which is

bad kamma (a demeritorious deed) makes the murderer die
young or turns him/her into a victim of a murder in the
future.

Customarily, Thai Buddhists use rituals as a means

to promote good k a m m a . for example,
in the monastery,

listening to a sermon

offering food and gifts to monks.

When Thai Buddhists think of kamma in relationship
to d h a m m a . they again think in specific terms
rather than at the level of principle.

Thus, good kamma

becomes an action in accord with a particular dhammic
guideline of a particular text.

Conversely, bad kamma

would not be in accord with that particular rule or
guideline.

Buddhadasa also criticizes this understanding
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of kamma as it relates to d h a m m a .

Good kamma does not

result from blindly following a Buddhist text or a p a r t i 
cular textual guideline.
and not of ignorance.

It is an outcome of knowledge

One of the major significations of

the doctrine of paticcasamuppada is that ignorance is the
cause of bad kamma and suffering in human life.

Buddha

dasa illustrates this point with a story of a man who b e 
comes a thief.

According to this story, a man,

out of his

ignorance, becomes obsessed by a particular type of deli
cious food.

He cannot afford the dish, but whenever he

tastes it, he is overwhemed with pleasure.

Ignorance turns

h im into a slave to his desire for this particular dish.
He will do anything to get it; so he becomes a thief.

He

will steal or even kill in order to get what he w a n t s .34
If he does not succeed in his efforts to satisfy his d e 
sire, he suffers both physically and mentally.
caught, he will be punished.

If he gets

Even if no one discovers his

misconduct, however, he still lacks peace of mind and has
to struggle with his desire forever until he can free h i m 
self from his ignorance, which binds h i m to the cycle of
p a t i c casamuppada.
Buddhadasa's explanation of the paticcasamuppada is
different from Vajiranana's and most Thai Buddhists' belief.
Following Buddhaghosa, Vajiranana interprets paticcasamup
pada primarily in terms of rebirth.

Hence,

the emphasis

tends to be on the past or the future rather than the
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present.

Similarly, most Thai Buddhists see kamma and

paticcasamuppada in terms of life after death and endless
rebirths until nibbana is attained.
other hand,

Buddhadasa,

on the

stresses the present nature of paticca-

s a m u p pada. that it operates within this very life span.

35

He interprets birth and death as an arising and an end of
human mental process.

For example, when a man sees a b e a u 

tiful woman, his sense of attachment arises; then his
feeling will move to another state which may be increased
or decreased in degree, and then it will somehow die out
finally.

All these can occur in one life span.

Buddha

dasa criticizes Buddhaghosa for misreading the Tipitaka's
understading of paticcasamuppada.

He criticizes the

Visuddhimagqa as a collection of tales, on the one hand,
and an analysis of vocabulary, on the other hand, which
have very little to do with the Tipitaka.

Taking the

Kalama S u t t a 's admonition not to accept as true anything
that cannot be verified by experience,
fect,

Buddhadasa,

in e f 

finds B uddhaghosa's teachings fundamentally mis-

36
leading, especially in regard to paticcasamuppada♦
For Buddhadasa, the doctrine of paticcasamuppada not
only emphasizes the centrality of ignorance but more
generally the truth of the Three Characteristics
lakkhana)

of all phenomena.

37

(ti-

Paticcasamuppada

demonstrates that all things in the universe are imperma
nent,

full of suffering,

and non-substantial.

All things
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keep changing according to a particular causal pattern.
Thus, they are impermanent and unreliable.

If a person

clings to anything in this world and expects that it will
last and belong to him/her forever, s/he will certainly be
disappointed.
Buddhadasa makes an interesting interpretative move
at this point.

He argues that since paticcasamuppada

creates, rules, and brings an end to all things in the
universe,

it shares the fundamental characteristics of the

Biblical concept of "God."

Dhamma, Nature,

and God have

the same essential meaning:
The law of nature, about which man knows still too
little, is itself God viewed in a personal way.
But if
we view it from the absolute point of view, we call it
Dhamma.
If we speak in scientific language, it is the
law of science.
Therefore no matter whether people
believe in a religion which has a God, or in a religion
which has no God, or believe in no religion but believe
in science— this means they all really believe in the
same principle.
Buddhadasa believes that all things function under
certain universal laws and that religions simply have dif
ferent names for them.

Buddhadasa argues, therefore, that

Buddhists should not reject the term "God” or take it as an
alien notion.

He even suggests that if a Christian follows

Jesus' teaching seriously,

s/he is also fulfilling the

Buddha's teaching; similarly,

if Buddhists really conduct

themselves according to the Buddha's teaching, they do the
Will of God as well:
The Christian teaching of forbearance,

forgiveness,
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helping others, loving others as oneself or more than
oneself is quite in keeping with the Buddhist teaching
based on practice and not on faith alone.
Whether a
person understands God or not, does not matter, for, if
one practises these virtues the result will be the same
in accordance with the law of Kamma which is, as Bud
dhists know so well, God personified.
In reading Buddhadasa, then, we conclude that for
him, the essence of all religious teachings is the same.
All religions attempt to convey the true meaning of the
nature of things which,

for Buddhadasa, has the four

aspects we have previously mentioned,

i.e., nature, the

Law of Nature, duty, and fulfillment or result of doing
one's duty in terms of the Law of Nature.
a Buddhist idea of nature

Thus, to equate

(dhamma-iatit with the Biblical

concept of God, Buddhadasa rejects the concept of a per
sonal an anthropomorphic g o d — a god who is Father or Judge
w ho rewards and punishes humanity.

God, according to

Buddhadasa, has the same four aspects as the Buddhist
dhamma;

God as nature, God as the Law of Nature,
*

duty, and God as the fulfilment of duty.

4u

God as

In his view,

God as nature simply means everything that exists in the
phenomenal world including Satan and all unpleasant quali
ties.
If things of nature such as earth, water, fire, air,
etc., were not already in God from where would God get
these things to create this so-called universe?
If
there were anything else apart from God then God would
not be perfect.
Therefore, nature itself is included
in the word God and there is also to be found Satan or
the Devil, call it what you may.
So we can see that
the so-called God is what in Buddhism we call,
"Dhamma."
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Clearly, many Christians could not accept Buddhadasa's
interpretation of God.

First, he rejects the normative

Christian teaching of creation ex ni h i l o .

Secondly, he

tends to make all personal references to God merely symbo
lic.

His description of dhamma as the nature of things

or manifestations of the Body of God seems to be very dif
ferent from the standard Christian belief,

in particular.

This issue will be further discussed in the third part of
this chapter which deals particularly with Buddhadasa's
expository method.
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42

The "Way 11

According to the Law of Nature
(Pat ipattidhamma )

For Buddhadasa, the "way" according to the law of
nature

(patipattidhamma) is the dhamma of obligation

presc ribed for all beings,

sentient and non-sentient,

in

order that they can survive and function properly in this
world.

43

nomena.

It is applied to both material and mental ph e 
W h e n it is applied to human beings,

it becomes a

moral obligation which is necessary for human survival and
happiness in this world.

Buddhadasa divides the pati-

pattidhamma into five
categories:
1. Morality

fsiladhamma'i

2. Tradition and culture

(vaddhanadhamma )

3. Political systems
4. Authoritative power
5. The quality of a devoted person

M o r a l ity

(siladhamma)

According to Buddhadasa, morality
quality which defines normal conditions.

(slladhanma)

is the

Morality is ap

plied not only to human beings but also to material objects.
Buddhadasa explains that morality can take four forms:
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morality of material things; morality of the external body;
morality of mind; and morality of consciousness

(sati).

The morality of material things helps all material
objects to exist as they are, and not as anything e l s e .44
This kind of morality mandates that all material things
arise,

e x i s ‘ , and perish at a certain time, and that they

are subject to the Three Characteristics:
suffering,

and non-substantiality.

impermanence,

The morality of

material things controls the process of the development of
all material objects from their birth to their destruction.
It works within material objects in the form of a natural
element

(dhatu).

Dhatu is a quality within a material

object which sustains it and keeps it as it is against ex. .
45
ternal conditions.

For example, the element

(dhatu)

which provides solidity in an object is earth; the element
w h i c h provides fluidity in an object is water; the element
w hich provides heat in an object is fire; the element
w h i c h provides flexibility and mobility is air.

Buddha

dasa states that all material things are composed of the
four elements:

earth, water,

fire, and/or air.

A rock

appears as a rock because of the earth element which p r o 
vides solidity and projects its quality according to the
law of nature through a material object.

46

The second kind of morality, morality of the external
body,

is the morality which helps the physical body of all

living beings work properly.

For example,

this morality
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helps the human body to function normally in digesting,
breathing, discharging,

and so on.

Buddhadasa describes

the morality of a tree, which is a living object,

as that

which allows the trees to adapt itself to its environment,
e.g.,

it usually turns its leaves to the sunlight so that

it can survive.

47

All living beings have a "way" ac

cording to the law of nature to survive and live properly.
The third kind of morality is the morality of mind
which regulates one's mental life and keeps it in a normal
condition so that a person can live happily and peacefully.
For Buddhadasa, the nature of mind is luminous;
bright, and calm.

it is pure,

Nevertheless, whenever defilements arise

in the mind, the mind becames impure, unclear, and disturbed.

48

The morality of mind which regulates and brings

the mind to its normal condition is wisdom (panna ) . 49
Wisdom detects the cause of the troubled mind in mental
formations

(sankhara).

formations to the mind,

Wisdom reveals the danger of mental
frees it, and brings the mind to

its normal condition .50
The fourth kind of morality, morality of conscious
ness

(sati), controls human action and thought.

Buddha

dasa suggests that we should first understand the law of
nature and then use the morality of consciousness

(sati)

in order to guide us to act according to the law of nature.

51

The law of nature here is paticcasamuppada or

i dappaccavata.

Sati is the means to detect the arising
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helps the human body to function normally in digesting,
breathing, discharging,

and so on.

Buddhadasa describes

the morality of a tree, which is a living object, as that
which allows the trees to adapt itself to its environment,
e.g.,

it usually turns its leaves to the sunlight so that

it can survive.

47

. .
All living beings have a "way" ac

cording to the law of nature to survive and live properly.
The third kind of morality is the morality of mind
which regulates one's mental life and keeps it in a normal
condition so that a person can live happily and peacefully.
For Buddhadasa,
bright,

the nature of mind is luminous;

and caL m.

Nevertheless, when^gjg|

became^jjj^B^^^^^

in the mind, t ,1
t u r b e d .48

it is pure,

The

the mind to its normal
W i sdom detects
formations

(sar .vayj

formations to t.
its normal condi
The fourth \ ill
ness

(sati), control]

dasa suggests that v
nature and then use
in order to guide us
ture.

51

The law of

idaopaccavata.

Sati
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of each cause and effect in the process of paticca52
s a m u p pada.

For example, whenever the feeling of anger

arises, sati will inform the mind the moment anger arises.
The mind is conscious of the arising of anger,
can cope with it in time.

Therefore,

and thus

it is important to

cultivate sati in one's mind because by being mindful
one protects oneself from the suffering
m

the Wheel of Becoming,

S a t i . then,

(dukkha)

inherent

53
i.e., pati c c a s a m u p p a d a .

is the morality of consciousness which helps

a person realize the cause of all phenomena so that s/he
can eliminate the cause of suffering and its effect.

54

Sati is a function according to the Law of Nature in the
sense that it keeps a person attentive to the process of
the law of nature so that s/he can act properly according
to it.

Tradition and Culture

(vaddhanadhamma)

According to Buddhadasa, tradition is the pattern of
conduct which has been followed for a long time until it
becomes a typical way of life; and culture is a form of
practice which which has been carried on through genera
tions until it becomes a part of both individual and
collective characteristics.

55

This kind of dhamma also

signifies progress and acceptance.
wattanatham in Thai

The term "culture" is

(Pali - vaddhanadhamma ) which conveys
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the notion of d h a m m a 1s being progressively accumulated.
"Tradition" in Thai is tham-niam (Pali:

dhamma-nivama)

and connotes "common acceptance" or "what is p r e f erable .11
Tradition and culture are, in Buddhadasa's view,

forms of

religion, because they represent a pattern of practice
commonly accepted over time, until they have become the
foundation of a spiritual process.

56

In Thailand,

tradition and culture based on the Buddhist teachings are
crucial for the survival of the nation.

57

Since tradition

and culture are based on Buddha-dhamma of which the
essence is the doctrine of nature

(dhamma-iati) , they can

be considered as methods of practice or ways according
to the Law of Nature.

For Buddhadasa,

this means that if

a person understands the true meaning of tradition and
culture,

s/he will live according to nature; and this means

living a balanced life of moderation between excessive
cn

luxury and ascetic denial.

Political Systems

A political system is also a kind of patipattidhamma
(a practice or "way" according to the law of n a t u r e ) , and
includes economic and social systems as well.

Buddhadasa

argues that ideally the political system is fundamentally
ethical,

although present political systems have fallen

from that ideal.

Most politicians seek their own selfish
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benefit, but the political system should be seen as funda
mentally dhammic, that is, a way of life according to the
Law of Nature

( = dhamma).

In this regard it should be

noted that the Thai term for politics means simply the
. . .
.
.
activities which take place in the town

59
(k a r n - m u 1a n a ) .

A dhammic political system includes everyone and promotes
the well-being of the whole.
that monks,

60

This means,

for example,

as a part of the whole, are involved in poli-

tics as is everyone else.

61

Unfortunately, according to

Buddhadasa, today's political systems have lost their
grounding in dhamma, and, hence,

serve the selfish

interests of one party or one person instead of the public
good.

This means that a monk's participation in politics

w ould be adhammic, transgressing the Vinaya rules.
For Buddhadasa, the political system w hich repre
sents a "way" according to the law of nature is
thammika-sangkom-nivom (Pali - dhammika-sarigama-nivama)
or socialism according to dh a m m a .

This political system

has the following principles:
1. The principle of thought that all human beings are
companions in the common process of birth, old-age,
ness,

sick

and death 62
2 . the principle of practice which aims at others'

benefit or social well-being

63

For Buddhadasa, these principles help human beings
understand each other, develop loving-kindness towards
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one another,

and to eliminate selfishness and so devote

themselves to the service of others.

Dhammic socialism is,

then, a patipattidhamma because it follows the Law of
Nature.

Authoritative Power

Authoritative power is the dhamma which is commonly
held sacred by the people.

Most Buddhists usually regard

dhamma as the sacred words of the Buddha as one who
possesses supernatural power.

Buddhadasa does not reject

this popular understanding of dhamma as a sacred power;
however, he reinterprets the meaning of "sacredness."
Sacredness,

for Buddhadasa,

(achievement).

is sakti

(power)

and siddhi

It means "the achievement which is the

outcome of power," or "the power for achievement."

64

In

other words, dhamma is a means to success, an authorita
tive power which leads people to a successful life.

Bud

dhadasa explains that dhamma is sacred, as an authorita
tive power, because it is the eternal law of truth; and if
one follows dhamma properly, one will always achieve
everything one wants.

65

The Quality of a Devoted Person

The quality of a devoted person is the personal
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ethical values which encourage a person to devote him/herself to the welfare of others.

66

This quality is the

dhamma or the virtue of the bodhisatta
self-sacrifice for others).

(one who vows

The bodhisatta who sacrifices

his/her own satisfaction and happiness for the sake of
others is the one who acts according to the law of nature.
Buddhadasa explains that the bodhisatta does not follow
67
his/her own desire, but follows the Law of d h a m m a .
Thus, s/he will bring happiness and prosperity to the whole
world.

The Result of the Function
According to the Law of Nature
(Pativeddha-dhamma)

Pativeddha-dhamma is the result of the fulfilment
of the function or obligation according to the law of
nature.

Buddhadasa explains that the result of the

fulfilment of obligation always follows d h a m m a :
do good, we will have good in return,

if we

and vice versa.

68

In Buddhism, the pativeddha-dhamma means the achievement
of the path (magga), the result or fruition

(phala), and

nibbana.

flokuttara-

These are the supramundane states

6°
dhamma) . ^

According to Buddhadasa,

the pativeddha-dhamma is,

in fact, the self-detachment which is the penetration of
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the truth of nature that all things are non-substantial
and, thus, are not worth clinging to.

70

Magga is the

path, especially the middle path.

It is described as right

view, right thought, right speech,

right action,

livelihood,

right effort,

concentration,
thinking,

right mindfulness,

and right

and can be summarized as moderation in

speaking, and acting.

speak, and act moderately,
For Buddhadasa,

right

71

In order to think,

one needs wisdom (panna).

one can be moderate if one detaches oneself

from everything and lets wisdom b e one's guiding light.

72

The achievement of magga is divided into 4 stages:
sotapatti-magga
magga

(the path of stream-entry), sakadagami-

(the path of once-returning), anagami-magga

path of n o n - returning), and arahatta-magga
arahant or the Perfect O n e ) .

(the

(the path of the

Buddhadasa interprets that

the path of stream-entry is the stage of those who begin to
follow the middle path.

The path of once-returning is for

those who have already followed the middle path up to the
second stage, but still want to return to their worldly
happiness.

The path of non-returning is for those who do

not want to return to this world of desire and defilements
again.

The path of the arahant is the stage of the ful

filment of the middle path by those who can completely
eradicate their sense of self-attachment and attain the perfeet emptiness of mind.

73

Nevertheless,

it should be

noted that Buddhadasa's interpretations and explanation of
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the four stages of magga differ from traditional
understanding of m a g g a .

For most Thai Buddhists,

re 

turning or non-returning to the "world" means that to the
physical world or the planet earth.

It concerns the

issues of rebirth or reincarnation.

For Buddhadasa, the

"world" means the realm of human mind prevailing with
desire and defilements.

Thus, according to Buddhadasa,

the "once-returning" are those who return to think,

feel,

and act with desire and defilements for only one lifetime
before they can purify their mind from those things; the
non-returning are those who will not return to feel,
think, and act according to the defilements in their mind.
Phala is the result of the achievement of the four
stages of the path

(magga).

Those who achieve the sota-

patti-roaqqa have an ability to eliminate sakkava-ditthi
(selfishness), vicikiccha

(hesitation in making a right

choice of l i ving), and si 1 abbataparamasa

(a blind faith or

an ungrounded belief in ceremonies and rituals ) . 74
Sakkava-ditthi literally means a false view of self.
Buddhadasa interprets this term as a selfishness caused by
self-attachment cr clinging to one's self.

Those who have

sakkava-ditthi hold that their body and mind are eternal,
unchangeable,

and belong to them.

They try to accumu

late power or property for themselves or their family re
gardless of others' misery because they think that they can
enjoy them forever.

75
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V i c i k i c c h a . according to Buddhadasa,
tion in making moral choices:

is the hesita

whether one should follow

one's own desire or one's sense of righteousness.

This

hesitation is caused by one's tendency towards and
familiarity with an indulgent life full of desire and defilements.

76

If one trains oneself to live a disciplined

life, one will choose to follow dhamma

(righteousness)

instead of one's desire.
Silabbataparamasa is blind faith and blind adherence
to rituals and ceremonies.

Buddhadasa explains that this

blind faith is caused by avarice,

fear, and lack of wisdom.

Those who possess silabbataparamasa participate in rituals
and ceremonies in order to gain some supernatural protection and/or power.

77

For example, they pay homage to the

Buddha image because they believe that the image possesses
a protective power that can help them achieve what they
want; they do not see the image as a symbol of the purity,
luminosity,

and calmness of the Buddha.

According to Buddhadasa, the sotapanna

(the person

who obtains the fruition of the sotapatti-maaqa^ elimi
nates these three mental fetters, and, thus,

is free from

78
self-attachment, and is able to adhere to the d h a m m a .
The sakadaaami

(the one who obtains the fruition of

the sakadaqami-magqa) , like the sotapanna. eliminates
sakkava-ditthi. vicikiccha. and silabbataparamasa.
But unlike the sotapanna. the sakadagami returns to
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mundane life only once more, and has less defilement than
79
the sotapanna.
The anaaami

(the one who obtains the fruition of the

anaqami-maqqaf does not return to worldly life after death.
S/he eliminates sakkava-ditthi. v i c i k i c c h a . and
silabbataparamasa.
sirement

Moreover,

s/he eliminates sexual de-

(kama-raga) and aversion (p a t i a a ) which still

80
exist in the mind of the sotapanna and the sakadaqami.
The arahant

(the one who obtains the fruition of the

arahatta-magga) eradicates sakkava-ditthi. v i c i k i c c h a .
silabbataparamasa. ka m a - r a a a . p a t i g a . rupa-raga
(pleasure in form), arupa-raga
mana

(pride), uddhacca

81

norance).

(distraction),

and aviiia

(ig-

The a r a h a n t 1s mind is not disturbed by

pleasure in things with form,
woman,

(pleasure in n o n - form),

such as a picture or a

or without form such as fame and status.

The

arahant considers everything as non-substantial and non
self, therefore,

s/he does not attach him/herself to it.

S/he has no pride because s/he can eliminate his/her selfattachment.

His/her mind is not distracted by anything

because it is empty of self and defilements.

Nothing can

make him/her love,

in the mundane sense, hate, or be

aroused to anger.

Since his/her mind is empty,

s/he is

free from all suffering and attains n i b b a n a .
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N i b b a n a . which is the last division of the aativ e d d h a - d h a m m a . is the state completely free from suffering.

82

Buddhadasa defines nibbana as "cooling down

of hot or evil effects."

He argues that the term nibbana

is not sacred, nor should it be used exclusively in regard
to the Buddha or holy saints,
dhists.

as it is by most Thai Bud

It can be used with all natural things.

For

example, the nibbana of an animal signifies the tamed
animal, the nibbana of food signifies the food which is
cooled down of heat, the nibbana of a person signifies a
p e rson whose defilements and evil passions have been
eradicated completely.

83

Since nibbana means being

cooled down from evil heat,

it can be attained here and now

in this life when all defilements and desires have been
eradicated from the human mind.
In addition to being nature itself, the law of
nature, the "way" according to the law of nature,

and the

result of the "way" according to the law of nature,
also means the Buddha's teaching.

dhamma

According to Buddhadasa,

dhamma as the Buddha's teaching is not merely the Buddha's
words literally recorded in the Tipitaka;

it is partic-

84
ularly the teaching of the four aspects of d h a m m a .
The Buddha's teaching that sets forth and elucidates the
four aspects of dhamma is a universal teaching, the truth
of which extends beyond the limit of the Buddhist religion.
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It can be identified with the truth of other religions,
such as Christianity.

Buddhadasa considers dhamma as the

universal truth which transcends the limit of any one
faith.

As the universal truth, dhamma which is the Bud

dha's teaching,

and the Christian teaching,

are the same.

Buddhadasa clarifies this point by comparing the meaning of
dhamma to God:
Dhamma is the same as that which is called God.
W e can elucidate the facts about this point as follows:
(a) Nature itself or all natural phenomena are
the physical body of God.
(b) The great and absolute law of nature is the
spiritual body of God.
(c) Performing duties properly according to the
law of nature is the demand of God.
(d) The fruits which man obtains by performing
h is duty is the supply of God.
Buddhadasa's explanation will be rejected by many
Christians:

nature itself is not the physical body of God

according to Christian belief, but the creation or work of
God.

The Law of Nature, however, might be compared to the

spiritual body of God if we interpret this concept as
God's governing power of the Law.

The function according

to the Law of Nature may be interpreted as the demand of
God in the sense of moral obligation for all good people
w ho want to attain their religious goal.

Furthermore, the

fruit of the fulfilment of obligation may be seen as
supplied by God in the sense that it is the highest reward
of God:

salvation in Christianity or nibbana in Buddhism.

Buddhadasa clearly believes that if Buddhists see the
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Buddha's teaching in the universal sense of dhamma or
nature, they will not only be broad-minded, but will be
able to understand the essential meaning of other
religions.

The Relationship Between Dhamma and Abhidhamma

Buddhist scholars still argue with one another about
the meaning and relationship of dhamma and abhidhamma.
Some scholars such as Wilhelm and Magdalene Geiger and
Buddhadasa believe that dhamma is the essence and the
whole teaching of the Buddha, and that abhidhamma is
only an elaborated version of d h a m m a .

Others such as

Vajiranana contend that dhamma is only the elementary
teaching of the Buddha and that abhidhamma is the B u d d h a 1s
superior and higher teaching which can lead human beings
to n i b b a n a .

Mrs. C. A. F. Rhys Davids believes that one

can hardly understand the essence of the Buddha's dhamma
without consulting the Abhidhamma, though she agrees that
the Abhidhamma is only an addition to the Sutta and the
Vinaya.

For Bimala Churn Law, abhidhamma is merely a

scholastic version of dhamma or the Buddha's teaching in
the Sutta:
It [the Abhidhamma] treats the same subject as
the Sutta Pitaka and differs from that collection only
in being more scholastic.
It is composed chiefly in
the forms of questions and answers like a catechism.
The starting point of this collection appears to have
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der.

This teaching is originally recorded in the

Ancruttara N i k a v a :
Restraint [evil], leaving [evil], making-become
[virtue], preserving [virtue] These are the four exertions taught by him,
The Kinsman of the Sun.
Herein a monk-..
Ardently striving makes an end of 111.
The four roads to saintship
in the Abhidhamma
the Sutta.

(Vibhanga.216,

(iddhipada) mentioned
249)

are also taken from

According to the Diqha- n i k a v a . Sariputta told

the congregation of monks to recite the Buddha's dhamma
in order to preserve it as a guide for virtuous life for
all gods and humankind.

The iddhipada was thus recited:

Four stages to efficiency (iddhi). Herein,
friends, a brother develops the stage which is charac
terized by (1 ) the mental co-efficient of an effort of
purposive concentration; (2 ) b y the mental co-efficient
of an effort of intellectual concentration; (3) by the
mental co-efficient of an effort of energized concen
tration; (4) by the mental cor-efficient of an effort of
investigating concentration.
The five moral powers
spiritual sense

(indriya)

(bala)

and the five organs of

are the same set of d h a m m a .

They appear first in the Sutta and later in the Abhidhamma
(Vibhanga.342).

In the Sutta, the bala or the indriva

are recited by the congregation of monks led by Sariputta,
as faith, energy, mindfulness,
sight.

92

concentration,

and in-

These are the dhamma which strengthen the mind

to work for the absolute emancipation from suffering.
The seven kinds of wisdom

(bpjjhanga) was presented

first in the Sutta and later in the Abhidhamma
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(Vibhanga.277).

According to the Sutta,

Sariputta leads

the congregation of monks to recite this teaching of the
Buddha.

These dhamma are recited as mindfulness,

study of doctrines,
and equanimity.
of enlightenment.

energy,

zest,

serenity,

the

concentration,

They are considered as constitutive means
93

The Aryan eightfold path

(magga)

also appears first

in the Sutta and later in the Abhidhamma
94
(Vibhanga.235).

The Buddha taught the congregation

of monks in the Kuru country that the Aryan eightfold path
was the dhamma leading to the cessation of suffering and
that it was described as right view, right aspiration,
right speech,

right action,

right livelihood,

right mindfulness, and right concentration.

95

right effort,
Con

sequently, one observes that the bodhinakkhiva-dhamma
which is one of the foundation stones of the Abhidhamma is
originally in the Sutta.
These few illustrations, which could be multiplied
many-fold,

support the argument that the teaching which

prevails in the Abhidhamma is largely a repetition and/or
an elaboration of the dhamma established in the Sutta.
In Thailand today,

Buddhadasa has chosen to take

issue with the standard Thai Buddhist view regarding the
significance of the abhidhamma and its relationship to
dhamma.

The latter,

following B u d d h a g h o s a 1s acceptance

of the authority of the Abhidhamma,

generally regard the
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Abhidhamma as the collection of higher and superior
teaching of the Buddha.

Buddhadasa,

on the other hand,

considers the whole teaching of the Buddha as the dhamma
recorded in the Sutta and the Vinaya, and the abhidhamma
as a repetition of dhamma added in the last part of the
Tipitaka, the Abhidhamma.
According to Buddhadasa, dhamma in the most profound
sense is not beyond human knowledge, but does necessitate
transcending conventional levels of understanding.

The

difficulty arises when people do not know the real meaning
of words and understand them only in terms of everyday
language (Thai:
dhamma or truth.

phasa k h o n ) instead of the level of
In this regard, Buddhadasa criticizes

the customary Thai distinction between dhamma and abhi
dhamma .
Generally, Thai Buddhists identify the Buddha's
teaching concerning enlightenment and nibbana as the
higher truth or abhidhamma. and the Buddha's teaching of
general ethical precepts as the d hamma.

Buddhadasa ob

jects to this conventional Theravada distinction between
abhidhamma and d hamma.

In fact, claims Buddhadasa, the

Buddha neither preached the abhidhamma nor differentiated
the dhamma from the abhidhamma.

The differentiation

of these terms occurred after the parinibbana of the
Buddha at the First Council led by Mahakassapa.

Since

then, the knowledge and practice of nibbana as mentioned
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in the Abhidhamma involved an excessively complicated use
of language, heavily dependent on logic, and deals es
pecially with theories

(pariyatti) which encourage mere

intellectuality.
As a body of texts, the abhidhamma exists as an
analytic presentation of the doctrine of the Buddhist
Canon,

96

found m

.
.
the Sutta Pitaka and the Vinaya Pitaka.

After the parinibbana of the Buddha, seven collections
of the Abhidhamma Pitaka were formulated containing nearly
10,000 pages.

Later, Anuruddha, a Lanka monk,

summarized

it into a text of about ten pages long called the Abhidhammatthasariaaha.

Finally,

it was elaborated into

several minor texts of hundreds of pages used in Burma and
Thailand.

97

Because the term denotes a "higher"

(abhi)

teaching, Thai Buddhists regard the abhidhamma as the most
sacred of the Buddha's teachings rather than as a particu
lar collection of texts.

Buddhadasa asserts that the es

sential teachings of the Buddha are dhamma and vinaya.
Dhamma in this usage means the Buddha's teachings which
are necessary for extinguishing all suffering.

98

In

Buddhadasa's view, this is signified best by the term
sunnata

(emptiness).

Even vinava is dhamma in

this sense for it refers to the monastic discipline and
rules of practice that eliminate dukkha or suffering.
In short,

for Buddhadasa,

abhidhamma and dhamma

are not different from each other.

Abhidhamma should be
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seen simply as an elaboration of dhamma concerning the
path toward n i b b a n a .
ever, dhamma,

In conventional understanding, h o w 

as the dialogues

(sutta)

of the Buddha,

is considered inferior to abhidhamma or ultimate teaching
of the Buddha.

Buddhadasa points out that if we differen

tiate abhidhamma from d h a m m a . a b h i d h a m m a . in effect,
should be seen as an excessive and, hence, unnecessary
teaching of the Buddha, since its content has already been
p resented in the d h a m m a .

By turning the usual distinction

bet w e en dhamma and abhidhamma on its head,
criticizing those who,

Buddhadasa is

in his view, would turn the

teachings of the Buddha into an arid philosophy rather
than a spiritual practice.
All that Buddhists need to know for their enlighten
ment,

Buddhadasa argues, are the Four Noble Truths and the

nature of s u n n a t a .

He asserts that dhamma is simple

and it needs only a proper practice rather than profound
u nderstanding of Buddhist theory and argument.
folk as well as scholars can understand it.

Ordinary

Dhamma exists

in those texts in which the Buddha's teachings concerning
the practice of the awareness of the impermanence,
fering, and emptiness
as the Sutta.

suf

(sunnata) of life is foremost such

One can become a holy person without the

knowledge of abhidhamma.

Buddhadasa illustrates this

c laim with a metaphor of different types of horses.
are three kinds of horses:

small,

foreign-bred,

There

and p e d i 
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greed.

The pedigree horse is the most excellent of the

three.

It is compared to the arahant

h oliness or perfec t i o n ) .

The foreign bred horse is less

capable than the pedigree horse,
anagami

(the final stage of

and is compared to the

(the second stage of h o l i n e s s ) .

The small horse

is the least capable, and is compared to the sotapanna
(the first stage of holiness).

Buddhadasa differentiates

each type into three groups according to their speed,
and shape.

color,

Similarly, each type of holy person can be

d ifferentiated into groups according to their knowledge of
the Four Noble Truths, their ability to discuss the d h a m m a .
and their fame and honor.
According to this metaphor, horses are differentiated
by their external beauty, their capacity to reach the goal,
and their speed.
important quality,
w i n the race.

For a racing horse,

speed is its most

since it determines which horse will

Like the quality of the horse, the quality

of the arahant can be variously determined.

The most im

portant quality, however, which makes one an a r a h a n t . is
the capacity to reach nib b a n a . the true knowledge of the
F our Noble Truths,

not his capacity of preaching or d i s 

cussing the d h a m m a .

If a monk really knows the Four Noble

Truths, though he cannot intellectually elaborate and ex
p lain them, he becomes an ara h a n t .

Thus, people can reach

the final stage of holiness without being able to expound
on the abhidhamma.

99
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In summary,

Buddhadasa strives to recapture the es

sential meaning of the term, d h a m m a . as represented by
the original teachings of the Buddha,

i.e., the earliest

teachings of the Buddhist tradition.

For this reason, he

is critical of accretions which obscure the power and signi
ficance of d h a m m a . whether they come from the scholastic
renderings of the abhidhamma authors or the traditional
commentators such as Buddhaghosa.

His position contrasts

with the standard Thai Theravada position which makes a
textual distinction between the Sutta— the more informal
dialogues of the Tipitaka— and the Abhidhamma— the more
highly systematized or scholastic texts.

It should be

noted that Buddhadasa criticizes the traditional Theravada
position from an epistemological stand close to the Mahayana and that he holds this position on the basis of his
understanding of the truth of the Buddha, the d h a m m a .
which,

in his view,

is universal.

As mentioned earlier,

like the Mahayanist Nagarjuna, Buddhadasa holds that
nibbana and s a m s a r a . or lokuttara dhamma and lokiva
d h a m m a . have no ontological distinction.

They are

distinguished only at the epistemological level when
he needs to emphasize the ultimate truth
sacca)

(paramattha-

cf dhamma by showing that the Tipitaka uses two

kinds of language:

the dhamma language and the ordinary

or everyday language and that one should try to understand
the dhamma language of the Buddha in order to grasp the
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real meaning of his teachings.
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Buddhadasa's Methods of Dhammic Exposition

Buddhadasa's success in spreading his dhamma
depends in part on his unique methods,

in particular, his

ability to address particular issues or speak to particu
lar contexts rather than the traditional commentarial ex
position of Buddhaghosa.

One might say that Buddhadasa's

concern is to establish a system of d h a m m a . defined by
the categories of the Tipitaka, rather than to "interpret"
the dhamma in terms of contextually derived issues,
problems or concerns in Thai daily life.

Although Vajira-

nana used the Buddha-dhamma to promote Thai nationalism
and support the monarchy, his expository methods followed
the normative Buddhaghosan tradition.

He generally

limited his definition of such terms as n i b b a n a . d h a m m a .
kamma, to a rather standard interpretation.
n i b b a n a . for Vajiranana,

is the state of purification

from all suffering and defilements,
and Buddhist saints.

For example,

the state of the Buddha

It is usually the exclusive goal

pursued by monks rather than by lay people; and the meaning
of nibbana after death is particularly emphasized.
Buddhadasa,

on the other hand, believes that the es

sence of the Buddha's teaching is universal in the sense
that it is not limited to the form one finds in the texts,
especially in any literal sense.

Thus, to confine one's
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interpretation of dhamma to a line by line exposition is
to deny the universal significance of .the d h a m m a .
Buddhaghosa,

Like

Buddhadasa aims to recover and preserve the

original teaching of the Buddha, and he certainly focuses
on particular Pali terms such as a n a t t a : however,

the term

functions more as a symbol, pointing beyond itself to a
meaning with the power to transform a person's life.

We

might say, therefore, that unlike the "prescriptive"
definitions and expositions of Buddhaghosa and of V a j i r a 
nana,

Buddhadasa attempts to move his listeners beyond

the prescriptions and definitions to an "experience of the
truth."

To the extent that Buddhaghosa "demythologizes"

the text, he is not intending to deny the truth of the
text but rather to reveal its true m e a n i n g .1 0 0
following section,

In the

I will explore Buddhadasa's methods of

dhammic exposition by considering the use of language and
symbol in his work.

Buddhadasa's Methods of Teaching

Buddhadasa conveys his dhamma to others through his
special use of language and visual symbols.

His use of

language can be differentiated into the critical and the
symbolic.

The critical use of language is his attempt to

stimulate the Buddhists to examine their casual ways of
thought and practice and to stimulate their self-criticism
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through their wisdom.

Buddhadasa's critical use of

language m a y offend those who take the Buddha's dhamma
casually and superficially,
heavenly life to ni b b a n a .

for example, those who prefer
Nevertheless,

such method

Buddhadasa uses to attack some contemporary Buddhist b e 
liefs and practices is in fact a first step toward
preparing them for a deeper level of dhammic understanding.
Apart from the use of language,
symbols such as art

and achitecture at Suan Mokkha,

symbolic illustrations,
dhamma.

Buddhadasa also uses visual
and

in order to present the meaning

of

In order to show how Buddhadasa's use of

language and visual

symbols can effect the Buddhist under

standing of d h a m m a . I will refer to his emphasis on the
use of dhamma language and his criticism of everyday
language.
Like Zen masters, Buddhadasa believes that conven
tional ways of thinking and using language prevents
humans from penetrating the true meaning of the Buddha's
teaching.

Zen Buddhism as well as Buddhadasa teaches that

conventional thinking enslaves the human mind.

101

Buddhadasa encourages human beings to free themselves from
the conventional usage of language concerning the topics of
dhamma.
In order to demonstrate the basic flaw of the con
ventional usage of language,
into two levels:

Buddhadasa classifies language

everyday language and dhamma language.
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He calls the popular usage of Buddhist teaching, everyday
language, and his own exposition, dhamma language.

Every

day language is worldly or mundane language based on ordi
nary sense experiences and mundane expectations.

It in

evitably deals with all matters superficially and crudely.
Scriptural or doctrinal language tends to be understood
literally and traditionally.

Such interpretation does not

penetrate to a deeper intellectual or spiritual level of
meaning.

It depends merely on the external forms of ob

jects and ideas.
Everyday language is the language of those who do
not know dhamma in a deeper sense.

102

Buddhadasa asserts

that the essence of Buddhism expresses itself in dhamma
language, the true meaning of the language used by the
Buddha in his preaching.

103

For example, the Buddhist

concepts, k a m m a . when used without any modifier, connotes
a negative meaning in everyday language such as bad luck;
in dhamma language, however, kamma can be bad kamma
or good kamma usually referring to action.

104

Thus,

if

one takes kamma in everyday-language sense, one certainly
cannot understand and practice the true meaning of the
Buddha's teaching.

Buddhadasa's use of dhamma language

in order to explain the concept of the Triple Gem— the
Buddha, the Dhamma,

and the Sarigha— is very similar to

the Zen explanation of the Threefold Body of the Buddha
(trikaya):

the Law-body or Spiritual Body

fdharmakavat ,
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the Reward-body or Enjoyment-body

(sambhoqakavat , and

the Transformation-body or Body of Incarnation
kaya).

(nirmana-

Wing-Tsit Chan gives a general definition of

the trikava as follows:
The Law-body is the Buddha-body in its selfnature, the body of the Dharma or truth, the body of
reality, the body of the principle.
The "body" has no
bodily existence.
It is identical with truth.
In
various schools it is identical with the Realm of
Dharma (Dharma-dhatu), Buddha-nature, or the Store
house of the "Thus-come" (Tathaqataqarbha).
The
Reward-body is the person embodied with real insight,
enjoying his own enlightenment or that of others.
The
Transformation-body is the body variously appearing
to save people.
The three bodies are three in one,
are pggsessed of all Buddhas, and are potential to all
men.
Hui Neng, a Zen master, treats the meaning of the
trikava in dhamma language.

He argues that the trikava

is not the body of the Buddha which exists apart from or
dinary human beings; it is, in fact, within each of us.
Our self-nature is dharmakava which is pure and bright
wi t h the knowledge of truth or wisdom.
cording to Hui Neng,

Nirmanakava. ac

is the transformation of mind oc

curring variously in different people.

For example, when

one thinks evil, the mind is transformed into hell; when
one thinks of good d h a m m a . it becomes paradise; the p o i 
sonous mind is the transformation of mind into a beast, the
compassionate mind is the transformation of mind into a
bodhisatta.

Similarly, Hui Neng explains further that

sambhoaakava is the perfect or ideal body of the Buddha
which is always good; this body exists in human beings as
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a perfect state of mind.

For Hui Neng, to take refuge

in the Buddha means to take refuge in these three bodies of
the Buddha within us,

i.e., to return to our self-nature

wh ich is pure and perfect.

He indicates that if we u n d e r 

stand the true meaning of the t r i k a v a . we will see that
the three bodiSs of the Buddha are only various trans
formations of the mind which is naturally and originally
j

one and the same.

106

Buddhadasa interprets the Triple Gem in a like
m a n n e r — as essentially one and the same.
everyday language,

The Buddha,

in

signifies the historical Gotama Buddha

who was enlightened and preached his doctrine two thousand
years ago.

The Buddha in dhamma language,

on the other

hand, means the dhamma or the underlying quality,
character or mode of being which makes Prince Siddhattha
the Buddha.

This was referred to by the Buddha himself:

"He who sees the Dhamma sees the Thus-Gone; he who sees
107
the Thus-Gone sees the Dham m a .11
Dhamma in everyday language refers to the Buddha's
teaching as contained in Buddhist texts.

Thus,

a group of

people gathering in a temple for a sermon is considered to
be seeking the d h a m m a ♦

Also,

if a person can remember

well the Buddha's words in the texts,
taken as one who knows the d h a m m a .

s/he is usually

But dhamma in dhamma

language refers to the true, profound or subtle, meaning,
and not the literal meaning, of the Buddha's teaching.
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The Sangha,

in everyday language,

for example, means

the monastic Order or the congregation of monks.
dhamma language,

according to Buddhadasa,

In

the Sangha is

the quality of the human mind or the priciple of practice
w h ich leads to the end of suffering.

Thus, even lay p e o 

ple, who possess this quality or principle,
members of the Sangha.
language,

108

Consequently,

the Buddha, the Dhamma,

can be called

in dhamma

and the Sangha,

or the

composition of the Triple Gem, mean the same thing:

the

virtuous quality, within a human being, which leads one to
the end of suffering.

To take refuge in the Triple Gem

thus means to follow one's own virtuous nature of mind in
order to attain n i b b a n a .
Though everyday language seems to be much more con
crete and tangible than dhamma language,

it handicaps

human beings in their ability to penetrate the truth.
First,

it conceals and distorts the real meaning of Bud

dhist concepts.

Second,

everyday language differentiates

the nature of the truth among different religions.
example,

For

"God" in everyday language means the Divine Being

wh o possesses the power of creation and predestination.
In dhamma language, however, there is no difference b e t 
w e e n the "god" of theistic religion and the "god" of
atheistic religion:

"God" means the law of nature which

originates and regulates all phenomena.

109

Third,

every

day language which deals with religious concepts promotes
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an excessive supernaturalism which leads to illusion.
instance, the Thai word "thewada"

(Pali:

devata)

For

or

"gods" found in Buddhist teachings are taken literally by
most Buddhists as celestial beings who possess super
natural power.

Buddhadasa points out that the real or

dhamma meaning of "thewada 11 is a person who lives happily and comfortably m

this world.

110

Since everyday

language is too defective to be an adequate tool for suf
ficient knowledge of the truth, Buddhadasa argues for the
crucial significance of dhamma language for the under
standing and practice of Buddhism.

Buddhadasa's Use of Symbol

Even though Buddhadasa promotes the use of dhamma
language, he still believes that language is not the best
tool for penetrating the ultimate truth.

His attitude

toward the inadequacy of language resembles the Zen
teaching,

especially of Bodhidharma

(d. 528 C.E.), which

stresses the inadequacy of scriptural knowledge and
advocates the return to one's self-nature.

111

Buddhadasa

agrees with Zen's rejection of scriptures and its attempt
to go beyond the barriers of language in order to grasp
the true meaning of the Buddha's teaching:
Zen Buddhism has neither texts nor dependence on
texts.
It destroys all texts and scriptures because
they are the curtain of ignorance which obstructs
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human beings from perceiving emptiness.
Texts and
scriptures are only a record of words.
The real
d h a m m a . however, cannot be expressed through words.
It can be attained only through the penetration into
nature itself which is emptiness.
Buddhadasa argues that human intellect cannot attain
the deeper meaning of dhamma because it is trained im
properly.

Speaking to the Thai context,

in particular,

Buddhadasa contends that Thai children are trained in
school to be clever and selfish.

They learn to compete

intellectually with each other in order to gain more fame
and/or money, to be shrewd rather than virtuous.

113

He

argues that a person can be morally good without higher
education or a formal academic training.

The proof can be

seen among Thai people in former times who were illiterate
or poorly educated but morally good.

Buddhadasa asserts

that human beings can be virtuous only by returning to
their true self-nature which involves a rejection of the
logical reason and intellect/ which tends to distort
reality.
Formerly,

according to Buddhadasa, people trans

mitted moral knowledge and practice to later generations
through actions,

character, and visual symbols rather than

by rational explanation.

114

Visual symbols such as

illustrations or pictures can also provoke the human mind
to realize its own pure nature.

In Buddhadasa's opinion,

this method has been used in Thailand since the beginning
of the Thai kingdom:
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The use of pictures as a method to explain the
Dhamma
(Buddhist Teachings) has been popular in Siam
[Thailand] since the Sukhothai or early Ayuthia period.
The manner of representation has undergone, of course,
various changes through the years so that.the pictures
illustrate period art as well as Dhamma.
In Teaching Dhamma by Pictures

Buddhadasa explains

the dhammic meaning of 47 Thai paintings recorded in three
traditional Thai manuscripts found in Chaiya,
home town.

For example,

Buddhadasa's

in the illustration no.l which is

called "Wisdom Sprung Out of the 'Mud'," Buddhadasa inter
prets its use of symbols as follows:
This picture is another symbol of mind and body,
or nama and r u p a . The body here, is represented
as mud beneath the waters while the mind is the lotus
that springs from the mud.
Unlike the loathsomeness
of the body, the lotus is fragrant and pure.
The tur
bulence of the waters and the fish therein are all the
worldly desires which agitate the mind.
The man
emerging from the lotus is holding a disc and a sword
which symbolize the wisdom that cuts off and removes
all defilements (kilesa). Defilement here, is repre
sented by the boy approaching the enlightened man who,
triumphant, pays no attention.
The man in the righthand corner holding the lotus-fruit has practised
meditation and has found the way out of the darkness,
having seen for himself the Fruit of Dhamma.
The symbolism in this picture also illustrates Bud
dhadasa's teachings about the essence of mind which is
pure and pleasant, the defilements and desires which ob
scure the mind, meditation which leads to the original
state of mind free from the darkness of desires and d e 
filements and nibbana

(the Fruit of Dha r m a ) .

In illustration no.2 called "Wrong Practice of
Buddha-d h a m m a ." the Buddha is attacked by four armed-men:
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three monks and a layman.

Buddhadasa interprets the

meaning of the picture as follows:
The Buddha, here representing the true teachings,
is being attacked by three monks and one layman.
The
fact that there is only one layman attacking the
teachings indicates that many monks, once having been
ordained in the Order, continue to follow false paths
and are attached to ceremony.
They are indifferent to
the true teachings and prefer the Wheel of Wandering-on
to Nibbana.
(Monks, as they are more conspicuous than laymen
and because they are supposed to be devoting their
lives to the Three Gems, and because it is known that
they have many precepts to keep pure, can attack the
Dharma by misconduct in a.more violent way than is
possible for laypeople).
This illustration also demonstrates Buddhadasa's
teaching concerning the true meaning of the Buddha,

and

the Dhamma, which is misinterpreted and mistakenly followed
by both monks and lay people.

Buddhadasa criticizes monks

in Thailand today for practicing magic by making amulets
and consecrating Buddha images,

for becoming fortune

tellers and practitioners of mere ceremony, and for
p referring a worldly life of luxury to a simple,
life aimed at ultimate emancipation.

ascetic

Such conduct

undermines the B u d d h a 1s teaching and discourage p e o p l e 's
faith in Buddhism.

According to the illustration in which

three monks but only one layman try to harm the Buddha,
monks are presented as more dangerous to Buddhism than
lay people since they are supposed to be the heirs of
dhamma and the preachers of dhamma to lay people.
Buddhadasa believes that many monks in contemporary
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Thailand are not a good model for Buddhists and, hence,
do not promote the right understanding of Buddha-d h a m m a .
Illustration no.3, "the Acceptance of the Dhamma,"
indicates that there are three stages for tha attainment
of d h a m m a :

parivatti f p a t i p a t t i . and pative d d h a .

Buddhadasa interprets the symbols in this picture as
follows:
The monk carrying a fan in this picture, shows
acceptance of Dhamma for both thorough study
(parivatti) and practice (patipat t i ) . Study without
practice produces the dry scholar for whom all wisdom
is found in books.
Practice without study though often
accompanied by intense but blind faith, easily leads to
taking a wrong path.
These two are complementary as
pects and if one or the other is lacking, it is not
likely that one will be able to gain.realization of
Dhamma or penetration (pativeddha) .
Buddhadasa always emphasizes in his teachings that
scholarly knowledge of the scriptures by itself cannot
lead anyone to nibbana

(pativeddha-dhamma) and that

knowledge of the scriptures

(parivatti) should be always

accompanied by a proper practice (patipatti) in order to
attain the fruition of dhamma

(pativeddha) .

Neverthe

less, Buddhadasa, generally seems to value patipatti more
than pa r i v a t t i .

In What is A bhidhamma?. he argues that

the most important quality of arahatship or the capacity
to reach nibbana is the true knowledge of the Four Noble
Truths,

not an intellectual capacity to preach or discuss

the d h a m m a .

In other words,

free from defilements,

if one's mind is pure and

it will be luminous with wisdom
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which can penetrate the truth of d h a m m a .
Buddhadasa's use of symbol is not limited only to a
scriptural interpretation.

At Suan Mokkha (Garden of

Libe r ation), Buddhadasa had a spiritual theatre con
structed in order to present dhamma through paintings,
films, bas-reliefs,

and occasional lectures.

In the

spiritual theatre, one finds a large white circle domi
nating the hall and symbolizing emptiness

(sunnata).

use of this symbol is very close to Zen symbolism.

The

Ac

cording to D. T. Suzuki, a renowned Zen scholar, the circle
in Zen teaching symbolizes the Self, self-nature, or emp
tiness:
The Self is comparable to a circle which has no
circumference, it is thus dunvata [Pali:
sunnata1.
emptiness.
But it is also the center of such a circle,
which is found everywhere and anywhere in the circle.
The
Self is the point of absolute subjectivity which may convey
the sense of immobility or tranquility.
But as this point
can be moved anywhere we like, to infinitely varied spots,
it is really no point.g The point is the circle and the
circle is the point.
Apart from the use of the circle to symbolize empti
ness,

Buddhadasa uses other kinds of symbolism to convey

his dhammic teaching to Thai Buddhists.
and preaching hall at Suan Mokkha,

In the meditation

Buddhadasa hangs three

human skeletons, a male adult, a female adult, and a child
in order to remind the Buddhists of the impermanence,

suf

fering, and non-substantiality of human life, and of the
worthlessness of human body.
Considering Buddhadasa's teachings on self-nature and
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the capacity of human wisdom,

it can be noted that sym

bols with verbal interpretation are necessary only for those
whose minds are obscured and tainted by defilements and ig
norance.

Buddhadasa often uses symbols to provoke a

spontaneous response that arises from the mind's pure
nature and its capacity for true wisdom.

This stimulation

of mental capacity can be compared to the way Zen masters
use riddles and paradoxes to bring about a spontaneous re
action of true wisdom on the part of their students.
Buddhadasa's use of dhamma language and visual
symbols in his teaching seems to parallel the Zen method of
"turning one's light inwardly" in order to find the essence
of nature.

A Zen master's method aims to help his disciple

turn his/her light inwardly in order to see the truth
him/herself:

"If you turn your light inwardly, you will
I O A

find what is esoteric within you."
Dih Ping Tsze, the patron and inspirer of the trans
lation of The Sutra of Wei L a n a , explains the meaning of
"turning the light inwardly" as follows:
The most important point in the teaching of the
Dhyana School [Zen] lies in "introspection" or
"introversion," which means the turning of one's own
"light" to reflect inwardly.
Now when we are engrossed with criticizing
others, as is our wont, we hardly turn our thoughts on
ourselves and hence scarcely know anything ourselves.
Contrary to this, the followers of the Dhyana School
turn their attention completely within and reflect ex
clusively on their own "real nature," known in Chinese
as one's "original face."
Buddhadasa agrees with the Zen teaching that "turning
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the light inwardly" can help one attain the true meaning of
dhamma.

He praises the value of "turning the light in

wardly" as follows:
There are two ways of expounding the d h a m m a :
dhammadhitthana and puggaladhitthana. Puggala
dhitthana 'is the exposition of dhamma by means of
personification, e.g., referring to a person, an object,
a material.
Dhammadhitthana is the exposition of
dhamma in terms of ideas, e.g., referring to spiritual
matters and mental factors instead of a person and
corporeality.
For instance, the description of Mara
(Devil) as a giant with weapons riding on a horse or an
elephant is puggaladhitthana. Speaking of Mara as
the most dangerous destroyer of human beings (defile
ments such as ignorance, avarice, anger, etc.) is
dhammadhitthana.
If one does not train oneself to "turn the light
inwardly," one will not be able to know dhamma in
terms of dhammadhitthana; one will know dhamma only
in terms of puggaladhitthana. The more one is stupid,
the more one is subject to the propagation of making
merit in order to enter heaven or be free from Mara.
If one know the dhamma in terms of dhammadhitthana.
one will be able to know the true meaning of-dhamma
and be free from all misleading expositions.
For Buddhadasa,

if one turns the light inwardly,

one

can understand the dhamma in terms of dhammadhitthana
which is,

in fact, dhamma language.

Buddhadasa's use of

symbols in expounding the dhamma can also be seen as an
attempt to help Buddhists turn their light inwardly in
order to understand the true meaning of the Buddha's d h a m m a .
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Conclusion

Buddhadasa's dhamma makes a special contribution
to Thai Buddhism by challenging popular beliefs and prac
tices and by insisting on the true meaning of the Buddha's
teaching.

For Buddhadasa, present-day Buddhism loses its

function as a moral guide and the spiritual refuge of Thai
Buddhists because its doctrine

(dh a m m a ) is misinterpreted

and m i sused by both monks and laymen.
That Buddhadasa's dhamma stands against popular
beliefs and practices can be seen particularly in his
c r i ticism of Thai Buddhist rituals and ceremonies.

Buddha

dasa accuses Thai Buddhists today of transforming the
Buddha's dhamma into magical words embodied in rituals
and ceremonies,

of interpreting the dhamma literally

in order to facilitate their way of life, and of shifting
the real goal of Buddhism, n i b b a n a . to the pleasures of
heaven.
That most monks and lay people use the Buddha's
dhamma as sacred words in rituals and ceremonies is seen
in the use of the unahissaviiiavo-vicava-katha

(the in

cantation which possesses a magical power like the sacred
cloth of victory)

which Thai Buddhists use in religious

ceremonies to prolong life.

According to Buddhadasa, this

incantation is believed to be the Buddha's teaching to a
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god who is fearful of death.

However,

it does not exist in

the Tipitaka or the Canonical commentaries,

and was proba

bly an invention of a later period to serve the purposes of
Thai Buddhists who were afraid of death.

123

Buddhadasa

argues that the Buddha's dhamma is for the realization of
the truth of birth,

old-age,

sickness,

and death,

one will attempt to work for the end of suffering.

so that
One

should consider death as a normal phenomenon of human life
that no one can escape.

Instead of trying to conquer death

by practicing the Buddha's teaching of the Noble Eightfold
Path, Thai Buddhists try to prolong their life in order to
enjoy more worldly happiness.

Buddhadasa points out that

the content of this incantation contains no magic words;
it reveals only the fact that if one practices the d h a m m a .
one will be free from all dangers and death.

He trans

lates this Pali incantation into Thai as follows:
Atthi unahissavijjayo dhammo loke anuttaro
sabbasattahi atthaya tarn tvam ganhahi devate - Behold
god, you should hold to this dhamma called unahissaviiiava (the sacred cloth of victory) which is bene
ficial to all beings.
Parivajje rajadande amanussehi
pavake bayagghe nage vise bhute akalamaranena va (You will be) free from the royal punishment, trouble
caused by non-human beings, fire, tiger, serpent,
poison, spirits, and untimely death.
Sabbasma marana
mutto thapetva kalamaritam - (You will be) free from
all kinds of death except timely death.
Tasseva
anubhavena hotu devo sukhi sada - With such power of
d h a m m a . may you, god, be happy at all times.
Suddhasila samadaya dhammasucaritam care - (You should)
undertake the pure moral discipline and practice
right conduct according to d h a m m a . Tasseva anubhavena
hotu devo sukhi sada - With such power of d h a m m a .
may you, god, be happy at all times.
Likkhitam
cintitam pujam dharanam vacanam garum paresam desanam
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sutva tassa ayu pavuddhati-ti - By listening to,
recording, thinking about, honoring, memorizing,
preaching, and finnly revering the d h a m m a . his/her
age is prolonged.
In Buddhadasa's view, a magical interpretation of
this incantation utterly misses its real significance as an
admonition to practice and teach the dhamma in order to
have a long life.
Apart from transforming the Buddha's teaching into
magical words in rituals and ceremonies, Thai Buddhists
also interpret the Buddha's teaching literally in order
to facilitate a mundane way of life.

Often, Buddhadasa

accuses Buddhists, both monks and laymen, of not
understanding the true meaning of the Buddha's dhamma
because they seek worldly enjoyment rather than the
attainment of nibbana.

According to Buddhadasa, the

socio-political situation in Thailand today deprives
the Sangha of its responsibility to propagate the d h a m m a .
Monks are occupied with monastic law-suits

(adhikarana) ,

and spend a significant amount of time encouraging lay
people to build temples, to make religious offerings to
them, and to participate in religious ceremonies in order
to gain merit.

Moreover, Buddhadasa contends that monks do

not really know the true meaning of dhamma; therefore,
they can preach the dhamma only in everyday language or
with a literal meaning.

125

Because Thai Buddhists are

trained to view dhamma literally, they mistakenly believe
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that religious contributions,

such as building a temple or

offering gifts to monks, are more important than purifying
their own minds and trying to attain n i b b a n a .

Buddhadasa's

criticism of Buddhist ceremonies is similar to the Zen
doctrine of Hui Neng who instructs the Imperial Delegate
Wei that there is no merit in building temples, giving
alms, and making offerings:
Building temples, giving alms, and making
offerings are only cultivating blessings.
Blessings
should not be considered as merit.
Merit lies in the
law-body, not in the field of blessings.
There is
merit in one's own dhamma-nature.
Always practice reverence.
To cultivate one's
personal life is achievement, and to cultivate one's
own mind is virtue.
Merit is the product of one's own
mind.
Blessings are different from merit.
The distinctive contribution of Buddhadasa's dhamma
to Thai Buddhism today is his insistence that d h a m m a . as
the ground of existence, affects all aspects of human life.
For Buddhadasa,
b ut a political,

dhamma is not only a religious matter,
social, and economic one, as well.

preaches that political,

He

social, and economic systems need

dhamma in order to serve human beings at their best.
This conviction informs B u d d hadasa's concept of Buddhist
socialism, or dhammika-sariaama-nivama.

Buddhadasa,

furthermore, conveys his notion of dhamma as universal
not only through his preaching but also through his way of
life.

His understanding of dhamma as nature is

examplified by his return to nature at Suan Mokkha.

There,

he lives in a cottage surrounded by natural things and
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beings.

He and his fellow monks sleep on a hard floor

with only small logs as their pillows.

They wake up at

4.00 a.m. every morning and eat only one meal a day from
the food they receive in their alms-bowls.

Monks at Suan

Mokkha see the value of work.

They spend their time

studying the d h a m m a . cleaning,

sweeping, painting,

carving, and so on.

This lifestyle expresses Buddhadasa's

dhamma that one should live a simple life according to
nature in order to reduce one's defilements and desires
until finally one can eradicate one's sense of self
attachment and attain nibbana.
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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION
VAJIRANANA AND BUDDHADASA:
CHARISMATIC REFORMERS OF THAI BUDDHISM

M ax Weber's

(1864-1920)

theory of charismatic

leaders may be helpful for examining and clarifying
Vajiranana's and Buddhadasa's dhammic achievements
among Thai Buddhists.

In this final Chapter,

I intend to

examine the biographies of Vajiranana and Buddhadasa in
the light of Weber's theory of charisma.
define the concept of charisma.

Second,

First,

I shall

I shall look at

the relationship between a charismatic leader and his com
munity.

And,

finally,

in the light of this analysis, we

shall see how Vajiranana and Buddhadasa,

as charismatic

reformers, were able to attract such large audiences and
to succeed in spreading their views of d h a m m a .

The Meaning of Charisma

Charisma,

for Weber,

is

A certain quality of an individual personality

313
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by virtue of which he is set apart from ordinary men
and treated as endowed with supernatural, superhuman,
or at least specifically exceptional qualities.
These
are such as are not accessible to the ordinary person,
but are regarded as of divine origin or as exemplary,
and on the basis of them the individual concerned is
treated as a leader.
This quality

(charisma)

resides in a person or an

object by natural endowment or by initiation.

Weber ex

plains that charisma by natural endowment is a gift of
nature or a divine call.

Any other types of charisma can

be obtained through some extraordinary means such as
through magical or ritual performance.

The charisma which

Weber interprets as a gift of nature or a divine call is
exemplified m

the New Testament.

I Corinthians 12,

3

In Roman 12

2

and

the Greek word "charisma" is trans

lated as "gift" or "gifts" and refers to that/those of
wisdom, knowledge, healing, prophecy, ministry,
teaching who are endowed by the Holy Spirit.

and

4

Charisma can be differentiated into various types
according to its role and manifestation in a social group:
charisma of office,
•

revelation,

charisma of natural endowment or

charisma of kinship,

and hereditary charisma.

5

Charisma of natural endowment comes from some unknown,
"transcendental" source as a gift.

It is a distinctive

type of charisma that contrasts with other types of cha
risma and is particularly emphasized by Weber:
Charisma may be either of two types.
Where this
appellation is fully merited, charisma is a gift that
inheres in an object or person simply by virtue of
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natural endowment.
Such primary charisma cannot be
acquired by any means.
But charisma of the other type
may be produced artificially in an object or person
through some extraordinary means.
Even then, it is
assumed that charismatic powers can be developed only
in people or objects in which the germ already existed
but would have remained dgrmant unless evoked by some
ascetic or other regimen.
Charisma of kinship, charisma of office,
ditary charisma are created or initiated later.

and here
Charisma

of kinship is closely related to hereditary charisma in
the sense that it is expressed and transmitted among kins
men.

Hereditary charisma, however,

implies the direct

transmission of charisma from parents to children or older
to younger generations.

According to Weber, both here

ditary charisma and charisma of kinship are two forms of
the routinization of charisma.
charisma,

Weber explains that

in its pure form, is foreign to everyday routine

structures or routinization.

Nevertheless,

in order to

form a permanent relationship with a stable organization
and community of followers, charisma has to be routinized
. .
.
7
and traditionalized.

To be routinized is to adopt

routine actions which are ruled mainly by "motives of p e r 
sonal attachment, by considerations of convenience and
advantage,

and by anxiety to avoid failure in conforming

to the immediate expectations and demands of peers and
superiors."

And to be traditionalized,

for Weber,

is

to accept the legitimacy of the powers of control and or
der handed down from the past and to obey the charismatic
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.
9
chief who holds such traditional authority.

Those who

possess the charisma of kinship or hereditary charisma
claim their right to rule and provide the benefits to their
groups "on a purely personal basis or in such a way that
in case of his death one or more other persons related to
the holder of the right by birth

(kinship), or by some

other social relationship, may inherit the rights in ques
t i o n . " 10
The charisma of kinship and hereditary charisma con
nect closely to the charisma of office in the case of
kingship.

According to Weber, the charisma of a king is a

clan charisma and possesses a magical quality through its
routinization:
The Hindu social order, to a larger extent than
anywhere else in the world, is organized in terms of
the principle of clan charisma. "Charisma" means
that an extraordinary, at least not generally
available, quality adheres to a person.
Originally,
charisma was thought of as a magical quality.
"Clan
charisma" means that this extraordinary quality adheres
to [group] members per se and not, as originally, to a
single person.
We are familiar with residues of this sociolo
gically important phenomenon of clan charisma particu
larly in the hereditary "divine right of kings" of our
dynasties.
To a lesser degree the legend of the "blue
blood" of a nobility, whatever its specific origin,
belongs to the same sociological type.
Clan charisma
is one of the ways personal charisma may be "routi
nized"
made a part of everyday social ex
perience) .
The charisma of a king is transmitted to his heir
and is considered as a magical quality through a ritual
process.

In this way,

it becomes the charisma of office:
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In this case, the belief in legitimacy is no
longer directed to the individual, but to the acquired
qualities and to the effectiveness of the ritual acts.
T he most important example is the transmission of
priestly charisma by anointing, consecrating, or the
laying on of hands; and.of royal authority, by anoin
ting and by coronation.
Since the charisma of office and the charisma of
natural endowment are useful for the demonstration of
Vajiranana*s and Buddhadasa*s charisma,
these two types,

I will emphasize

in particular.

For Weber, the charisma of natural endowment is the
primary and distinctive type of charisma.
of grace," by its literal meaning,
in the prophet.

It is the "gift

and is best represented

Weber takes the prophet to be the most

distinctive type of charismatic person because s/he is the
prototype of charismatic leadership which arises from a
divine call, personal revelation, or natural endowment.

13

Weber defines the prophet as "a purely individual bearer
of charisma w h o by virtue of his mission proclaims a reli
gious doctrine or divine commandment . " 14

It seems that

what the prophet is actually successful in doing for
his society is not as important as the mission or p e r 
sonal revelation he receives from a divine source.

In

other words, his office in the community does not justify
his role.
tion.

Rather,

it is justified by his personal revela

Weber explains further that there are two kinds of

prophets:

the ethical and the exemplary.

The ethical

prophet, who demands obedience as an ethical duty,

is the
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one who works and preaches as an instrument of divine p r o 
clamation.

Zoroaster and Muhammad are prophets of this

type in Weber's view.
hand,

The exemplary prophet,

on the other

is the prophet who conducts himself as an example of

the one who follows the way towards religious salvation.
His preaching does not take the form of divine judgment or
a demand for moral obedience, but demonstrates the way to
salvation.

The Buddha is of this prophetic type.

Neither the ethical nor the exemplary prophet,
understanding,

15

in Weber's

is a member of a hereditary priestly group.

Furthermore, these prophets oppose "magi~^l" practices
w h i c h tend to be promoted by priests whom Weber refers to
as members of a caste or an office,

for example, the

Brahmans in India, a highpriest of an ancient religion,
and the priest in a royal court who conducts and performs
rituals and ceremonies.

16

While Buddhist monks are not

considered priests by Weber, his analyses of both the p r o 
phet and the priest are of great value for understanding
the nature of religious leadership in modern Thai Buddhism.
In Weberian theory,

the characteristics of the p r o 

phet and the priest are in sharp contrast.

The prophet is

a lay preacher who is free from tradition and office:
The prophet himself is normally a righteous lay
preacher of sovereign independence whose aim is to
supplant the traditional ritualistic religious grace
of the ecclesiastical type by organizing life on the
basis of ultimate ethical principles.
The priest, by contrast, works according to his
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office under the tradition and norm of his society:
It may be thought that what is decisive for the
concept of priesthood is that the functionaries, re
gardless of whether their office is hereditary or per
sonal, be actively asssociated with some type of so
cial organization, of which they are employees or or
gans operating in the interest of the organization's
members, in contrast with magicians, who are selfemployed.
Since the priest works under an office while the
prophet is free from both the office and all traditional
bonds, the charisma of the two depends on different condi
tions.

The charisma of the prophet is based on a personal

revelation or divine call while that of the priest depends
on a hierarchical office which legitimizes him as a
preacher of salvation.

19

And owing to Weber's theory

that the charisma of the priest is based on the status of
his office and such routines as cultic ritual,

20

the

priest has to reconcile his role with the needs of the
laity in order to maintain his relationship with them
and to secure his office.

In other words, the priest has

to adapt his prophetic role to the traditionalism of the
laity, their needs and expectations

21

, while the prophet

follows only the command of his personal revelation,
the needs of society.

not

Secondly, the priest promotes b e 

liefs and practices of magic while the prophet opposes
all magical elements and affirms his revelation and relationship to the eternal.

22

Weber points out that since

the w ay of the prophet and his relationship to the laity
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are different from those of the priest, tensions between
prophet and priest,

as well as between prophet and lay-

people often arise and turn many prophetic figures into
martyrs.

23

Thirdly, the prophet sees religion as a

means to relate humankind to a simple, unified and organi
cally integrated world.

He considers that human beings

and the world are under a certain universal system or law
according to which salvation can be attained:
To the prophet, both the life of man and the
world, both social and cosmic events, have a certain
systematic and coherent meaning.
To this meaning the
conduct of mankind must be oriented if it is to bring
salvation, for only in relation to this meaning does
life obtain a unified and significant pattern.
The priest, however, systematizes and rationalizes
the content of prophecy and sacred tradition.

That

is, his message derives from his situation within a com
plex and hierarchical social and religious structure,
rather than from the singularity of prophetic revelation or
. .
25
vision.
Though the prophet and the priest are two types of
charismatic leaders, Weber emphasizes the role of the
prophet,

especially his will to "break through" social

norms, tradition,

and routine life:

Genuine charismatic domination therefore knows
of no abstract legal codes and statutes and of no
"formal" way of adjudication.
Its "objective" law
emanates concretely from the highly personal
experience of heavenly grace and from the god-like
strength of the hero.
Charismatic domination means a
rejection of all ties to any external order in favor
of the exclusive glorification of the genuine men-
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tality of the prophet and hero.
Hence, its attitude
is revolutionary and transvalues everything; it makes
a sovereign break with all traditional or rational
norms:
"It is written, but I say unto you."
Weber seems to use the distinctive characteristic
of the prophet,

the will to break the routine structure

society,

of the most significant indications of a

as one

charismatic leader.

Accordingly,

of

a charismatic leader

does not signify only the prophet in a religious sense but
includes reformers, political leaders, military heroes,
and sages "who by example and command indicate a way of
life to their disciples."

27

Edward Shils further amplifies that a charismatic
leader, according to Weber's definition,

follows a certain

norm, but his/her norm is different from the traditional
norm because it is "legitimated by a source remote in time
or timeless,

remote in space or spaceless."

28

It is worth noting that the meaning and authority of
charisma,

according to Weber, does not lie in a charisma

tic leader, but in his/her relationship with his/her fol
lowers.

S. N. Eisenstadt comments that "throughout his

discussion of charisma, Weber emphasizes not so much the
charismatic leader, but the charismatic group or band, be
it the religious sect or the followers of a new political
leader."

29

The significance of the relationship between

a charismatic leader and his/her group can be verified in
the rise and fall of a charismatic leader.

A charismatic
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leader is unanimously accepted by his/her followers b e 
cause s/he is considered to be a guide to the sacred and to
the solution of all problems in "marginal situations":
Charisma does not supply its own authority.
It
is v ested with authority by the actions of others.
In
the first instance, people must be motivated to look
to a charismatic person for access to the sacred.
Such motivation comes when people find themselves in
"marginal situations," that is, when they are co n 
fronted w i t h situations that entail considerable
physical and/or emotional distress over which they feel
they have no control.
Because the charisma does not supply its own
authority, but depends on its supporters or the followers
of a charismatic leader, the authority of a charismatic
leader is quite unstable.

The charismatic leader needs to

prove him/herself all the time through his/her charismatic
actions:

"If he

[the charismatic leader] wants to be a

prophet, he must perform miracles;

if he wants to be a

war-lord, he must perform heroic deeds."
Thus,
charisma,

31

if the charismatic leader fails to prove his

his mission will not be recognized and his

charismatic claim will break down.

32

Since the charisma

of a charismatic leader does not depend entirely on itself
but rather on his/her community,
m arginal/1iminal community,

s/he has to be in a

situation,

or be a marginal/

liminal person him/herself in order to be able to manifest
his/her charisma.

Victor Turner explains that the prophet

is a marginal/lirinal person:
Prophets and artists tend to be liminal and m a r 
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ginal people, "edgemen," who strive with a passionate
sincerity to rid themselves of the cliches associated
with status incumbency and role-playing and to enter
into vital relations with other men in fact or imagi
nation.
To be a marginal/liminal person is to be temporarily
out of the normal structure of society.

Turner defines

the attributes of liminal people as follows:
The attributes of liminality or of liminal
personae ("threshold people") are necessarily ambi
guous, since this condition and these persons elude or
slip through the network of classifications that nor
mally locate states and positions in cultural space.
Liminal entities are neither here nor there; they are
betwixt and between the positions assigned and arrayed
by law, custom, convention, and ceremonial.
The liminal people who are represented,

for example,

by the prophet arise and exist in a liminal situation
which takes place during a ritual, ceremony,
misery and depression.

or a time of

The charisma of a liminal person

expresses itself best in a liminal community which is
anti-structural.

Victor Turner call this liminal communi

ty "communitas":
The first [the structure] is of society as a
structured, differentiated, and often hierarchical
system of politico-legal-economic positions with many
types of evaluation, separating men in terms of "more"
or "less."
The second [communitas], which emerges
recognizably in the liminal period, is of society as
an unstructured or rudimentarily structured and rela
tively undifferentiated comitatus. community, or
even communion of equal individuals who submit t o 
gether to the general authority of the ritual
elders.
The communitas,
the prophet,

as well as a liminal person like

always breaks in through a structured society
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and traditional system and is held as sacred:
Communitas breaks in through the interstices of
structure, in liminality; at the edge of structure, in
marginality; and from beneath structure, in inferiori
ty.
It is almost everywhere held to be sacred or
"holy," possibly because it transgresses or dissolves
the norms that govern structured and institutionalized
relationships, and is accompanied by experiences of
unprecedented potency.
Turner comments that the Buddha can be con
sidered as a liminal person who abandoned the structure
and entered the communitas:
In the Buddha we have a classic case of a
"structurally" well-endowed religious founder who un 
derwent initiation into communitas through stripping
and equalizing and putting on the behavior of weakness
and poverty.
Weber's and Turner's ideas concerning the prophet,
"liminality", and "communitas" are useful for understanding
Buddhadasa's charismatic personality, work, and achieve
ment.

On the other hand, their discussions on the attri

butes of the priest,

structural system, and social group

are useful for approaching Vajiranana's charismatic p e r 
sonality and achievement.

This will be seen in the part

concerning Buddhadasa's and Vajiranana's biography.

Vajiranana's and Buddhadasa's Life and Work
As Charismatic Reformers of Thai Buddhism

Through Weber's theory of charismatic leaders,
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we will examine Vajiranana's and Buddhadasa's biogra
phies in order to understand better their place in Thai
Buddhism.

Vajiranana can be analysed from the perspec

tive of Weber's charismatic priest typology.
previously,

As mentioned

a charismatic leader is believed by his fol

lowers to have a supernatural power.

For example,

Father

Divine, the charismatic religious leader of the Peace
Mission Movement in the United States in the beginning of
this century,

is belived by his followers to have had a

divine birth and has no known human birth record.

He once

spoke of his own birth as follows:
I have spoken of MY first record as having moved
out upon the face of the waters when I was intangible,
invisible and without form, and spoke into outer ex
pression first the most greatest or biggest tangibilization of creation, which was the_material earth,
when I said, "Let dry land appear!"
Similarly, Vajiranana's biography shows that he had
a miraculous birth:
I heard from my elders that at the moment of my
birth the clear sky clouded over and a heavy rain fell
until the damned up and inundated the palace building's
platform.
My father [King Rama IV] took this as an
omen, reminding him of the time the Buddha sat under
the Rajayatana Tree.
While rain fell constantly for
seven days Mucalinda Naga, the serpent, wound his coils
around the Buddha and puffed out his hood above the
Buddha's head to keep off the rain.
Once the rain had
stopped, he unwound his coils, transformed himself into
a manob or youth, and appeared before the Buddha.
Thus the king named me Manu^yanagamanob. Subsequently
when I could read and understand Pali I came across a
passage in the Mahavagga, the first book of the Vinaya,
where the taming of the coiled-hair ascetic, Uruvelakassapa, takes place.
The term manussanaao or
manudvanaoa refers to the Buddha and corresponds to
ahinaao or ahinaaa which refers to Phraya Naga in
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his birth as a serpent.
Thus, the term manu^vanaga
is equivalent to bejewelled m a n or Great Being, used
to designate anyone exalted3jn the human species such
as the Buddha or a monarch.
The miraculous birth of Vajiranana and his status as
a son of the king helped to highlight his charismatic
status.

During the reign of Rama V, in 1893, he was ap

pointed the first Head Deputy of the Dhammayutika section
at the Bovornives monastery.

At that time, he worked hard

under the auspices of the king in order to develop Thai
monasticism and lay moral education.

First, he regulated

monastic organization such as the registration of all monks,
novices, temple boys, and other residents in the monastery.

40

Second, he promoted monastic education such as

the establishing of the Mahamakuta College for Pali educa
tion,

for he believed that textual education and under

standing would lead to the true knowledge of Buddhist
teachings.

41

Third, he directed the construction and

repair of many monastic buildings and facilities.

Fourth,

he divided the monastic organization into four divisions:
the North,
sect.

the South, the Central,

and the Dhammayutika

Each division was ruled by a monastic leader in

hierarchical system.

42

During the reign of Rama VI, he

was assigned by the king to reorder the monastic ranks and
positions,

43

and to establish the dates of Buddhist rites

and ceremonies according to the solar calendar.

44

Vajiranana worked not only for the development of
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Thai monasticism but also for the well-being of the lay
community.

For the laity, he formulated a system of edu

cation in the provinces by sending monks from Bangkok to
reside permanently in provincial temples in order to edu
cate people in the temple schools.

He also wrote books on

Buddhist ethics for lay education.

While his contribution

to monastic study focused on the Pali texts and
commentaries, his books for lay education— the M o r a l
Practice of Lav Buddhists and Siam Chronicle— aimed at
moral education, knowledge of Buddhist rites and ceremo
nies,

and Thai history.
V a j i r a n a n a !s charisma rested on his office, not on

personal revelation.

In general, Vajiranana served royal

policy and the institutional needs of state and religion,
e.g., the need to modernize Thai society, to keep the
country unified in the face of Western colonization.
Vajiranana, unlike Buddhadasa, did not try to fight against
the popular beliefs and practices of magic and superstition
in Thai Buddhism.

Since the sacred tradition still p e r 

vaded the court, he had to adapt himself to traditional
beliefs and practices in order to secure his office as well
as the office and power of the king.

In terms of Weberian

theory, Vajiranana functioned as a priest,

i.e., defined

by charisma of office rather than personal revelation.

He

compromised his role with popular traditions, promoted
sacred rites and ceremonies to strengthen secular and
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religious institutions, and spent his whole life fulfilling
a role in a hierarchical religio-social system instead of
isolating himself to search for the truth of Buddha-d h a m m a .
Buddhadasa,

on the other hand, represents the

charismatic prophet.

He founded Suan Mokkha in order to

make it a place of study and practice according to the
. .
.
45
original teaching of the Buddha.

He had neither

governmental nor popular support to begin his work.

Only

his personal motivation or "calling" compelled him to
launch this undertaking.

At the age of twenty-six, he was

inspired by the Buddha's teachings and began his revival
of the original doctrine.

He professed that he was willing

to give his life and body to the Buddha, to be the Buddha's
servant,

and named himself "Buddhadasa

the B u d d h a ) ."

46

(the Servant of

. . . .
Though this inspiration may not be

technically defined as a divine call,

it so "possessed"

Buddhadasa that he became the primary agent in one of the
major reforming movements within contemporary Thai Bud
dhism.
Examining Buddhadasa from the perspective of Weber's
other prophetic characteristics, we would say,

firstly,

that he neither conducts himself nor regulates Suan Mokkha
according to popular demand.

While modern Thais prefer

urban life with its conveniences,

luxuries and numerous

entertainments, Suan Mokkha offers none of these amenities.
For example,

Buddhadasa, himself, does not use a mosquito
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net, mattress,

or pillow because in his view spiritual

needs are more important than the physical ones.
Secondly,

47

Buddhadasa rejects popular religious beliefs,

particular the practice of magic.

in

He preaches that these

do not lead us to nibbana and are against the Buddha's
original teachings.

We also see that Buddhadasa avoids

participating in any folk rituals and ceremonies.

48

The use of Weberian theory to analyse Buddhadasa may
be controversial here for several reasons.

Buddhadasa is

a Buddhist monk, not a layman which is an important
characteristic of a prophet in Weber's view.

Also, the

practice of magic in Thailand is seen more as a secular
activity rather than a religious one.

Though some monks

may be fortune-tellers, they hardly dare practice magic
themselves for fear of becoming criticized by the laity
and losing their respectability.
groups,

Besides,

such as the Dhammayutika sect,

magical practices.

Nevertheless,

some monastic

strictly prohibit

Buddhadasa's strict ad

herence to "pure” Buddhist teachings makes him much more
critical of popular Buddhist practices than the Sangha as
a whole.

He appeals to an ideal as a standard of judgment,

rather than to mere adherence to rules.
Fourth, the prophet preaches a simple message with
the intent of revealing to humankind its essential being
as a part of the natural order of things.

Buddhadasa,

similarly, emphasizes the significance of "nature"
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(dhamma-iatit and encourages Buddhists to conduct them
selves according to "nature."
has a distinctive meaning.

"Nature," for Buddhadasa,

It is not only the physical

w orld but also the essence of everything,
h uman mind.

even of the

Buddhadasa's Suan Mokkha was thus founded in

order to provide himself and his followers a close
relationship with nature in this sense.
founded Suan Mokkha in 1932,

When Buddhadasa

it consisted only of one cot

tage covered with palm leaves and a small Buddhist temple
covered with corrugated iron.

He has stated that living in

an isolated place surrounded by trees and otner natural
things will provide the realization of one's true selfnature;

49

. . . .
and that simplicity m

material life will lead

people to develop spiritual happiness and purity.

50

Buddhadasa argues that if one has only the few possessions
that one really needs for survival,

one will have neither

much anxiety nor concern for protecting and securing them.
According to Buddhadasa, the more physical objects we
possess,

the less spiritual happiness and peace we have.

At Suan Mokkha,

Buddhadasa and his fellow monks normally

eat one meal a day.

Only those monks who do manual labour

or who are sick, and young novices can eat two meals a day,
the custom of all other monks in Thai tradition.

Buddha

dasa and the Suan Mokkha monks also avoid eating in lay
p e o p l e 1s houses because they want to spend most of their
time in a simple, natural environment pursuing the prac-
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tice of pure Buddha-dhamma.

51

As a charismatic prophet in Weber's sense, Buddha
dasa 's way of life may be distinctively seen as an exem
plary prophet since he lives an ascetic life outside so
cial hierarchic structure and conducts himself as an
example for Thai Buddhists:
The otherwordly asceticism or mysticism of re
treat from the world is best expressed by the exempla
ry prophets, who by their personal example demonstrate
to others the way to religious salvation, as in the
case of the Buddha.
The prophet's preaching refers
not to a divine mission, or an ethical duty of o b e 
dience, but rather directs itself to the self-interest
of those who crave salvation.
The exemplary leadership
is oriented toward "a contemplative and apathetic—
ecstatic life."
The teachings of Vajiranana and Buddhadasa are
influential and impressive,

and their ways of life are much

appreciated by Thai Buddhists because both of them can be
regarded as "ideals" for Buddhists.

According to the

Buddhist tradition, the Buddha's leading disciples
arranged into the left-hand and the right-hand.

are

S. J.

Tambiah notes that the left-hand disciple represents the
one who masters spiritual powers through meditation
(v i o a ssa n a d h u r a t , and the right-hand disciple the one
who masters the knowledge of the texts

fcranthadhuraf :

Moggallana, the left-hand disciple, became
famous for his intense immersion in meditation and for
perfecting mystic powers (iddhi), which accrue from
its practice.
Pictures and murals of his feats using
supranormal powers for defending the Buddhist faith
are frequently found.
Sariputta, the right-hand dis
ciple, is celebrated for his wisdom and mastery of the
abhidhamma commentaries.
We noted that, though
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paired, the preferred valuation, represented by the
right hand, is accorded to the man of knowledge.
Nevertheless, it is perhaps even more significant that
the right- and left-hand traditions stemming from the
same Master and divided between those two famous dis
ciples crystallize into two vocations open to monks in
institutionalized Buddhism:
the vocation of books
fqanthadhural and the vocation of meditation
fvipassanadhura) , the concentration on "learning"
(p a r ivatti^ and the concentration on "practice"
fp r a t i p a t t i . p a t ipatti) .
The ideal of the Buddha's left-hand and righthand disciples which represent the leader of parivatti
and the leader of patipatti can be applied to Vajiranana
and Buddhadasa.

According to their biography, Vajira-

nana's role can be compared to the right-hand d i s 
ciple of the Buddha since he is distinguished in his know
ledge and work on Buddhist texts or the pa r i v a t t i .
Buddhadasa might

be compared to the left-hand disciple of

the Buddha since

his work is primarily concerned with

the

p a t i p a t t i . the practice of meditation and the practice
according to the d h a m m a .

The ideal of parivatti and

p a t i p a t t i . of aanthadhura and vipas s a n a d h u r a . are
normative in Theravada Buddhism and serve as the framework
in terms of which Thai Buddhists see Vajiranana and Bud
dhadasa as superior and extraordinary figures.

Further

more, Vajiranana

is regarded as a person with a noble

miraculous birth

because of his superior k a m m a . while

and

Buddhadasa is said to be a sotapanna or even an arahant
by some Buddhists.
Apart from the ideal of charismatic leaders repre-
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sented by Vajiranana and Buddhadasa, their lives and
teachings also point to two different types of relation
ship between religion and society:

as part of a structural

social order and as a "communitas" in tension with that
social order.
sense,

Structural social order,

in Victor Turner's

is the social system in which each individual ele

ment is placed within a hierarchical order.

Turner here

utilizes Levi-Strauss' concept of status or structural
system.

He defines a structural system as a state in

which things are permanently placed as parts within a
whole,

i.e., each individual is considered a member of his

community; each is heteronomous in that each is different
from another; things function relative to one another
within a definite structure; distinctions of rank and
wealth pertain in which the superior is obeyed; differen
tiation is reflected in physical and technical differences,
sexuality,

and modes of communication.

Buddhism,

in Vajiranana's view,

society through a structural system.

54
is related to Thai
Vajiranana's

writings aim mainly at cultivating the Thai to become good
citizens within a structured society,

and at preparing

Buddhist monks to cooperate within a hierarchical system.
Monks are considered members of society and have social
obligations as preachers,
visors and administrators.

ritual leaders, religious ad
In Vajiranana's interpretation,

these functions promote social harmony and legitimate so-
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ciety.

Religion promotes a traditional wa y of life and

meets social needs rather than creating tension in society
or playing a social-critical role.
In Buddhadasa's work, Buddhism relates to society
in another way.

Here Turner's category of "communitas"

will be helpful.

The term "communitas ,11 for Turner, means

55
a unique "modality of social relationship." ’
munitas,

In com

an individual can experience a singular aspect of

his or her potentiality where one is not necessarily a
part of the whole, and where one is not limited by posi
tion or social definition.

For Turner, communitas

generates symbols and metaphors that point toward the
sacred, which contrasts with the social system perceived as
s e c u l a r .56
Communitas comes into existence through "liminal"
experiences.

57

. .
The l i m m a l person or group does not

totally separate itself from society, but it is not sub
ject to the status and hierarchical values of the normative
social order.

According to Turner,

sition, a process, not a state.

liminality is a tran

It is an encompassing and

equalizing experience in which there is an absence of
property,
tion,

status,

rank, and wealth.

In a liminal condi

one experiences sacredness and total obedience, and

communicates with others in silence and by reference to
mystical powers.

58

individual or group.

A liminal condition may be either
The latter,

in Turner's analysis,
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has a special reference to a context of ritual activities.
From this perspective, we might consider Buddhadasa's
cenjter at Suan Mokkha a "communitas" engaged in activities
promoting "liminality," a way of relating religion and
society at odds with the position of Vajiranana.
The gathering of Buddhists at Suan Mokkha can be
considered a "communitas" in polar opposition to Thai
society.

Buddhadasa functions as a "liminal" person who

strives to free himself and his followers from a
hierarchical and structural system in order that people
enter into a new kind of relationship with one another.
In the communitas of Suan Mokkha,

59

Buddhists communicate

through the silence of meditation and the shared meaning
of Buddhadasa's unigue teachings.

As the "Servant of the

Buddha," Buddhadasa symbolizes a mode of being all members
seek to attain.

Being the leader of the communitas,

and

strictly conducting himself according to the original
doctrine,

Buddhadasa is regarded not only a preacher but

also as a sacred figure and an ideal person.

Because of

the relatively disrupted economic, political and social
situation in Thailand today, and the lack of creative
response to it on the part of the Buddhist Sangha,

Buddha

dasa has emerged as a prophet who "propose[s] a radically
new religious system and associated value system."

60

Like the Franciscan communitas in Turner's interpretation,
the Suan Mokkha communitas lives in poverty and simplicity.
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While St. Francis took Christ's poverty as the expressive
g*|
symbol of communitas and an instrument for attaining it,
Buddhadasa takes the renunciation of the Buddha and his
simple life in the wilderness as symbols and instruments
for attaining life in communitas.
Our analysis leads to the conclusion that Vajiranana's and Buddhadasa's dhamma becomes influential for
Thai Buddhists in modern and contemporary periods because
of their charisma and their being "ideal" in Thai
society.

Their dhamma is interpreted and presented

differently.

Vajiranana's interpretations closely follow

B u d d h a g h o s a 1s commentaries,

i.e., dhamma is the Buddha's

teaching concerned basically with moral qualities.

He

interpreted the term dhamma literally and used it to
support royal policies of national development and m o 
dernization while he was the head of the Sangha,
role as a charismatic priest.

Buddhadasa,

in his

on the other

hand, does not follow Buddha g h o s a 's commentaries.

He in

terprets dhamma as the Buddha's teaching refering primari
ly to nature

(dhamma-iati t and its essence, paticca-

samuppada and/or sun n a t a .

His interpretation is

parallel to the Zen doctrine of sunnata which advocates
the co-existence of nibbana and samsara as discussed
earlier.

His teaching of dhammaiati

(nature)

and his

personal life at Suan Mokkha justify his role as a
charismatic prophet who works out of his/her revelation
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and spiritual call.

Even though the concept of dhamma

is profound and difficult,

and its fundamental truth is

antithetical too much in popular Thai belief and practice,
Vajiranana's and Buddhadasa's d h a m m a . in the broadest
sense, has been seminal in the development of Thai
Buddhism.
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